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ABSTRACT 

 Mebendazole (Mbz), a poorly water-soluble anthelminthic drug, possesses 

siginificant antineoplastic effects in both in vitro and in vivo studies. Microemulsions 

(PM1 37nm and PM2 478 nm) and nanosuspensions (NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm 

and NS-1700nm) of various sizes, and a cosolvent formulation have been developed for 

the potential parenteral delivery of Mbz. The purpose of the study was to investigate the 

role of physical nature and particle size of the nanoformulations on Mbz dispositions by 

comparatively establishing their pharmacokinetics and biodistribution profiles in athymic 

nude mouse and rat models.  

 In vitro release studies of Mbz from the cosolvent and nanosuspensions was slower 

in rat plasma than in PBS, and the initial rates and extent of release from NS-167nm in 

PBS and rat plasma were significantly greater than those of NS-700nm and NS-1700nm 

in PBS, and that of NS-1700nm in rat plasma.  

 Mbz from cosolvent and nanoformulations followed a two-compartment model after 

i.v. administration. PM1 and PM2 exhibited similar plasma pharmacokinetics of 

cosolvent in mice, with only Cmax/dose, k10 and k21 different from those of cosolvent. 

However, the tissue distribution patterns of PM1 and PM2 were distinct from that of 

cosolvent. PM1 and PM2 displayed very high AUCs/dose in lung, 6 to 7 times of that of 
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cosolvent. The t1/2 of Mbz in lung from PM1 was longer than those of cosolvent and PM2. 

Different from the cosolvent, Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited very high and prolonged 

drug concentrations in liver and spleen due to the reticuloendothelial system (RES) 

uptake. The large-sized NS-1700nm displayed larger Vss and V2 (1.45 and 1.35 L) than 

NS-167nm (0.85 and 0.79 L) in mice.  

Biodistributions of Mbz from cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm, and 

NS-1700nm in rats were comparatively established. The patterns of nanosuspensions in 

rats were similar to those in mice. The half-life of total Mbz in liver for NS-700nm was 

longer than those for NS-167nm and NS-400nm. The half-life of total Mbz in spleen for 

NS-400nm was longer than that for NS-167nm. The elimination half-lives of parent Mbz 

in liver and spleen of rats increased as particle size increased. 

  Three-compartment pharmacokinetic models described the relationship between 

plasma and lung concentrations of Mbz after i.v. administration of PM1 and PM2 was 

successfully developed and validated, enabling the prediction of lung concentration 

profiles based on measured plasma concentrations. 

 Human plasma pharmacokinetic parameters (CL, Vss, t1/2, α, and t1/2, β) for Mbz 

cosolvent, PM1 and PM2, as well as NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were predicted by 

allometric scaling. The PK parameters predicted for human from Mbz microemulsions of 
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various sizes between PM1 and PM2 were similar, while distinct between NS-167nm and 

NS-1700nm.  

  Our results demonstrated that the droplet/particle size of the nanoformulations had 

profound effects on Mbz dispositions in mice and rats, that might be critical in optimizing 

cancer therapy. 
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CHAPTER 1     INTRODUCTION  

 

Mebendazole (Mbz, methyl 5-benzoyl-2-benzimidazole-carbamate, C6H13N3O3; Figure 1) 

is a benzimidazole drug with low water solubilities of 9.8 mg/L, 71.3 mg/L and 35.4 

mg/L for polymorph A, B and C, respectively (Yalkowsky and He, 2003). It has been 

marketed as Ovex®, Vermox®, Antiox® or Pripsen® for the treatment of anthelminthic 

diseases in humans and animals.  

 

In recent years, increasing interest has been focused on the anticancer effect of this drug 

(Martarelli et al., 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002; Sasaki et al., 2002). Mbz has been 

demonstrated to exhibit potent growth inhibition in different lung cancer cell lines 

including A549, H1299 and H460, and human adrenocortical carcinoma cells, with very 

little toxicity in normal cell lines such as WI38 and human umbilical vein endothelial 

cells (Martarelli et al., 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002; Sasaki et al., 2002). In vivo 

studies showed oral administration of Mbz suspended in water to nu/nu mice significantly 

reduced the number and sizes of human tumor xenografts while very little toxicity was 

observed compared with that of paclitaxel (Sasaki et al., 2002). The potent anticancer 

effect and the low toxicity of Mbz lead to our great interest for preclinical and clinical 

development of this drug. 
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Figure 1. Chemical Structures of Mebendazole (I) and Three Metabolites (II-IV) (Dawso et al., 1982). 
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However, it is very challenging to develop formulations for Mbz. The low water 

solubility of Mbz makes it difficult to formulate the drug into conventional oral 

formulations which result in very low and erratic bioavailability (Chiba et al., 1991; 

Daniel-Mwambete et al., 2004; Dawson et al., 1982). Poorly water-soluble drugs in 

conventional oral formulations often lead to very low and erratic bioavailability due to its 

slow and incomplete absorption, which may fail to achieve the desired therapeutical 

effects (Kim and Park, 2008). Although parenteral formulations do not have the 

absorption problems in GI track, the low water solubility requires co-solvent vehicles to 

solubilize the water-insoluble drugs, which may not be acceptable for clinical use and 

may cause severe toxicity. For example, Taxol® is a solution formulation for intravenous 

administration of Paclitaxel which has a low water solubility (<3 mg/L) (Huang et al., 

2007). Serious adverse effects such as neutropenia and peripheral sensory neuropathy are 

found because of a mixed solution of absolute alcohol and Cremophor EL used to 

solubilize Paclitaxel in Taxol® (Constantinides et al., 2000; Hamaguchi et al., 2005). 

Therefore, novel parenteral formulations with a minimum solvent toxicity when 

solubilizing poorly water-soluble drugs are highly desired.  

 

Nanotechnology has exerted a significant impact on drug delivery (Ellis-Behnke et al., 

2007; Kim, 2007; Park, 2007; Petrak, 2007; Wagner et al., 2006). Nanoformulations, 

defined as containing particles in the sub-micron size range, include a variety of novel 

formulations such as microemulsions, nanosuspensions, liposomes, polymeric micelles, 
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nanoparticles, dendrimers, and nanocrystals (Kesisoglou et al., 2007). In 

nanoformulations, drug could be loaded on carriers or form particles by themselves. 

Solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs in nanoformulations is significantly enhanced by 

increasing total surface area of particles by reducing particle sizes. Therefore, 

nanoformulations are new solutions to deliver poorly water-soluble drugs. Besides 

increasing solubility, nanoformulations may also be used for controlled release and 

targeting delivery (de Martimprey et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2006).  

 

As drug delivery systems, microemulsions are excellent candidates for water-insoluble 

drugs because they can improve drug solubility by incorporating oil and surfactants in the 

formulations (Ghosh and Murthy, 2006; Jadhav et al., 2006). The microemulsion is 

defined as “a system of water, oil, and amphiphilic compounds (surfactant and co-

surfactant), which is a transparent, single optically isotropic and thermodynamically 

stable liquid” (Attwood, 1994). In microemulsions, the hydrophobic drug is dissolved in 

the oil which forms liquid droplets dispersed in the aqueous solution. Surfactants and co-

surfactants are used to stabilize the oily droplets in the aqueous solution. Other than 

improving drug solubilization, microemulsions also have advantages of high physical 

stability and the ease of preparation and administration (Tenjarla, 1999). Microemulsions 

are feasible for many administration routes such as transdermal, oral, intravenous, 

intranasal and ophthalmic routes (Ghosh et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008; Jadhav et al., 

2006; Nornoo and Chow, 2008; Nornoo et al., 2008). Microemulsions can significantly 
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improve bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs (Araya et al., 2005; Ghosh et al., 

2006). 

 

Nanosuspensions are also efficient delivery systems for water-insoluble drugs (Kocbek et 

al., 2006). Nanosuspensions are colloidal dispersions of pure drug particles in aqueous 

solutions. Surfactants and co-surfactants are used to stabolize the drug particles 

(Langguth et al., 2005; Patravale et al., 2004; Rabinow, 2004). Nanosuspensions can 

significantly increase the drug dissolution rate due to the minute particle sizes. Besides 

increasing the dissolution rate, nanosuspensions offer many other unique benefits. Unlike 

microemulsions which are good for hydrophilic or lipophilic drugs only, nanosuspensions 

can be used for drugs which are insoluble in either oil or water. Another important 

advantage of nanosuspensions used as drug delivery systems is that it allows to 

administer a very large dose of drug with a small volume because a very high 

concentration of drug can be easily prepared in a nanosupension. In contrast, 

conventional formulations that require a large dose may cause a severe toxicity, due to 

the excessive amount of cosolvents in the formulations used to solubilize the drug.  

 

To explore the potential of parenteral delivery of Mbz, two types of nanoformulations 

including microemulsions and nanosuspensions have been developed in our laboratory 

and Pfizer Inc. Microemulsions with two different sizes (PM1 37 nm and PM2 478 nm) 

and nanosuspensions with four different sizes (NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and 
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NS-1700nm) were developed. Microemulsions and nanosuspensions have distinct 

physical nature, as drug molecules are completely dissolved in the oil of microemulsions, 

while in nanosuspensions, the drug molecules exist as solid nanoparticles. This distinct 

physical nature may affect the in vitro and in vivo dissolution rate of the drug molecules. 

Therefore, we expect different pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz from these 

two types of formulations. In addition, for each type of formulations, there are different 

sizes that may also have effects on the pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz. As 

one of the major parameters of nanoformulations, the droplet or particle size has a direct 

effect on the dissolution rate and organ uptake, thus affects drug dispositions. However, 

in literature, very few studies have been performed to investigate the effect of droplet or 

particle sizes on the drug disposition following intravenous (i.v.) injection or other 

administration routes of microemulsions and nanosuspensions. It is thus desirable to 

establish the profiles of preclinical pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz 

nanoformulations of various sizes in animal models. Based on these profiles, impacts of 

different physical nature and droplet or particle sizes of the nanoformulations on the 

pharmacokinetic and biodistribution characteristics of Mbz could be evaluated. In 

addition to microemulsions and nanosupensions, cosolvent formulation of Mbz in which 

Mbz is dissolved in a solvent mixture of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) and propylene glycol (PG) is used as a reference formulation to compare 

with the Mbz nanoformulations. 
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The effects of particle sizes of Mbz nanoformulations, including microemulsions and 

nanosuspensions, on plasma pharmacokinetics in rats recently has been investigated in 

our laboratory (Gupta, 2006). Mbz from different formulations (cosolvent, 

microemulsions and nanosuspensions) followed a two-compartment model after i.v. 

injection in rats. Mbz microemulsions of various sizes (37nm and 478nm) exhibited very 

similar plasma pharmacokinetics. However, they possessed significantly smaller 

Cmax/Dose and AUC/Dose, faster CL, larger Vss and V1 than those of Mbz cosolvent 

(Table I; Gupta, 2006). Nanosuspensions of various sizes exhibited different plasma 

pharmacokinetics, as the small-sized nanosuspension (NS-167nm) exhibited significantly 

lower Cmax/Dose, longer t1/2, β, and larger Vss, V1 nd V2 than those of the large-sized (NS-

700nm and NS-1700nm). The plasma pharmacokinetics of the nanosuspension group was 

distinct from that of Mbz cosolvent. (Table II; Gupta, 2006). The distinct plasma 

pharmacokinetics of Mbz from nanosuspensions of various sizes triggers our great 

interest in further investigating how the effects of the particle size of nanosuspensions on 

organ distributions. Although Mbz microemulsions of different sizes exhibit similar 

plasma pharmarcokinetics, it is not clear whether the organ distributions are not affected 

by the droplet size either. In the present work, we comparatively studied the organ 

distributions of Mbz cosolvent, microemulsions of two sizes (37nm and 478nm) and 

nanosuspensions of four sizes (167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) in mouse and rats. 

The objective of our study is to investigate the roles of the droplet or particle size and 

physical nature of nanoformulations on Mbz dispositions by comparatively establishing 
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the profiles of pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz in nanoformulations in 

mouse and rat models. By recognizing impact factors of microemulsions and 

nanosuspensions on drug disposition, we will be able to selectively design effective 

formulations to achieve the desired therapeutical effects in humans in future. 
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Table I. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz from Cosolvent (n=6), PM1 

(37nm, n=3) and PM2 (478nm, n=3) in Rats (Gupta, 2006). 

 
Pharmacokinetic 

Parameters 
Cosolvent 

 
PM1 

 
PM2 

 

Dose (mg/kg) 3.25 1.6 1.6 

Cmax/Dose 
(mg/L/mg/kg) 3.48±0.83 * 1.25±0.06 1.13±0.06 

AUC/Dose 
(hr*mg/L /mg/kg) 4.66±0.76 * 1.66±0.12 1.77±0.02 

t1/2, α (hr) 0.28±0.06 0.30±0.08 0.40±0.07 

t1/2, β (hr) 2.89±1.67  1.90±0.45 2.43±0.36 

CL (L/hr) 0.22±0.04 * 0.61±0.04 0.56±0.01 

Vss (L) 0.69±0.27 * 1.35±0.15 1.58±0.21 

V1 (L) 0.30±0.07 * 0.81±0.04 0.90±0.05 

V2 (L) 0.38±0.25 0.54±0.19 0.69±0.17 

α (hr-1) 2.58±0.54 2.46±0.60 1.80±0.30 

β (hr-1) 0.30±0.12 0.36±0.06 0.30±0.06 

k10 (hr-1) 0.78±0.12 0.72±0.06 0.66±0.02 

k12 (hr-1) 1.08±0.30 0.78±0.12 1.32±0.60 

k21 (hr-1) 1.02±0.36 1.32±0.60 0.78±0.18 

 
All values are mean±S.D. 
Differences among groups were statistically evaluated using one-way ANOVA with Turkey’s post hoc test 
at P<0.05.  
* Denotes P<0.05 for difference between cosolvent and microemulsion formulations (PM1 and PM2). 
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Table II. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz from Cosolvent (n=6), NS-

167nm (n=3), NS-700nm (n=3), and NS-1700nm (n=3) in Rats (Gupta, 2006). 

 
Pharmacokinetic 

Parameters 
Cosolvent 

 
167nm 

 
700nm 

 
1700nm 

 

Dose (mg/kg) 3.25 30 30 30 

Cmax/Dose 
(mg/L/mg/kg) 3.48±0.83 Δ 0.75±0.24* 0.14±0.05 0.09±0.23 

AUC/Dose 
(hr*mg/L /mg/kg) 4.66±0.76 Δ 0.85±0.20 0.65±0.07 0.72±0.11 

t1/2, α (hr) 0.28±0.06 Δ 0.12±0.03 0.10±0.03 0.09±0.02 

t1/2, β (hr) 2.89±1.67 Δ 18.41±10.02* 25.96±3.90 30.02±6.5 

CL (L/hr) 0.22±0.04 Δ 1.21±0.27 1.57±0.18 1.42±0.21 

Vss (L) 0.69±0.27 Δ 25.46±8.87* 56.75±8.93 60.05±12.04 

V1 (L) 0.30±0.07 Δ 1.47±0.53* 8.52±3.60 10.54±2.80 

V2 (L) 0.38±0.25 Δ 24.00±8.88* 48.22±9.15 49.51±13.02 

α (hr-1) 2.58±0.54 Δ 6.02±1.40 7.24±1.70 8.20±2.10 

β (hr-1) 0.30±0.12 Δ 0.05±0.02* 0.03±0.00 0.02±0.00 

k10 (hr-1) 0.78±0.12 0.90±0.30* 0.21±0.07 0.14±0.03 

k12 (hr-1) 1.08±0.30 Δ 4.86±1.20 6.64±1.90 6.16±2.15 

k21 (hr-1) 1.02±0.36 0.31±0.10* 1.09±0.60 1.45±0.60 

 
All values are mean±S.D. 
Differences among groups were statistically siginificant at P<0.05 using one-way ANOVA with Turkey’s 
post hoc test. 
Δ Denotes P<0.05 for difference between Cosolvent formulation and NS-167nm, Cosolvent formulation 
and NS-700nm, as well as Cosolvent formulation and NS-1700nm. 
* Denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm and NS-700nm, as well as between NS-167nm and 
NS-1700nm. 
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CHAPTER 2    LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Mebendazole (Mbz) 

Mbz is a white to slightly yellow powder with a molecular weight of 295.29. It has three 

polymorphs, A, B and C, with aqueous solubility of 9.8 mg/L, 71.3 mg/L and 35.4 mg/L 

at 25ºC, respectively. The melting point of Mbz is 288.5ºC (Yalkowsky and He, 2003). 

Mbz has been widely used for the treatment of anthelminthic diseases in man and animal 

since 1970s (Banerjee et al., 1971; Lionel, 1975). Recently, new studies demonstrated 

potent anticancer effect of this drug (Martarelli et al., 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002; 

Sasaki et al., 2002). In this section, the ADME properties, antheminthic and anticancer 

effects, and mechanism of action of Mbz will be reviewed. 

 

2.1.1 Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism and Elimination (ADME) of Mbz 

The metabolic and pharmacokinetic disposition of Mbz in rats has been studied by Allan 

and Watson using 14C-labeled Mbz (Allan and Watson, 1982; Allan and Watson, 1983). 

Of the total radioactivity administrated through i.v., 84.3% was recovered in bile 

compared with 15.7% in urine. Three major metabolites were identified in bile and urine 

after enzyme conjugate hydrolysis (Figure 1). The compound II was found as the major 

metabolite counting for 67.5% of the total drug in bile. While in urine, compound I had 

the highest amount, followed by compound III.  The plasma pharmacokinetics of Mbz 

after i.v. administration in rats exhibited a biphasic elimination profile, with an apparent 
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volume of distribution of 1.2 L. The half-life of the distributional phase was 0.4 hr, 

shorter than the half-life of the terminal phase (3.2 hr). A bioavailability of 53% in rats 

was measured (Allan and Watson, 1983). However, the authors indicated that this value 

might not be realistic considering the oral dose was administrated as a solution in 50% 

DMSO.  

 

The metabolic and pharmacokinetic disposition of Mbz in humans has also been studied 

(Dawson et al., 1982). Different from rats, compound IV was found to be the major 

metabolite counting for about 87% of the total amount in human urine, followed by 

compound I which was about 12%. The plasma pharmacokinetics of Mbz following 

intravenous administration was fitted to a two-compartment model, while that from oral 

administration was fitted into a one-compartment model. Mbz exhibited short elimination 

half-lives of 1.16 hr and 0.74 hr after i.v. and oral administrations of a 0.6 µM sterile 

solution of 3H-Mbz containing 0.25% dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) in normal saline, 

respectively. Mbz had a low bioavailability of 17% in humans due to incomplete 

absorption and extensive presystemic metabolism. Mbz had a high plasma protein 

binding of more than 90% (Allgayer et al., 1984). The volume of distribution of Mbz is 

about 1.2 L/kg in adults (Dawson et al., 1982).  
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2.1.2 Anthelminthic Effects of Mbz 

Mebendazole processes a highly effective, broad-spectrum anthelmintic activity against 

infections caused by a variety of worms such as whipworm, pinworm, roundworm and 

hookworm (Edward and Breckenridge, 1988). In an in vivo evaluation of ovicidal effect 

of Mbz, the percentage of incubated whipworm eggs was dropping from 81.7 % for pre-

treatment to 0.1% for a three-day treatment. The percentage of incubated hookworm eggs 

was dropping from 84.4% for pre-treatment to zero for beyond one-day treatment 

(Wagner and Chavarria, 1974). Sargent and coworkers reported a single-blind clinical 

study of Mbz in seventy patients with light to severe whipworm infection (Sargent et al., 

1975). Sixty patients received 100 mg of Mbz twice a day for three and four days, 

respectively, and the rest patients received placebo. The cure rate for whipworm was 

65.6% and 89.3% and a total egg reduction was 69.5% and 95.9% for three- and four-day 

regimens, respectively. 

 

2.1.3 Anticancer Effects of Mbz 

In 2002, Mbz was discovered to possess remarkable activity against a variety of cancers 

(Sasaki, et al, 2002; Mukhopadhyay, et al, 2002). In in vitro studies, Mbz was 

demonstrated to possess potent growth inhibition in different lung cancer cell lines such 

as A549, H1299 and H460 and human adrenocortical carcinoma cells, while very little 

toxicity was found in normal WI38 and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (Sasaki, et 

al, 2002; Mukhopadhyay, et al, 2002). In in vivo studies, oral administration of Mbz 
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suspended in water to nu/nu mice significantly reduced the number and sizes of human 

non-small cell lung tumor xenografts (H460), while without any toxicity when compared 

with paclitaxel-treated mice (Sasaki, et al, 2002). Recently, Mbz was found to remarkedly 

inhibit human adrenocortical carcinoma cells growth from both in vitro and in vivo 

studies. The effects could be due to the induction of apoptosis of cells (Martarelli, et al, 

2008). Taken together, these data indicate that Mbz could be an effective way for 

treatment of cancers. 

 

2.1.4 Mechanism of Action of Mbz 

The anthelmintic effect of benzimidazole drugs including Mbz is known to act through 

depolymerizaiton of microtubles that are essential structures of cytoskeleton (Figure 2). 

Tubulin is a membrane protein. Heterodimers of α- and β-tubulin form a basic unit of 

microtubules, which are cylindrical tubes 20 to 25 nm in diameter (Epstein, 2002). 

Microtubules are highly dynamic structures undergoing rapid cycles of assembly and 

disassembly resulting from constant polymerization and depolymerization of tubulin 

dimmers (Epstein, 2002). Mbz can strongly bind to nematode β-tubulin at a very low 

concentration. The binding of Mbz and β-tubulin weakens the binding affinity between 

tubulin and adjacent molecules and results in depolymerization (Laclette et al., 1980). 

The disturbance of microtubule structure and function by Mbz causes damage of 

intestinal cells of worms. As a result, the glucose uptake and digestive functions of the 

worms are disrupted, which causes the death of worms (Shargel et al., 2006). The 
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selective toxicity of the Mbz anthelmintics may be attributed to the slow dissociation of 

Mbz from nematode tubulin, in contrast with the rapid dissociation of Mbz from 

mammalian tubulin (Gill and Lacey, 1992). 

 

The antitumor action of Mbz although has not been completely understood, some 

potential mechanisms have been proposed. Mbz significantly reduces the 

neovascularization of human xenografts in mice and resulted in a profound reduction in 

hemoglobin content/gram of tumor samples. The anti-angiogenesis effect of Mbz is 

further demonstrated by a significant reduction of the number and caliber of the blood 

vessels in tumors of mice (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2002). Mbz also induces 

depolymerization of tublin and inhibit spindle formation in non-small cell lung cancer 

cells, resulting in mitotic arrest and cell death (Sasaki et al, 2002).  

 

2.1.5 Toxicology of Mbz 

Mbz is of low systemic toxicity potential, but high dose could cause severe liver damage 

(Dayan, 2003; EMEA, 1999; EMEA, 2001). Acute oral toxicity of Mbz has been 

investigated in Wistar rats and rabbits. The oral LD50 is 1434 mg/kg for male Wistar rats 

and 714 mg/kg for female Wistar rats. In other rodents and rabbits, it is larger than 1280 

mg/kg. In chronic toxicity studies, oral administration of Mbz to Wista rats at doses up to 

151.6 mg/kg once daily for 13 weeks causes some clinical signs such as anemia, and 
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Figure 2.  Schematic Representation of Mechanism of Action of Benzimidazole 

Drugs (Roos, 1997). 
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weight loss, and some deaths. However, in another test in Beagle dogs, doses up to 40 

mg/kg once daily for 13 weeks do not produce any consistent dose-related effects. The 

low toxicity of Mbz is partially attributable to the rapid and extensive metabolism of Mbz 

into less toxic metabolites. However, parasites do not have these metabolic pathways, and 

thus are killed by Mbz (EMEA, 1999; EMEA, 2001). Although Mbz shows little 

inhibition of normal fibroblast growth in vitro and suppresses the growth of H460 tumors 

without side effects in vitro, significant systemic exposure of Mbz for cancer therapy may 

cause toxicity due to highly hepatic metabolism (Sasaki et al., 2002). 

 

2.2 Poorly Water-Soluble Drugs in Drug Development 

A poorly water-soluble drug is classically defined as one with an aqueous solubility less 

than 100 mg/L (Sinko, 2005).  In recent years, the application of new high-throughput 

technology such as combinational and library chemistry and high-throughput screening 

has greatly increased the amount of lead molecules with high potency and selectivity 

(Gardner et al, 2004; Lipiniski, 2002). However, an associated problem is that about 40% 

of the new drug candidates exhibit poor solubility in water, resulting in low and erratic 

bioavailability after oral administration (Kogan and Garti, 2006; Lipiniski, 2002).      

 

Poorly water-soluble drugs in conventional oral formulations usually have bioavailability 

problems. According to the Noyes-Whitney Law, the dissolution rate of a drug is 

proportional to its saturation solubility (Equation 1) (Sinko, 2005). Because of the low 
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saturation solubility in water, the dissolution rate of a poorly water-soluble drug is very 

slow, and may cause absorption problems. Furthermore, food usually has effects on the 

bioavailabilities of poorly water-soluble drugs, resulting in low bioavailabilities at fasting 

state and increased bioavailabilities with food. The low and erratic bioavailability makes 

poorly water-soluble drugs very challenging in drug development. 

                                           / * *( ) /dM dt D S Cs C h= −               ……………[Equation 1] 

where, 

• /dM dt  is the rate of dissolution.  

• S is the surface area of the solid.  

• C is the concentration of the solid in the bulk dissolution medium at time t.  

• Cs is the concentration of the solid in the diffusion layer surrounding the solid.  

• D is the diffusion coefficient.  

• h is the diffusion layer thickness.  

Many strategies have been developed for formulating poorly water-soluble drugs (Fahr 

and Liu, 2007). The approaches include: (1) particle size reduction, by which the 

saturation solubility of insoluble drugs significantly increases due to increased surface 

area (Lee, 2000; Merisko-Liversidge and Liversidge, 2008; Radtke, 2001). Many 

methods such as media milling, high pressure homogenization have been employed for 

particle size reduction, which will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.2. (2) addiction of 

solubilizing excipients such as surfactants and organic solvents (Constantinides et al., 
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2004). However, potential toxicity could be a problem if the solubilizing agents are not 

biocompatible. (3) solid dispersion, in which the poorly water-soluble drugs are dispersed 

in vehicles in crystalline or amorphous forms  (Owusu-Ababio, 2000; Serajuddin AT, 

2000).  Solid dispersion is usually prepared by melt or solvent evaporation methods. The 

drawbacks of this approach include difficulty for large-scale manufacture and stability 

problems. (4) lipid-based emulsion systems such microemulsions, in which lipid vehicles 

are used to enhance the solubility of lipophilic drugs (Tenjarla, 1999). The lipids in these 

systems can increase the luminal drug solubility, change the physical and biochemical 

barrier function of the GI tract, and stimulate the intestinal lymphatic transport, resulting 

in increased bioavailability compared with conventional oral formulations (Porter and 

Charman, 2001).  (5) manipulation of solid state (Kaushal et al, 2004).  Some drugs exist 

in multiple polymorphic forms with different solubility. The polymorph with the highest 

solubility can be produced by controlling the crystallization process. (6) Novel 

nanotechnologies for solubilization, such as NanoCrystal® technology by Elan, 

NanoEdge® by Baxter, and Nanopure® by PharmaSol (Möschwitzer and Müller, 2006). 

 

2.3 Nanotechnologies in Drug Delivery 

 

2.3.1 Overview 

Nanotechnologies, generally considered as dealing with matters of nanoscale, have been 

applied in a variety of scientific fields such as chemistry, physics, and material science. 
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Application of nanotechnologies in pharmaceutical science was started in 1970s (Rosen 

and Abribat, 2005). By applying nanotechnology, various innovative nanoformulations, 

such as liposome, solid lipid nanoparticles, microemulsions and nanosuspensions, have 

been developed for effective drug delivery to human body.  Some examples of 

nanomedicines currently on market are listed in Table III.    

 

2.3.2 Examples of Nanoformulations 

 

2.3.2.1 Microemulsions (ME) 

The concept of microemulsions was firstly introduced by Hoar and Schuman in 1940s. 

Microemulsions contain dispersions of oil and water, which are stablized by an interfacial 

film of surfactants and cosufactants (Tenjarla, 1999). They look clear, transparent and are 

thermodynamically stable. Microemulsions can be used for delivery of both hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic drugs by water-in-oil or oil-in-water emulsions (Hashida et al., 1977; 

Tamilvanan, 2004). Advantages of microemulsions have been recognized as easy for 

administration, ease of manufacturing and scale-up, long shelf life, and improved drug 

solubilization and bioavailability. Apart from these advantages, a disadvantage of 

microemulsions is the potential toxicity caused by the large concentrations of 

surfanctants and cosufactants used to stabilize the formulation. Three most commonly 

used microemulsions, are water-in-oil, bicontinuous and oil-in-water microemulsions, 

respectively, as represented in Figure 3 (Lawrence and Rees, 2000). Factors, such as the 
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composition of oil, lipid and surfactants, surface charge and droplet size, are known to 

influence the physicochemical properties of microemulsions. The impact of droplet size 

on drug disposition for microemulsions will be reviewed in Section 2.3.3. 

  

Microemulsions can be administered through a variety of administration routes, such as 

oral, transdermal, parenteral, ocutal and nasal routes. Oral microemulsions can 

siginificantly improve the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs by increasing the 

dissolution rate (Kim et al., 2001). Cyclosporin A is a widely used immunosuppressant in 

transplant patients. It is poorly water soluble, with a low bioavailability of 20%-30% for 

an oral solution formulation, Sandimmune® (Gao et al., 1998; Karlsson and Linberg-

Freijs, 1990). A commercial microemulsion cyclosprorin A, Neoral®, increases the 

bioavailability of Cyclosporin A by 2-fold compared to Sandimmune® (Gao et al., 1998). 

Another microemulsion form of cyclosprorin A, which contains Cremophor, Transcutol 

and Captex, increases the bioavailability of Cyclosporin A by 3.3-fold compared to 

Sandimmune® (Gao et al., 1998).  

 

Transdermal delivery systems deliver drugs through the skin and into the systemic 

circulation (Godin and Touitou 2007). Compared with oral delivery, transdermal delivery 

can avoid the extensive first-pass metabolism of highly hepatically metabolized drugs 

and increase the systemic delivery efficiency of these drugs (Kogan and Garti, 2006). 

Microemulsions are ideal delivery systems for transdermal delivery because of their 
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increases the mobility and release rate of the drug. Furthermore, the oil and lipid 

components in microemulsions can also serve as enhancers to improve the permeability 

of drug in skin (Peltola et al., 2003). Microemulsions of many drugs have been shown to 

improve delivery efficiency over those of conventional transdermal delivery systems such 

as gel (Ambade et al., 2008; Sarigüllü Ozgüney et al., 2006).  

 

Parenteral delivery of poorly water-soluble drugs is very challenging because an 

appropriate delivery system which exhibits low toxicity and high solubilization capability 

is required. Microemuslsions containing oil, lipid, sufactants and cosufactants for 

solubilizing poorly water-soluble drugs are one of the best delivery systems for parenteral 

delivery. Microemulsions for parenteral delivery have been successfully formulated. 

Propofol is an anesthetic agent with poor water solubility, which makes it challenging to 

develop parenteral formulations for this drug. The conventional approach of forming salt 

to increase the solubility is hard for this drug. Therefore, other solubilization approaches 

are highly desired for parenteral delivery of propofol (Han et al, 2001). Microemulsions 

provide a resolution for intravenous delivery of propofol. A propofol microemulsion for 

intravenous injection, Diprivan®, has been successfully developed and currently 

commercial available. Another example is amphotericin B, a poorly water-soluble drug 

for treating fungal infections. Oil-in-water based lecithin microemulsions of amphotericin 

B have been developed for intravenous injection of this drug with reduced toxicity 

compared to amphotericin B in 5% dextrose (Caillot et al., 1993; Ranchère et al., 1996). 
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Table III. Nanomedicine Products on Market (Wagner, et al, 2006). 

Healthcare 
application 

Composition/nanotech 
component Indication Campany 

Drug delivery 
Abelcet Amphotericin B/lipid complex Fungal infections Enzon (Bridgewater, NJ, USA) 

Amphotec Amphotericin B/lipid colloidal 
dispersion Fungal infections InterMune (Brisbane, CA, USA) 

Ambisome Liposomal Amphotericin B Fungal infections Gilead (Foster City, CA, USA), 
Fujisawa (Osaka, Japan) 

DaunoXome Liposomal daunorubicin Kaposi sarcoma Gilead 

Doxil/Caefyx Liposomal duxorubicin Cancer, Kaposi sarcoma 
Ortho Biotech (Bridgewater, NJ, 
USA): Schering-Plough 
(Kenilworth, NJ, USA) 

Depocyt Liposomal cytarabine Cancer SkyePharma (London), Enzon 
Epaxal Berna Virosomal hepatitis vaccine Hepatitis A Berna Biotech (Bern, Switzerland) 
Inflexal V Berna Virosomal influenza Influenza Berna Biotech 
Myocet Liposomal duxorubicin Breast cancer Zeneus Pharma (Oxford, UK) 

Visudyne Liposomal verteporfin Age-related macular 
degeneration 

QLT (Vancouver, Canada), 
Novartis (Basel) 

Estrasorb Estradiol in micellar nanoparticles Menopausal therapy Novavax (Malvern, PA, USA) 
Adagen PEG-adenosine deaminase Immunodeficiency disease Enzon 

Neulasta PEG-G-CSF Febrile neutopenia Amgen (Thousand Oaks, CA, 
USA) 

Oncaspar PEG-asparaginase Leukemia Enzon 

Pegasys PEG-α-interferon 2a Hepatitis C Nektar (San Carlos, CA, USA), 
Hoffmann-LaRoche (Basel) 

PEG-Intron PEG-α-interferon 2b Hepatitis C Enzon, Schering-Plough 

Macugen Pegylated anti-VEGF aptamer Age-related macular 
degeneration 

OSI Pharmaceuticals (Melville, 
NY, USA), Pfizer (New York) 
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Figure 3. Schematic Representation of the Three Most Commonly Encountered Microemulsion Microstructures: 

(a) Oil-in-Water, (b) Bicontinuous, and (c) Water-in-Oil Microemulsion (Lawrence and Rees, 2000). 
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2.3.2.2 Nanosuspensions (NS) 

Nanosuspensions are colloidal dispersions of nano-sized drug particles stabilized by 

surfactants and cosurfactants. They are promising drug delivery systems for poorly water-

soluble drugs as well as poorly oil-soluble drugs. Advantages of nanosuspensions have 

been recognized. One great advantage of nanosuspensions over other nanoformulations 

such as liposomes, micells, microemulsions, etc. is that nanosuspensions only contain 

pure drug without carrier polymers or organic solvents, which largely reduces potential 

toxic risk of the formulation. In addition, a high concentration of drug can be prepared 

using nanosuspensions for dosing. Therefore, less administration volume will be needed. 

Nanosuspensions are suitable for a variety of drug delivery systems such as oral, 

parenteral, ocular, pulmonary and targeted drug delivery. A list of nanosuspensions in 

development is shown in Table IV (Patravale et al., 2004).  

 

There are three major methods for preparing nanosuspensions including (1) media 

milling (Liversidge et al., 1992), (2) high-pressure homogenization (Figure 5), and (3) 

emulsification technology. The media milling method utilizes milling media such as 

stirred balls or beads, which can be made of glass, metal or ploymer. The particle size of 

the final product depends on several factors such as the milling speed, the amount of 

media load and drug. A typical instrument for the medial milling consists of a milling 

chamber, a milling shaft and a recirculation chamber (Figure 5). The milling chamber 

filled with milling media, drug, stabilizer and water is the place where the particle size 
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reduction is produced (Patravale et al., 2004). This method has the advantage of ease of 

scale-up. However, contamination produced by the milling media could cause adverse 

effect especially when the drug is for chronicle use.  

 

The high-pressure homogenization method utilizes the high pressure to break down 

micron drug particles into nanoparticles (Muller and Bohm, 1998). The high pressure is 

critical as a low pressure can not produce turbulence and shear flow high enough to break 

down particles. The high-pressue homogenization method is easy to scale-up and can 

produce nanosuspensions of narrow size distributions. However, prerequisites such as 

micronsized drug particles and suspension formation by high-speed mixers are needed 

(Patravale et al., 2004).  

 

The emulsion method produces nanosuspensions by dissolving lipophilic drugs into 

volatile organic solvent first, and then evaporating the organic solvent to precipitate 

nanoparticles which are stabilized by surfactants (Patravale et al., 2004). This method 

does not need specialized instruments and is easy of preparation. However, it does not 

work for drugs insoluble in both aqueous and oil phases. Moreover, harzard organic 

solvents used in the procss may induce safety concern (Bodmeier and McGinity, 1998). 

 

In summary, each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Depending on 

requirements, different methods should be thoroughly compared before a suitable one is  
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Table IV. Nanosuspension-Based Formulations in Development (Wagner, et al, 2006). 

Drug Indication Compound/ 
nanotechnology 

Drug delivery 
company Pharma company Status 

Paliperidone 
palmitate Schizophrenia Paliperidone 

palmitate/NanoCrystal
Elan Drug 
Delivery 

Johnson & 
Johnson (New 
Brunswick, NJ, 

USA) 

NDA 

Propofol IDD-
D Anesthetic Proopfol/IDD 

technology SkyePharma Looking for 
strategic partner Phase 3 

NPI 32101 Atopic 
dermatitis Silver nanoparticles 

Nucryste 
(Wakefiled, MA, 

USA) 
Self-developed Phase 3 

Panzem NCD Glioblastoma 2-methoxyestradiol/ 
NanoCrystal 

Elan Drug 
Delivery 

EntreMed 
(Rockville, MD, 

USA) 
Phase 2 

AI-850 Solid tumors Paclitaxel nanoparticles
Acusphere 

(Watertown, MA, 
USA) 

Looking for 
strategic partner Phase 1 

BioVant Vaccine 
adjuvant 

Calcium phosphate 
nanoparticles 

BioSante 
(Lincolnshire, IL, 

USA) 
Self-developed Phase 1 

Baxter 
Nanoedge 

http://www.ome
ris.org/program
s/bioohio.asp 

Anti-
infectives, 
oncologics, 

cardiac drugs 
and others 

Undisclosed 

Baxter 
BioPharma, 
Solutions 

(Bloomington, IN, 
USA) 

Undisclosed 
Preclinical 
and clinical 

phases 

 

Figure 4. Schematic Representation of Preparation of Nanosuspensions by Media Milling (Patravale et al., 2004).    
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Figure 5. Schematic Representation of Preparation of Nanosuspensions by High-Pressure Homogenization 

(Patravale, et al, 2004). 
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chosen to prepare nanosuspensions. In our studies, the Mbz nanosuspensions were 

prepared by the media milling method for its ease of preparation.  

 

The high uptake of nanosuspensions by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) system has 

been utilized to develop effective therapeutics for some infection diseases in liver and 

spleen, such as Mycobacterium avium (M. avium) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

infections. Clofazimine, a poorly water-soluble riminophenazine compound, is an 

effective agent for treating M. avium infections, which cause liver and spleen 

enlargement resulting from the lymphatic infection in system (Peters et al., 2000). 

Clofazimine nanosuspensions (385 nm) were developed and injected into mice 

intravenously, resulting in a significant reduction of bacterial loads in the liver, spleen 

and lungs of mice infected with M. avium (Peters et al., 2000).  

 

2.3.3 Size-Dependent Drug Disposition for Nanoformulations 

Many studies have demonstrated that nanoformulations show significant difference in 

pharmacological and toxicological properties, such as organ targeting, increased efficacy, 

reduced toxicity, from bulk material of the same composition due to their nanoscale size 

(Ellis-Behnke, 2007; Gabizon et al., 2006; Kim, 2007; Park, 2007; Tagne et al., 2008). A 

further question is: within the nanoformulation scope, will particle size still affect the 

pharmacological and toxicological properties?  
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Among nanoformulations, the size effect on drug disposition of liposomes has been most 

intensively studied. As early as 1980s, Allen and co-workers found that liposome-

entrapment increased the circulation time of sucrose in vivo in the following order: small 

unilamellar liposomes (SUV, 30-50 nm) > > large unilarnellar liposomes prepared by 

reverse-phase evaporation (REV, 100-200 nm) > multilamellar liposomes (MLV, 1.3 μm) 

after intravenous injection (Allen and Everest, 1983). Among these three liposomes, the 

smallest size, SUV has the greatest tendency to localize in blood, and least tendency to 

localize in liver and spleen. In contrast, the largest size, MLV has the least tendency to 

stay in blood, and the greatest tendency in liver and spleen, which is attributed to the high 

uptake by macrophages of the RES (Chono, et al, 2006). Faster clearance of drug from 

larger size of liposomes in blood, as well as higher uptake by liver and spleen were also 

observed by Chono and others (Chono, et al, 2006). Interestingly, the size effect on organ 

distribution is related to lipid composition. Liposomes containing phosphatidylserine are 

relatively insensitive to changes in size (Liu, et al, 1991). Liposmes with small sizes (70-

200 nm) were reported to have a relatively high uptake in tumor compared to liposomes 

with diameters greater than 200 nm (Liu, et al, 1991).  

 

The impact of the size on drug disposition is also studied for nanoparticles and 

microparticles. Flourescent polystyrene particles of various sizes (20 nm, 200 nm and 2 

μm) are administrated to male Sparague-Dawley rats by subconjunctival injection 

(Amrite and Kompella, 2005). Particles of 200 nm and 2 μm are retained in the periocular 
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tissue up to 60 days post-administration, while the 20 nm particles only have 8% of 

administered dose remaining after 7 days, and could not be detected at 60-days post-

administration. Therefore, particles of 200 nm and larger can be used as sustained drug 

delivery systems. A size dependency of disposition is also found after an oral 

administration of nanoparticles and microparticles of various sizes (100 nm, 1 μm and 10 

μm) in rats (Lamprecht, et al, 2001). The 100 nm particles have the highest binding of 

particles to colon, which might be useful for the targeted delivery of drugs to inflamed 

colonic mucosal areas in inflammatory bowel disease (Lamprecht, et al, 2001). 

 

Very little has been known about the impact of the size on drug dispositions for 

microemulsions. Recent studies by Nielsen et al. (2008) suggest that a self-

nanoemulsifying (SNEDDS) formulation of Probucol (45.0 ± 3.4 nm) exhibits a slightly 

faster absorption and higher bioavailability than the self-emulsifying group (SEDDS, 

4.58 ± 0.84 µm), given that SNEDDS and SEDDS of probucol contain the same lipid and 

surfactant load. However, the difference is not statistically significant (Nielsen et al., 

2008). In several other studies about the impact of droplet sizes, higher bioavailability is 

observed for SNEDDS than that of SEDDS. However, formulations tested in experiments 

differ in the types of surfactant and lipid, which may not rule out the possibility that the 

difference in bioavailability is due to the different types of lipid and surfactant (Drewe et 

al, 1992; Gao, et al, 1998; Kovarik et al, 1994; Odeberg et al, 2003).  
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Very little has been known about the impact of the size on drug dispositions for 

nanosuspensions. Trotta and coworkers studied in vitro the drug release for three 

nanosuspensions with sizes of 106 nm, 119 nm, and 202 nm. The in vitro drug dissolution 

rates increased in order of decreasing sizes: 106 nm > 119 nm > 202 nm (Trotta et al., 

2001). This result could be explained by the Noyes-Whitney’s Law that surface area and 

saturation solubility increase as particle size reduced, leading to an increased dissolution 

rate. However, in this study, no in vivo pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of the drug 

from these three nanosuspensions are performed. In addition, the size range of these three 

nanosuspensions is narrow, and nanosuspensions larger than 200 nm are not studies.  

 

A recent study by Gao et al. compares in vitro dissolution rates, plasma pharmacokinetics 

and biodistributions for two oridonin nanosuspensions (103.3 ± 1.5 nm and 897.2 ± 14.2 

nm) (Gao et al., 2008). Results reveal that the small size of nanosuspensions (103.3 ± 1.5 

nm) completely dissolved in 10 min, while the large-sized nanosuspension (897.2 ± 14.2 

nm) shows a slow dissolution rate as only 35.4% of total drug is dissolved in 5 min and 

75.2% in 30 min. After intravenous injection of oridonin nanosuspensions in to New 

Zealand rabbits, the 103.3 nm nanosuspension exhibits very similar plasma 

pharmacokinetics and biodistributions as the reference formulation in which oridonin is 

dissolved in a mixture of solvents. The 897.2 nm has distinct plasma pharmacokinetics 

from the oridonin solution and the 103.3 nm, with significantly increased AUC, MRT, 

and VD and t1/2,α, t1/2,β. Furthermore, the 897.2 nm has very high drug concentrations in 
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liver and spleen which are due to the RES uptake (Gao et al, 2008). In this study, only 

two particle sizes of nanosuspensions are investigated. 

 

In summary, limited studies have been conducted towards the understanding of impacts 

of physical nature and droplet or particle size of nanoformulations, especially 

microemulsions and nanosuspensions, on drug disposition. Therefore, a broad range 

study on this topic of microemulsions and nanosuspensions of various sizes is highly 

desired. 

  

2.4 Allometric Scaling in Drug Development 

In drug development, prior to clinical studies, preclinical studies are conducted in animals 

such as mice, rats, rabbits, dogs or monkeys to provide pharmacological and 

toxicological information about drug candidates (Liu, 1998; Rang and Vasella 2006). An 

important aim of pharmacokinetic studies is to estimate the pharmacokinetic properties of 

drug candidates in humans based on preclinical data, which is critical for the selection of 

a suitable dose for first-time dose in humans. To serve this purpose, two approaches to 

predict human pharmacokinetic properties based on preclinical information obtained 

from different animal species have been developed. These two approaches are 

physiological based modeling and allometric scaling (Mahmood, 1999).  
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In physiological based pharmacokinetic modeling, each organ of the body is considered 

as a compartment. The organ compartments are linked through the central blood 

compartment. Physiological parameters such as tissue volumes and blood flow rates, and 

biochemical parameters such as the partition coefficients, and metabolic clearance are 

used to describe the model by establishing mass-balance equations for each compartment 

(Krewski et al., 1994). The physiological based pharmacokinetic model provides a 

mechanistic-based evaluation of drug disposition and can be used to extrapolate human 

pharmacokinetic parameters based on animal data (Knaak et al., 1995). However, this 

approach is costly, mathematically complex, and time-consuming (Mahmood, 1999).  

 

Allometric scaling is an empirical approach grounded on the similarity of anatomical, 

physiological, and biochemical variables in mammals (Smith et al., 2006). Many 

variations of pharmacokinetic properties among different species are due to different 

body sizes. In the allometric approach, plots of the body weight from several species 

against the pharmacokinetic parameter of interest on log-log scale produce a linear 

regression relationship. Human pharmacokinetic parameters can extrapolated from this 

linear relationship based on human body weight. Compared with the physiologically 

based models, it is less complicated and easier to use ((Mahmood, 1999). 

 

Allometric scaling has been applied on prediction of human pharmacokinetic parameters 

for many drugs. Figure 6 is an example of allometric scaling of volume of distribution for 
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theophylline in different species (Gaspari F and Bonati, 1990). Apparent volume of 

distribution (V) and volume of central compartment (V1) of theophylline from nine 

species are plotted against their body weight on a log-log scale and the best fits are 

obtained by the method of linear regression. From the plot, V and V1 are linearly to the 

log of body weight. Human V and V1 of theophylline obtained by linear interpolation are 

51 L and 28 L, respectively. They are close to 34 L and 11 L obtained by experiments 

(Gaspari F and Bonati, 1990). 
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Figure 6. Allometric Relationships between Theophylline Apparent Volume of 

Distribution (a), Volume of Central Compartment (b), and Body Weight (Gaspari F 

and Bonati, 1990). 
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CHAPTER 3    OBJECTIVE AND SPECIFIC AIMS 

 

3.1 Hypothesis 

Physical nature and particle size of Mbz parental formulations (cosolvent, 

nanosuspensions, and microemulsions) would affect the plasma pharmacokinetics and 

biodistributions of Mbz in athymic nude mouse and rat models. 

 

3.2 Objective 

To investigate the role of physical nature and particle size of nanoformulations on Mbz 

disposition by comparatively establishing the profiles of pharmacokinetics and 

biodistributions of Mbz in nanoformulations in athymic nude mouse and rat models.  

 

3.3 Specific Aims 

Six specific aims of the project: (1) in vitro release studies of Mbz from nanosuspensions 

of four sizes (167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm), (2) plasma pharmacokinetics and 

biodistributions of Mbz nanoformulations of various sizes in mice, (3) biodistributions of 

Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes in rats, (4) comparison of formulation and size 

effects between the two species, (5) development of pharmacokinetic models linking the 

plasma compartment, the lung compartment and the compartment of  rest organ for 

prediction of Mbz concentration in the lung from Mbz concentration in mouse plasma, 
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and (6) prediction of human pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz in cosolvent and 

nanoformulations by allometric scaling. 

 

3.3.1 In vitro Release Studies of Mbz from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions of Four 

Sizes (167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm) 

• To develop an HPLC assay for quantitative analysis of Mbz in aqueous solution 

• To evaluate in vitro Mbz release kinetics from cosolvent and nanosuspensions of 

four sizes (167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm) in PBS, respectively 

• To evaluate in vitro Mbz release kinetics from cosolvent and nanosuspensions of 

four sizes (167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm) in rat plasma, respectively 

 

3.3.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics and Biodistributions of Mbz Nanoformulations of 

Various Sizes in Mice 

• To develop HPLCs assay for quantification of Mbz in mouse plasma and organ       

samples 

• To design protocols for animal studies 

• To establish plasma and organ profiles for Mbz from microemulsions (37 nm and 

478 nm) and nanosuspensions (167 nm and 1700 nm) in mice 

• To determine plasma and organ pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz from 

microemulsions and nanosuspensions in mice by compartmental model analysis 
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• To evaluate and identify the similarity and distinction of the plasma 

pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz from microemulsions between two 

sizes (37 nm and 478 nm) in mice. 

• To evaluate and identify the similarity and distinction of the plasma 

pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz from nanosuspensions between two 

sizes (167 nm and 1700 nm) in mice. 

 

3.3.3 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions of Various Sizes in Rats 

• To develop a radioactive assay for quantitative detection of Mbz in rat organ 

samples 

• To design protocol for animal studies 

• To establish organ profiles for Mbz from cosolvent and nanosuspensions of four 

sizes in rats  

• To evaluate and identify the similarity and distinction of biodistributions of Mbz       

nanosuspensions of the four sizes in rats. 

 

3.3.4 Comparison of the Formulation and Size Effects between Species 

• To evaluate and identify the similarity and distinction of plasma pharmacokinetics 

and biodistributions of Mbz from microemulsions of two sizes in mice and rats. 

• To evaluate and identify the similarity and distinction of plasma pharmacokinetics 

and biodistributions of Mbz from nanosuspensions of four sizes in mice and rats. 
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3.3.5 Development of Pharmacokinetic Models Linking Plasma Compartment, Lung 

Compartment and the Compartment of Rest Organs for Prediction of Mbz 

Concentration in Lung from Mbz Concentrations in Plasma in Mice 

• To develop pharmacokinetic models which can describe the relationship between 

the drug concentrations in plasma and the lung for Mbz from microemulsions. 

 

3.3.6 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz from Cosolvent 

and Nanoformulations by Allometric Scaling 

• To identify allometric relationships between the two species for Mbz from 

cosolvent, microemulsions (37 nm and 478 nm) and nanosuspensions (167 nm 

and 1700 nm). 

• To predict human plasma pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz from cosolvent 

cosolvent, microemulsions (37 nm and 478 nm) and nanosuspensions (167 nm 

and 1700 nm). 
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CHAPTER 4    MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
4.1 Materials 

 

4.1.1 Chemicals and Materials 

• Acetonitrile (ACN) HPLC grade (EMD, Gibbstown, NJ, USA) was used for 

preparing mobile phase for HPLC assays. 

• Acetopromazine, ketamine and xylazine (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) 

were used for preparing the anesthetic cocktail in the pharmacokinetic studies. 

• Ultima GoldTM scintillation cocktail (Perkin-Elmer Life and Analytical Sciences, 

Boston, MA, USA) was used as the scintillation liquid for measuring radioactivity.  

• 2-14C-Mbz (ViTrax, Inc., Placentia, CA, USA) was customer-synthesized for 

preparing 14C-labeled formulations of Mbz. 

• Captex 200 (Abitec Corporation, Janesville, WI, USA) was used for preparation of 

Mbz microemulsions. 

• Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) analytical grade (J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, 

NJ, USA) was use in preparing stock solutions of Mbz, as well as a constituent of 

Mbz cosolvent formulation. 

• Dichloromethane (DCM) (EMD, Gibbstown, NJ, USA) was used as the organic phase 

in the liquid-liquid extraction of Mbz from mouse and rat organs. 
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• Heparin sodium salt (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 

normal saline (0.9% sodium chloride) and used to prepare heparinized eppendorf 

tubes for blood collection in the pharmacokinetic studies. 

• Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 1 N) (MCB Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) was used as an 

acidic solution to adjust the pH value of mobile phase. 

• Hydrocortisone (Merck and Co. Inc., Rahway, NJ, USA) was used as internal 

standard for HPLC assays of Mbz. 

• Mebendazole (Mbz) (Batch #: 065K0728, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) 

was used to prepare Mbz cosolvent and nanoformulations.  

• Methanol HPLC grade (MEOH) (EMD, Gibbstown, NJ, USA) was used to prepare 

wash solution for HPLC and stock solution of hydrocortisone. 

• Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), containing 140 mM NaCl (Eastman Kodak Co., St. 

Louis, MO. USA), 0.4 mM KH2PO4 (Sigma Chemicals Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) 

and 2 mM K2HPO4 (Fisher Scientific Co., Fair Lawn, NJ, USA), was used as release 

medium for in vitro release studies of Mbz nansuspensions. 

• Polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG 400) (MERK, Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a 

constituent of Mbz cosolvent formulation. 

• Potassium phosphate, monobasic (KH2PO4) (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA) 

was used to prepare the mobile phase of HPLC assay for HPLC analysis of Mbz. 

• Propylene glycol (PG) (Humco Labs., Texarkana, TX, USA) was used as a 

constituent of Mbz cosolvent formulation.  
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• Sprague-Dawley rats (male, 300-350 gm) were purchased from Harlan (Houston, TX, 

USA) and were used for biodistribution studies of Mbz from cosolvent and 

nanosuspensions.  

• Sodium chloride (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was used to prepare 

normal saline. 

• Sodium hydroxide, solid (MERK, Darmstadt, Germany) was used to prepare a basic 

solution for adjusting the pH value of HPLC mobile phase. 

• Solvable® tissue solubilizer (Perkin-Elmer Life and Analytical Sciences, Boston, MA, 

USA) was used to solubilize rat organs for radioactivity measurement. 

• Swiss nude mice (male, 25 – 30 gm) were provided by the Stehlin Foundation for 

Cancer Research (Houston, TX, USA) and were used for all in vivo pharmacokinetic 

and biodistribution experiments.  

• Transcutol (Gattefosse SAS, Saint Priest Cedex, France) was used for preparation of 

Mbz microemulsions. 

• Tween 80 (PCCA, Houston, TX, USA) were used for preparing Mbz microemulsion 

and nanosuspension formulations. 

 

4.1.2 Supplies 

• Alcohol wipes (Webcol® Alcohol Preps, Kendall Healthcare Products Co., Mansfield, 

MA, USA) were used to disinfect animal skin prior to the administration of anesthesia 

in animal surgery. 
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• Conical clear glass inserts, 150 μl (Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA) were used for 

HPLC analysis of plasma and organ samples from in vivo experiments. 

• Cotton swabs (6 inches) (Sherwood Medical, St. Louis, MO, USA) were used during 

animal surgery procedures in pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies. 

• Dialysis membrane (Spectra/Por Membrane, MW cutoff: 12-14,000, width: 45mm, 

diameter: 29 mm, Spectrum Labs. Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) was used for 

in vitro release study of Mbz from nanosuspensions. 

• Glass disposable tubes (borosilicate, 12 x 75 mm, Kimble Glass Inc., Vineland, NJ) 

were used for transferring and storing the ME and cosolvent formulations. 

• Gloves (lightly powdered, Latex) were used in handling Mbz, radioactive materials 

(2-14C-Mbz) and animals.  

• Inserts (100 µl and 250 µl, Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA; Thomson Scientific, 

Philadelphia, USA) used for preparation of samples for HPLC analysis. 

• Flat bottom, clear glass, 250 μl (J G Finneran, Vineland, NJ) used for samples 

analyses from in-vivo organ distribution studies.  

• Insulin syringes (1/2 cc, sterile) (Becton Dickinson & Co., Rutherford, NJ, USA) 

were used to administer the anesthesia (I.P.), and the cosolvent formulation (I.V.) into 

the mice. 

• Isothermal pad (model 39 DP, Braintree Scientific, Braintree, MA, USA) was pre-

heated to 37 ° C to maintain the body temperatures of mice during the 

pharmacokinetic studies.  
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• Masks (Alpha ProTech, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) were used for protection in 

performing animal studies.  

• Membrane filters (47mm, 0.45 μm, hydrophilic polypropylene; Pall Corp., Ann Arbor, 

MI, USA) were used to filter the mobile phase. 

• Paraffin laboratory film (Parafilm M, Pechiney Plastic Packaging, Chicago, IL, USA) 

was used whenever a temporary seal was required.  

• Pipette tips (disposable, white: 1-10 µl, yellow: 10-100 µl and blue: 100-1000 µl; Dot 

Scientific Inc., MI, USA) were used along with appropriate pipettes for measuring 

and delivering solutions for all experiments. 

• Polyethylene microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 ml, Axygen Scientific Inc., Union City, CA, 

USA) were used after heparinization for collecting and storing samples from the 

different experiments including the pharmacokinetic studies.  

• Surgical absorbent pads (Medline, Mundelein, IL, USA) were used during all animal 

procedures. 

• Surgical gloves (Sensi-Touch®, Ansell Healthcare, Dohan, AL, USA) were used 

during animal surgeries for pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies. 

• Silk suture (3-0 U. S. P., Henry Schein Inc., Melville, NY, USA) was used in animal 

surgeries. 
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4.1.3 Equipments, Apparatuses and Softwares 

• ADAPT II (Biomedical Simulations Resource, University of Southern California, Los 

Angeles, CA, USA) was used to develop pharmacokinetic models for Mbz 

microemulsions. 

• Balance (digital, 0.0001-g sensitivity, Mettler AE100, Mettler Instrument Corp., 

Hightstown, NJ, USA) used for all weighing purposes. 

• BI-200 SM Research Goniometer and laser light scattering system (Brookhaven 

Instrument Corporation, NY, USA) was used for measuring particle sizes of 

microemulsions. 

• Centrifuge (Marathon 13K/M, B Hermle AG, Germany) was used in the 

pharmacokinetic studies to separate plasma from blood cells. 

• Heating-stirring plate (PC-351, Corning Co., Corning, NY, USA) was used to aid in 

dissolving Mbz in DMSO (20 mg/ml) for preparing Mbz cosolvent. 

• HPLC system consisted of : 

o A column-guard (pre-column insert, Delta-pakTM, C18, 5 μm) (Waters Corp., 

Ireland) put right before the HPLC column as filters for protection. 

o A XTerra® C18 column (150 x 4.6 mm i.d., 5 μm, Waters Corp., Milford, MA, 

USA). 

o Empower 2 chromatography software applied for peak area integration with 

this system (Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA).  
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o Waters 515 pump as the solvent delivery system with a photodiode array 

detector (Waters 2996) and an auto-sampler (Waters 717). 

• Liquid scintillation counter (LS 6500, Beckman Coulter Inc, Fullerton, CA, USA) 

was used to measure radioactivity of 14C-Mbz. 

• Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd, Worcestershire, 

United Kingdom) was used for measuring particle sizes of nanosuspensions. 

• Minitab student version 14 (Minitab Inc., PA, USA) was applied for statistical data 

analysis including student’s t-test, ANOVA and ANOVA post-hoc tests. 

• pH-meter (Corning Scholar 425, Corning, NY, USA) was routinely used to measure 

the pH of the mobile phase and to confirm the pH of buffer solutions used in the pH-

solubility study. 

• Pipettes (Eppendorf®, three sizes: 1-10 μl, 10-100 μl and 100-1000 μl) were used 

along with appropriate pipette tips for measuring and delivering solutions for all 

experiments. 

• Pipette-aid (Drummond Scientific, Broomall, PA, USA) was attached to glass 

pipettes (10 and 20 ml) and was used to transfer liquids whenever needed.  

• Shaking water bath (model YB-521, American Scientific Products, Japan) was used 

for in vitro drug release studies.  

• Vortex mixer (Vortex-2 Genie, Scientific Industries, Bohemia, NY, USA) was used 

whenever sample mixing was required. 
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• WinNonlin Professional version 3.3 (Pharsight Corp., Mountainview, CA, USA) was 

used for pharmacokinetic data analysis and generation of pharmacokinetic parameters. 

 

4.2 Methods 

 

4.2.1 In vitro Release Studies of Mbz from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions of Four 

Sizes (167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) 

In vitro release studies of Mbz from cosolvent and nanosuspensions of four sizes in both 

PBS and rat plasma were conducted to compare the in vitro rates and extents of release of 

Mbz from cosolvent and nanosuspensions of various sizes.  

 

4.2.1.1 Conditions for HPLC Assay of Mbz in Aqueous Solutions 

The HPLC apparatus consisted of a Waters Model 515 pump, a Waters Model 717 plus 

autosampler, and a Waters Model 2996 photodiode array detector. A XTerra® C18 

column (5 μm, 150 x 4.6 mm i.d.) from Waters was used. The mobile phase consisted of 

acetonitrile in potassium phosphate buffer (4.6 mM, pH 6.5) 35:65 (v/v). The flow rate 

was 1.0 ml/min and Mbz absorbance was monitored at 313 nm.  

 

4.2.1.2 Preparation of Calibration Curves for Mbz in Aqueous Solutions 

To prepare calibration curves, various volumes of Mbz stock solution (1 mg/ml in DMSO) 

were spiked into mobile phase to make a series of Mbz standard solutions with 
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concentrations of 0.05-10 μg/ml. Hydrocortisone was used as an internal standard. Stock 

solution of hydrocortisone (1 mg/ml) was added to the Mbz standard solutions to yield a 

concentration of 100 μg/ml. Peak area ratios of Mbz to the internal standard were 

calculated. The linear regression formula describing the relationship between Mbz 

concentrations and peak area ratios was obtained for each calibration curve. Each 

calibration curve consisted of seven concentration datum points. Three within-day and 

five between-day calibration curves were obtained to establish within-day and between-

day variations.  

 

4.2.1.3 In vitro Mbz Release from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions of Four Sizes (167 

nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm) in PBS 

In vitro drug release tests were performed by adding 1-6 μg of Mbz cosolvent 

formulation or Mbz nanosuspensions (167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm or 1700 nm) in a dialysis 

bag (Spectrum Labs. Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) containing 0.5 ml of PBS with 

0.2% Tween 80. The dialysis bag was placed in a plastic tube with 20 ml of PBS with 

0.2% Tween 80 (Figure 7). At 5 min, 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, and 4.5 hr for Mbz 

cosolvent or 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, 4 hr, 7 hr, 10 hr, 24 hr, 34 hr and 48 hr for Mbz 

nanosuspensions, one ml of solution outside of the dialysis bag was withdrawn and 

immediately 1 ml of fresh PBS with 0.2% Tween 80 was added to the tube. The sample 

taken at each time point was analyzed by HPLC to determine the amount of released Mbz. 
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4.2.1.4 In vitro Mbz Release from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions of Four Sizes 

(167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) in Rat Plasma 

The experimental procedures of in vitro Mbz release from cosolvent and nanosuspensions 

of four sizes (167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) in rat plasma was similar as those 

described in 4.2.1.3., expect that 0.5 ml of rat plasma instead of PBS with 0.2% Tween 

80 was mixed with Mbz formulations and placed inside of the dialysis bag (Figure 7). 

 

4.2.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics and Biodistributions of Mbz Nanoformulations of 

Various Sizes in Mice 

 

4.2.2.1 HPLC Conditions for Analysis of Mbz from Mouse Plasma and Organ 

Samples 

The HPLC apparatus and running conditions for Mbz from mouse plasma and organ 

samples were the same as those for Mbz from aqueous solutions described in 4.2.1.1.   

 

4.2.2.2 Preparation of Calibration Curves for Mbz in Mouse Plasma Samples 

To prepare standard solution of Mbz in mouse plasma, 30 μl of acetonitrile (ACN) and 10 

μl of internal standard (hydrocortisone, 1 mg/ml in MEOH) were added to 50 μl of mouse 

plasma, followed by adding 10 μl of Mbz standard solutions in ACN with various 

concentrations of 0.5-10 μg/ml. The mixture was vortexed for 2 min and centrifuged at 
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Figure 7. Schematic Representation of in vitro Drug Release Studies.  
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20,000 g for 10 min. Fifty μl of the supernatant was injected onto the HPLC system. Peak 

area ratios of Mbz to the internal standard were calculated. The linear regression formula 

describing the relationship between Mbz concentrations in mouse plasma and peak area 

ratios was obtained for each calibration curve, which consisted of six concentration 

datum points. Three between-day calibration curves were obtained and between-day 

variations were also calculated.  

 

4.2.2.3 Preparation of Calibration Curves for Mbz in Mouse Organ Samples 

Mouse organ samples (0.2 g each, brain, heart, kidneys, liver, lung, or spleen) were 

minced and placed into 20 ml glass vials and 0.4 ml of PBS was added to each sample. 

The organ samples were then homogenized by a tissue tearor (BioSpec Products, Inc). 

Forty μl of the internal standard (hydrocortisone, 1 mg/ml) was added to 100 μl of organ 

homogenate, followed by adding 10 μl of Mbz standard solutions in ACN with various 

concentrations of 0.05-10 μg/ml. Then, 400 μl of dicholoromethane (DCM) was added to 

each 0.1 ml of homogenate, followed by vortexing for 1 min and centrifuging at 30,000 g 

for 5 min. The organic layer was transferred to a new set of labeled eppendorf tubes. Two 

hundred μl of DCM was used to rinse each of the tube with organ homogenate and then 

combined with the previous 400 μl of DCM. The extract was evaporated, reconstituted 

with mobile phase, and 50 µl was injected onto the HPLC system (named as extracted 

samples). The linear regression formula describing the relationship between Mbz 

concentrations in mouse organ and peak area ratios was obtained for each calibration 
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curve. Each calibration curve consisted of five concentration datum points. Three 

between-day calibration curves were obtained to establish between-day variations.  

 

4.2.2.4 Determination of Extraction Recovery 

To measure the recovery of extraction procedures for Mbz from mouse organs, other 

three sets of calibration curves was prepared under the same protocol as described in 

4.2.2.3 except that 10 μl of Mbz standard solutions in ACN with various concentrations 

of 0.05-10 μg/ml were added after the mixture of blank organ homogenate and internal 

standard being extracted with DCM (named as non-extracted samples).  

 

The assay recovery was calculated by comparing the slope of the calibration curves from 

extracted samples with that from non-extracted samples. This value can provide 

information on the extent of drug loss during the extraction procedures. 

 

                                           Slope of Calibration Curve from Extracted Samples 

% Extraction recovery =                                                                                              x 100 

                                           Slope of Calibration Curve from Non-extracted Samples 

 

……………..[Equation 2] 
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4.2.2.5 Preparation of Dosing Formulations 

 

• Preparation of Mbz Cosolvent 

Mbz cosolvent formulation was prepared by dissolving Mbz into a cosolvent system 

consisting of DMSO, PEG 400 and PG (1:5:4, v/v/v). The resulting Mbz cosolvent 

formulation contained Mbz of 1 mg/ml. No dilution was made prior to animal dosing. 

 

• Preparation of Mbz Microemulsions 

Mbz microemulsions with two different sizes, 37 nm and 478 nm, were named as PM1 

and PM2, respectively. The preparation protocols of PM1 and PM2 were developed in 

our lab (Gupta, P., 2006). PM1 was prepared by mixing the Mbz in DMSO solution (1.90 

mg/ml, 5% w/w), Captex 200 (4.5% w/w), Tween 80 (20.25% w/w), Transcutol (20.25% 

w/w), and water (50%). PM2 was prepared by mixing the Mbz in DMSO solution 

(1.90mg/ml, 5% w/w), Captex 200 (18.0% w/w), Tween 80 (13.5% w/w), Transcutol 

(13.5% w/w), and water (50%). The droplet sizes of PM1 and PM2 were characterized by 

a particle size analyzer (BI-200 SM Research Goniometer and laser light scattering 

system, Brookhaven Instrument Corporation, NY, USA). The concentrations of PM1 and 

PM2 prepared by this method were around 0.90 mg/ml. No dilution was made prior to 

animal dosing. 

 

• Preparation of Mbz Nanosuspensions 
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The preparation protocol of Mbz nanosuspensions was developed by Pfizer, Inc. To make 

Mbz nanosuspensions, appropriate amounts of Mbz powder, glass beads, 10% (w/w) 

Pluronic F108 solution and 10% of Tween 80 solution were added to a 20 ml scintillation 

vial. The mixture was stirred at 1,600 rpm for 300 min, 90 min, 50 min and 25 min to 

produce Mbz nanosuspensions of 167 nm, 400 nm, 700 nm and 1700 nm, respectively. 

The particle size distribution of Mbz nanosuspensions was determined by a Mastersizer 

2000 particle size analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd, Worcestershire, United Kingdom). 

The resulting Mbz nanosuspensions contained Mbz of 100 mg/ml and appropriate 

dilutions of Mbz nanosuspensions with distilled water were made prior to animal dosing. 

 

4.2.2.6 Mouse Study Protocol 

All experiments were conducted in accordance with NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use 

of Animals and with approved animal protocols from the University of Houston Animal 

Care and Use Committee. Male athymic Swiss nude rats (25 g-30 g, three-month old of 

age) were obtained from Stehlin Foundation for Cancer Research (Houston, TX, U.S.A.). 

Mice were housed two per cage and maintained under standard laboratory conditions 

with 12-hour light/dark cycle, food and water ad libitum. Before pharmacokinetic and 

biodistribution studies, mice were implanted under anesthesia with jugular vein cannula 

for i.v. injection of formulations. For plasma pharmacokinetic studies, mice were dosed 

with Mbz cosolvent formulation at 6.5 mg/kg, PM1 at 3.25 mg/kg, or PM2 at 2.5 mg/kg 

by i.v. administration. One hundred μl of blood sample was withdrawn at 5 min, 10 min, 
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15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 1.5 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, 4 hr, and 6 hr for Mbz cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 

formulations. No more than three samples were obtained from one mouse due to the 

limited volume (1.5 to 2.1 ml) of blood in mice. However, the experiment was designed 

that there were at least three plasma samples at each time point. Mouse plasma samples 

were obtained by centrifuging blood samples at 20,000 g and stored at -20 ºC before 

HPLC analysis. For Mbz organ distribution studies, mice were dosed with Mbz cosolvent 

formulation at 6.5 mg/kg, PM1 at 3.25 mg/kg or PM2 at 2.5 mg/kg by i.v. administration. 

At 5 min, 2 hr and 4 hr after dosing, mice were sacrificed. Blood and six organs, 

including brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung and spleen were harvested. All samples were 

stored at -20 ºC before the HPLC analysis.  

 

4.2.2.7 Data Analysis 

To analyze mouse plasma pharmacokinetic properties, the mean drug concentration at 

each time point was calculated and the plasma-time profiles were constructed for each 

formulation. Several compartment models including one-, two-, and three-compartmental 

models with different weighting factors (uniform weighting, 1/Y and 1/Y2) were fitted for 

each plasma-time profile with the nonlinear least-squares regression analysis using 

WinNonlin Professional Version 3.3 (Figure 8). The best fitted model was chosen based 

on two criteria including the correlation coefficient (R2) between observed and predicted 

Y value and the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). The best fitted model was the one 
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with the highest R2 and the lowest AIC value. The WinNonlin software was also used to 

generate the best-fit critical pharmacokinetic parameters for each formulation.  

 

AIC = N*lnWSS+2*P                                                            ………………… [Equation 3]                       

where N is the number of data points, P is the number of pharmacokinetic parameters and 

WSS is the weighted sum of square. 

WSS=Σ(Yobs,i – Ycal,i)2*Wi                                                     ………………… [Equation 4]         

where Yobs,i  and Ycal,i are observed and predicted drug concentration, respectively, and Wi 

is a weighting factor. 

 

To construct Mbz organ distribution profiles in mice, Mbz concentration in each organ 

sample determined by HPLC assay was expressed in terms of (µg/g)/(mg/kg) of dose. 

The distribution parameters in organs, including Cmax, t1/2, and AUC were derived by 

WinNonlin Professional Version 3.3 using non-compartmental analysis.  
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Figure 8. Schematic Representation of One- (A), Two- (B), Three-Compartmental 

Models (C) for Fitting Mbz Plasma and Organ Profiles from Mice.  

A. 

 
B. 

 

C. 

 

Note: Compartments: 1–The Central Compartment;  
                                    2–The First Peripheral Compartment;  
                                    3–The Second Peripheral Compartment. 
          Microconstants: k10-Elimination Rate Constant from Central Compartment;  
                                     k12-The First-Order Rate Microconstant from the Central Compartment to the First  
                                           Peripheral Compartment;  
                                     k21-The First-Order Rate Microconstant from the First Peripheral Compartment to  
                                           the Central Compartment;  
                                     k13-The First-Order Rate Microconstant from the Central Compartment to the  
                                           Second Peripheral Compartment;  
                                     k31-The First-Order Rate Microconstant from the Second Peripheral Compartment to  
                                           the Central Compartment. 
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4.2.3 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions of Various Sizes in Rats 

 

4.2.3.1 Radioactivity Measurement for Mbz in Rat Organs 

A LS6500 Multi-Purpose Scintillation Counter from Beckman Coulter Inc. was used for 

the quantification of radioactivity in blood and organ samples. Weighed tissue aliquots 

(~0.2 g) were digested in 1 mL of Solvable® tissue solubilizer at 40 ºC for 3 hours. 

Thereafter, 15 ml of scintillation cocktail was added to the vial and shaked slightly to mix 

well for counting. 

 

4.2.3.2 Quenching Studies 

Since the amount of organ could affect the quenching effect, three different amounts of 

each organ including 0.1g, 0.2g and 0.3g were tested to evaluate the quenching effect of 

organ samples. Rat organ samples were weighted. Three different amounts of organ 

samples (0.1 g, 0.2 g and 0.3 g) were minced and placed separately into individual glass 

vials. One ml of tissue solubilizer was added to each glass vial. The mixture was 

incubated at 50 ºC in a water bath until the tissue was completely dissolved. Then, 0.3 ml 

of H2O2 was added to the vial to decolorize the solution. Fifteen ml of scintillation 

counting cocktail (Ultima Gold®) was added to the vial and the radioactivity was counted. 

The maximal amount of organ that did not exhibit a significant quenching effect was used 

in later experiments. 
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4.2.3.3 Preparation of Dosing Formulations 

 

• Preparation of 14C-Mbz Cosolvent 

14C-Mbz cosolvent formulation was prepared by using a mixture of [2-14C]-Mbz (Figure 

1) and non-labeled Mbz powder (7:105, w/w) under the same protocol as preparing non-

labeled Mbz cosolvent.  

 

• Preparation of 14C-Mbz Nanosuspensions 

14C-Mbz nanosuspension formulations were prepared by using [2-14C]-Mbz and non-

labeled Mbz powder (6:106, w/w) under the same protocol as preparing non-labeled Mbz 

nanosuspension formulations. 

 

4.2.3.4 Rat Study Protocol 

All experiments were conducted in accordance with NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use 

of Animals and with approved animal protocols from the University of Houston Animal 

Care and Use Committee. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (300 g-350 g, three-month old of 

age) were purchased from Harlan Inc. Rats were housed two per cage and maintained 

under standard laboratory conditions with 12-hour light/dark cycle, food and water ad 

libitum. Twenty-four hours before biodistribution studies, rats were implanted with 

jugular vein cannula for i.v. injection of formulations. For Mbz organ distribution studies, 

rats were dosed with 14C-Mbz cosolvent formulation at 3.25 mg/kg or 14C-Mbz 
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nanosuspensions at 30 mg/kg by i.v. administration. At 5 min, 1 hr and 2 hr after dosing 

with 14C-Mbz cosolvent formulation, rats were sacrificed and six organs including brain, 

heart, kidneys, liver, lung and spleen were harvested for total radioactivity measurement. 

For 14C-Mbz nanosuspensions, three time points including 5 min, 24 hr and 48 hr were 

selected for organ distribution studies. The organ samples were stored at -20ºC. The 

radioactivity assay and HPLC assay for determination of total and parent drug 

concentrations in organ samples were conducted within two weeks after organ harvest. 

 

4.2.3.5 Data Analysis 

To construct Mbz organ distribution profiles in rats, total and parent Mbz concentrations 

in each organ sample, which were determined by the radioactive assay and HPLC assay 

respectively, were expressed in terms of (µg/g)/(mg/kg) of dose. The drug concentrations 

were statistically evaluated to determine the effect of particle size, formulation type, and 

organ type on the biodistributions of Mbz.  

 

4.2.4 Comparison of the Formulation and Size Effect between Species 

Based on the Mbz plasma pharmacokinetic and biodistribution results obtained, the drug 

concentrations were statistically evaluated to determine the effect of species type on the 

biodistributions of Mbz.  
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4.2.5 Development of Pharmacokinetic Models for Disposition of Mbz in Cosolvent 

and Nanoformulations in Mice 

In our studies, a very high exposure of Mbz in the lung was observed for Mbz 

microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) following i.v. injection into the mice. A three-

compartmental pharmacokinetic model linking plasma compartment, lung compartment 

and compartment of the rest organs were constructed for the prediction of Mbz 

concentrations in lung from Mbz concentrations in plasma (Figure 9). This 

pharmacokinetic model contained the plasma compartment as the central compartment, 

two peripheral compartments including the lung compartment and compartment of the 

rest organs. Two outputs (plasma drug concentrations at different time points and lung 

drug concentration at different time points) were measured. ADAPT II was used to 

develop the pharmacokinetic model linking the plasma compartment, lung compartment 

and compartment of the rest organs. 

 

4.2.6 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz in Cosolvent and 

Nanoformulations by Allometric Scaling 

Plasma pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz cosolvent, microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) 

and nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) in rats were obtained from previous 

work of our laboratory (Gupta, 2006). The present dissertation work provided plasma 

pharmacokinetic parameters of Mbz from these formulations in mice. The values of 

pharmacokinetic parameters (CL, Vss, t1/2,α, and t1/2,β) from compartmental analysis for 
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each animal species were plotted against the mean body-weight of animals on a log-log 

scale. A linear regression analysis was performed to fit these relationships to the 

allometric equation (Y = a*BWb, where BW – body weight, Y – pharmacokinetic 

parameter, a –allometric coefficient, and b – allometric exponent). The results including 

allometric relationships and predicted human plamsma pharmacokinetic parameters with 

confidence interval (C.I.) at 95% were produced using Minitab (Version 14).  

 

4.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Minitab (Version 14) was used for statistical analysis. Statistical significance of the 

differences in pharmacokinetic and biodistribution parameters among cosolvent and 

nanoformulations of various sizes was evaluated by one-way ANOVA with post hoc 

Tukey’s test, at P<0.05 or otherwise specified.  
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Figure 9. Schematic Representation of a Three-Compartmental Model for Linking 

the Mbz Concentrations in Lung and in Plasma.  
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CHAPTER 5    RESULTS 

 

Results are summarized in the following order: (1) In vitro release studies of Mbz from 

nanosuspensions, (2) Plasma pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz 

nanoformulations among various sizes in mice, (3) Biodistributions of Mbz 

nanosuspensions among various sizes in rats, (4) Comparison of the formulation and size 

effects between species, (5) Development of a pharmacokinetic model linking plasma 

compartment, lung compartment and the compartment of rest organs for prediction of 

Mbz concentration in lung from Mbz concentration in plasma in mice, and (6) Prediction 

of human pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz in cosolvent and nanoformulations by 

allometric scaling. 

 

5.1 In vitro Release Studies of Mbz from Nanosuspensions  

 

5.1.1 HPLC Assay for Quantification of Mbz in Aqueous Solutions 

A reliable and reproducible HPLC assay was successfully developed for quantification of 

Mbz in aqueous solutions. Under the described conditions (Section 4.2.1.1), the average 

retention time was 3.9 min and 8.4 min for the internal standard and Mbz, respectively 

(Figure 10). The standard curves, each containing eight points, were constructed at the 

linearity range of 0.025-10 μg/ml with correlation coefficients >0.999. A typical HPLC 
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Figure 10. Authentic HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Aqueous Solutions.  
 

 

 

 

 

Peak No. Compound Retention Time (min)
1 HC (Internal Standard) 3.9 
2 Mbz 8.4 

1
2
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Figure 11. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Aqueous Solutions. 
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Table V. Calibration Curve Parameters for Mbz in Aqueous Solution. 
 
 

Parameter Mbz 

Concentration range (μg/ml) 0.025 - 10 

Slope 1.3412 

Intercept 0.0042 

R2 (correlation coefficient) 0.9999 

Within-day variability (%), n = 3 1.27 

Between-day variability (%), n = 6 2.77 
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chromatogram and standard curve were shown in Figure 10 and 11. The assay was 

validated with within-day variation (n=3) of 1.27% and between-day variation (n=6) of 

2.77% (Table V) The mean linear regression equation of peak area ratio (Y) versus Mbz 

concentration (X) was Y = 1.3412X + 0.0042, which was used to determine Mbz 

concentrations in in vitro release studies and in cosolvent and nanoformulations prepared 

for in vitro and in vivo studies. 

 

5.1.2 In vitro Mbz Release from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions of Four Sizes 

(167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) in PBS 

In vitro release of Mbz cosolvent, nanosuspensions of different sizes (NS-167nm, NS-

400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) was evaluated in PBS with 0.2% Tween 80 at 37ºC 

(Figure 12). Due to the low water solubility of Mbz, 0.2 % Tween 80 was added to the 

PBS solution to maintain the sink condition (Sinko and Martin, 2006). The Mbz release 

from the cosolvent was fast as the drug was completely released in 4.5 hr. In contrast, 

Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited a biphasic release pattern, with a fast release in the first 

four hours, followed by a slow release afterwards (Figure 12). 

 

Comparing the initial release rates of Mbz from different formulations in PBS/0.2% 

Tween 80, the Mbz nanosuspensions (<30%/hr) exhibited much slower initial release 

rates than the cosolvent formulation (115.66%/hr) (Table VI). Among Mbz 

nanosuspensions of various sizes, the initial release rate of Mbz from the smallest size, 
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NS-167nm, was significantly faster than those from the large-sized nanosuspensions, NS-

700nm and NS-1700nm at P<0.1. Although no statistical difference in the initial release 

rates was found among the rest groups, the mean values of the initial release rate were 

27.14 %/hr, 17.86 %/hr, 11.83 %/hr and 9.99 %/hr for NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-

700nm and NS-1700nm, respectively, decreasing as the particle size of Mbz 

nanosuspensions increased.  

 

Comparing the release extent of Mbz from different formulations in PBS/0.2% Tween 80, 

the Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited a much lower release extent (<70% in 10 hr) than the 

cosolvent formulation (100% in 4.5 hr) (Figure 12 and Table VI). Among Mbz 

nanosuspensions of various sizes, in 10 hr, about 63% of Mbz was released from NS-

167nm and 70% from the NS-400nm, both significantly higher than that of NS-1700nm 

(50%) at P<0.05. In 34 hr, about 80% of Mbz was released from NS-167nm and 90% 

from NS-400nm, both significantly higher than that of NS-1700nm (69%) at P<0.05.  

 

These results suggest that Mbz nanosuspensions release drug much slower than Mbz 

cosolvent formulation.  In addition, nanosuspensions of small size (NS-167nm) show 

significantly faster initial release rates in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 than those from the large 

sized (NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) (P<0.1). The release extent of NS-167nm and NS-

400nm was significantly larger than that of NS-1700nm in 10 hr. Clearly, the particle size 
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Figure 12. Release Profiles of Mebendazole Cosolvent (free Mbz) and Nanosuspensions with Different Sizes (NS-

167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) in PBS with 0.2% Tween 80 at 37ºC in (A) 10 hr and (B) 48 hr. 
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Table VI. Initial release rates (%/hr) of Mbz from Cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm 

in PBS/0.2% Tween 80. 

Initial Release Rates of Mbz in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 (%/hr) 

Formulations 1 2 3 Mean SD 

Cosolvent 121.33 112.93 112.71 115.66 4.91 

NS-167nm 21.45 17.39 42.59   27.14** 13.53 

NS-400nm 24.25 13.86 15.48 17.86 5.59 

NS-700nm 8.75 13.35 13.40  11.83* 2.67 

NS-1700nm 14.01 9.70 6.26 9.99* 3.88 
 

* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among the initial release rates of Mbz from nanosuspensions of various sizes. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.10 analyzed by one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test. 
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Table VII. Cumulative Mbz Released from Cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm in 

PBS/0.2% Tween 80. 

Formulations Cosolvent NS-167nm NS-400nm NS-700nm NS-1700nm 

Time (hr) Mean 
(%) SD Mean 

(%) SD Mean 
(%) SD Mean 

(%) SD Mean 
(%) SD 

0.08 3.75 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.25 18.63 4.07 12.16 6.66 6.42 5.91 5.32 5.07 3.61 4.04 
0.50 51.39 2.09 19.89 9.53 20.12 5.74 13.34 8.33 5.71 7.51 
1.00 75.25 5.98 30.71 13.71 25.38 6.68 22.25 11.27 10.73 9.02 
2.00 88.49 12.66 34.02* 4.81 38.13 2.15 29.57 11.28 20.41** 11.59 
4.00 ND ND 55.69* 11.01 50.96* 4.21 40.87 11.43 26.18** 10.52 
4.50 100.50 7.33 ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

6.00 95.17 0.59 ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

7.00   59.07* 8.52 63.11 9.26 48.09 6.12 35.17** 13.98 
10.00   62.75* 5.01 69.74* 6.39 64.12 8.47 49.92** 20.19 
24.00   80.41 4.49 91.59 3.61 74.70 0.85 67.56 10.84 
34.00   79.94* 4.18 90.48* 4.07 78.62 4.95 68.55** 9.87 
48.00   79.05 2.25 98.38* 5.89 82.61 5.83 74.20** 16.42 

 
Note: ND-Not determined; SD-Standard deviation. Mean-Mean value of the percentage of cumulative Mbz released. 

* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among the percentages of cumulative Mbz released from nanosuspensions of various sizes at 
each time point. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 at each time point. 
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of Mbz nanosuspensions affects both of the in vitro release rate and release extent of the 

drug. The different release rate and release extent of nanosuspensions of various sizes 

may have effect on the pharmacokinetic properties of nanosuspensions. 

 

5.1.3 In vitro Mbz Release from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions with Four Sizes 

(167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) in Rat Plasma 

In vitro release of Mbz from cosolvent, nanosuspensions of different sizes (NS-167nm, 

NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) was also evaluated in rat plasma at 37ºC (Figure 

13). Different from Mbz release study in PBS, 0.5 ml of rat plasma mixed with Mbz 

different formulations was placed inside of dialysis bags. Similar to that of release studies 

in PBS, 0.2 % Tween 80 was also added to the release media to maintain the sink 

condition. The Mbz release from the cosolvent was fast as 55% of the drug was released 

in 4 hr. In contrast, Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited a biphasic release pattern, with a fast 

release in the first ten hours, followed by a slow release afterwards (Figure 13). 

 

Comparing the initial release rates of Mbz from different formulations in rat plasma, the 

Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited much slower initial release rates (<3.0%/hr) than the 

cosolvent formulation (33.45%/hr) (Table VIII). Among Mbz nanosuspensions of various 

sizes, the initial release rate of Mbz from the smallest size, NS-167nm (2.97%), was 

significantly faster than that from the largest size of nanosuspensions, NS-1700nm 

(2.26%) at P<0.05. Although no statistical difference in the initial release rates was found 
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among the rest groups, the mean values of the initial release rate were 2.97 %/hr, 2.53 

%/hr, 2.47 %/hr and 2.26 %/hr for NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm, 

respectively, decreasing as the particle size of Mbz nanosuspensions increased.  

 

Comparing the release extent of Mbz from different formulations in rat plasma, the Mbz 

nanosuspensions exhibited a much lower release extent (<26% in 10 hr) than the 

cosolvent formulation (55% in 4 hr) (Figure 13 and Table VIII). Among Mbz 

nanosuspensions of various sizes, in 10 hr, about 26% of Mbz was released from NS-

167nm, significantly higher than those of NS-700nm (21%) and NS-1700nm (18%) at 

P<0.05. At the last three time points, 24 hr, 34 hr and 48 hr, the release of extent Mbz 

was significantly higher than that of NS-1700nm at P<0.05.  

 

These results suggest that Mbz nanosuspensions release drug much slower than Mbz 

cosolvent formulation in rat plasma.  In addition, nanosuspensions of small size (NS-

167nm) show significantly faster initial release rates in rat plasma than that from the 

largest sized (NS-1700nm) (P<0.05). The release extent of NS-167nm was significantly 

larger than that of NS-1700nm after 10 hr. Clearly, particle size of Mbz nanosuspensions 

affects both of the in vitro release rate and release extent of the drug in rat plasma.   

 

Comparing the release extent of Mbz from cosolvent and nanosuspensions in PBS/0.2% 

Tween 80 and rat plasma, the ratio of the release extent in these two release media in 4.5 
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hr was about 55% for cosolvent, and 40-50% in 48 hr for nanosuspensions. The 

significantly lower release extent in rat plasma than in PBS could be explained by plasma 

protein binding of Mbz. Mbz was considered as a high plasma-binding drug with about 

90% of drug bound to human plasma protein (Allgayer, et al, 1984). The initial release 

rates of Mbz from cosolvent and nanosuspensions in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and rat plasma 

were also significantly different. The initial release rate in PBS was about 3.5 times of 

that in rat plasma for Mbz cosolvent and 4 to 9 times for Mbz nanosuspensions, 

suggesting that the plasma protein binding affect the initial release rate of Mbz cosolvent 

more than that of nanosuspensions. In short summary, the plasma protein binding of Mbz 

leads to much slower initial release rates and lower release extent of the drug from 

cosolvent and nanosuspensions in rat plasma than in PBS.  
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Figure 13. Release Profiles of Mbz Cosolvent (Free Mbz) and Nanosuspensions with Different Sizes (NS-167nm, 

NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) in PBS with 0.2% Tween 80 at 37ºC in (A) 10 hr and (B) 48 hr.  
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* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among the release extent of Mbz from nanosuspensions of various sizes. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 analyzed by one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test. 
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Table VIII. Initial Release Rates (%/hr) of Mbz from cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-

1700nm in Rat Plasma. 

 

 Initial Release Rates of Mbz in Rat Plasma (%/hr) 

Formulations 1 2 3 Mean SD 

Cosolvent 29.71 29.93 40.72 33.45 6.30 

NS-167nm 2.69 3.26 2.96 2.97** 0.29 

NS-400nm 2.66 2.51 2.44 2.53 0.11 

NS-700nm 2.50 2.54 2.37 2.47 0.09 

NS-1700nm 2.60 1.85 2.34 2.26* 0.38 
 
 

* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among the initial release rates of Mbz from nanosuspensions of various sizes. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 analyzed by one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test. 
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Table IX. Percentage of Mbz Released from Cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm in 

Rat Plasma. 

Formulation Cosolvent NS-167nm NS-400nm NS-700nm NS-1700nm 

Time (hr) Mean 
(%) SD Mean 

(%) SD Mean 
(%) SD Mean 

(%) SD Mean 
(%) SD 

0.08 0.00 0.00 ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

0.25 7.76 1.85 ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

0.50 17.38 4.55 0.27 0.43 0.03 0.06 0.17 0.30 0.15 0.20

1.00 33.10 5.68 1.34 0.92 1.20 0.32 1.09 0.36 1.91 0.69

2.00 46.08 2.31 5.93 1.36 5.51 1.37 5.04 1.25 5.30 1.27

4.00 54.43 10.52 12.72 1.36 10.43 0.58 9.64 1.23 10.04 1.98

7.00   18.79 1.90 16.80 1.13 16.10 0.58 15.00 2.76

10.00   25.70* 2.91 21.39 0.97 20.63** 1.28 18.08** 2.23

24.00   36.62* 3.98 32.73 1.60 31.96 1.01 26.37** 4.02

34.00   41.42* 5.03 38.03 2.68 33.76 1.59 30.32** 3.93

48.00   47.10* 5.59 40.98 3.13 38.92 1.78 32.62** 3.47

 
Note: ND-Not determined; SD-Standard deviation. Mean-Mean value of the percentage of cumulative Mbz released. 

* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among the percentages of cumulative Mbz released from nanosuspensions of various sizes at 
each time point. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 at each time point. 
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5.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics and Biodistributions of Mbz Nanoformulations of 

Various Sizes in Mice 

 

5.2.1 HPLC Assay for Quantitative Analysis of Mbz in Mouse Plasma and Organ 

Samples 

For quantification of Mbz in mouse plasma, under the described conditions (Section 

4.2.2.1 and Section 4.2.2.2), the retention time was 3.9 min and 8.4 min for the internal 

standard and Mbz, respectively. No inference was found from blank mouse plasma 

(Figure 14). The calibration curves, each containing six concentration points, were 

constructed at the linearity range of 0.05-20 μg/ml with the correlation coefficients 

>0.999. A typical HPLC chromatogram and calibration curve were shown in Figure 14 

and 15. The assay was validated with between-day variability (n=3) of 2.16%. Recovery 

of Mbz was about 95% (Table X). The mean linear regression equation of peak ratio (Y) 

versus Mbz concentration (X) was Y = 0.6907X + 0.045, which was used to determine 

Mbz concentration in plasma pharmacokinetic studies of Mbz in mice. 

 

For quantification of Mbz in mouse six organs, brain, heart, kidneys, liver, lung, and 

spleen, under the described conditions (Section 4.2.2.1 and Section 4.2.2.3), the retention 

time was also around 3.9 min and 8.4 min for the internal standard and Mbz, respectively. 

No inference was found from six organ samples. The calibration curves were constructed 

at the linearity range of 0.05-10 μg/ml with the correlation coefficients >0.999 for all 
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organs except for the spleen where the correlation coefficient is 0.9988. Each calibration 

curve contained six concentration points. A typical HPLC chromatogram and a 

calibration curve were shown for each organ (Figure 16 - Figure 27). The assay was 

validated for each organ with the between-day variability (n=3), which was the highest 

from the spleen (3.43%), the lowest from brain (1.03%), and similar from the rest organs 

(2.00%-2.75%). The recoveries of Mbz from the organs ranged from 80% to 87%. The 

heart had the highest recovery of 87.47%, followed by the brain (86.93%), the spleen 

(84.53%), the lung (82.58%), the liver (82.58%) and the kidneys (79.81%). All of these 

recoveries were acceptable. The mean linear regression equations of peak ratio (Y) versus 

Mbz concentration (X) were used to determine Mbz concentrations in respective organs 

in biodistribution studies of Mbz in mice (Table XI). Comparing the slopes of calibration 

curves from six organs, the brain and the heart had similar slopes around 0.37, while the 

rest organs had slopes around 0.33.   
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Figure 14. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Mouse Plasma. A: Blank Plasma; B: Blank Plasma Spiked with 

Internal Standard and 1 µg/ml Mbz; C: Plasma Sample at 15 min after Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg).  
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Figure 15. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Plasma. 
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Table X. Calibration Curve Parameters for Mbz in Mouse Plasma Samples. 
 

Parameters Plasma 

Concentration Range 
(μg/ml) 0.05 ~ 20 

N 3 

Slope 
 0.6907 

Correlation Coefficient 0.9998 

Between-day Variation (%) 2.16 

% of Recovery 94.87 

Linear Regression Equation Y=0.6907X+0.045 
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Figure 16. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Brain Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 17. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Heart Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 18. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Kidneys Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 19. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Liver Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 20. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Lung Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 21. HPLC Chromatograms of Mbz in Spleen Samples. A: Blank Sample; B: Authentic Sample at 5 min 

Post Dosing of PM1 (3.25 mg/kg). 
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Figure 22. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Brain. 
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Figure 23. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Heart. 
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Figure 24. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Liver. 
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Figure 25. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Kidneys. 
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Figure 26. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Lung. 
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Figure 27. Calibration Curve for Mbz in Mouse Spleen. 
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Table XI. Calibration Curve Parameters for Mbz in Mouse Organ Samples. 
 
 

Parameters Brain Heart Kidneys Liver Lung Spleen 
Concentratio

n range 
(μg/ml) 

0.05 ~ 10 

N 3 
Slope 

 0.3659 0.3802 0.3287 0.3324 0.3301 0.3255 

Correlation 
Coefficient 0.9991 0.9993 0.9999 0.9997 0.9997 0.9988 

Between-day 
variation (%) 1.03 2.75 2.06 2.74 2.44 3.43 

% of 
Recovery 86.93 87.47 79.81 82.50 82.58 84.53 

Linear 
Regression 
Equation 

Y= 0.3659X-0.0297 Y= 0.3757X-0.0194 Y=0.3187X-0.0093 Y=0.3325X-0.006 Y=0.3301X-0.0138 Y=0.3232X-0.0061
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5.2.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics of Cosolvent and Microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) in 

Mice 

Plasma pharmacokinetics for Mbz from cosolvent and microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) 

in mice have been studied. Different doses of Mbz cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 were 

selected due to the toxicity of formulations to mice. A naïve averaged data approach 

where mean concentration-time profiles were generated by calculating the mean 

concentration at each time point was employed for each formulation (Sheiner and Beal, 

1981). The mean plasma pharmacokinetic parameters were derived from the mean 

concentration-time profile for each formulation by WinNonlin (Table VIII). Therefore, 

the values of pharmacokinetic parameters were presented as mean values derived from 

mean concentration-time profiles. No standard deviations were presented and statistical 

analysis was not performed.  

 

For all of these three formulations, the Mbz plasma concentration declined rapidly after 

injection and was too low to be detected after 6 hr (Figure 28). The plasma concentration-

time profiles of Mbz from these three formulations following i.v. injection in mice were 

best fitted in a two-compartment model. Curves for three concentration-time profiles 

displayed short α phases (t1/2, α < 0.1 hr), which indicated a rapid distribution phase (Table 

XII). The Mbz pharmacokinetic parameters such as AUC/dose, t1/2, α, t1/2, β, and CL were 

comparable among groups of cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. However, the Cmax/dose of 

cosolvent was 1.45 (mg/L)/(mg/kg), only about half of those of PM1 and PM2, 3.49 and 
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3.24 (mg/L)/(mg/kg), respectively. In addition, k10 for cosolvent was 1.27 hr-1, which was 

about half of those for PM1 and PM2, 2.87 and 2.25 hr-1, respectively. k21 for cosolvent 

was 3.57 hr-1, which was 2 times higher than those for PM1 and PM2, 1.62 and 1.76 hr-1, 

respectively. The relative bioavailability was 1.07 and 1.26 for PM1 and PM2, 

respectively. In contrast to these differences between Mbz cosolvent and 

microemsulsions (PM1 and PM2), all plasma pharmacokinetic parameters were 

comparable between PM1 and PM2.  

 

Plasma pharmacokinetics for cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 were also analyzed by randomly 

dividing the Mbz plasma concentration data into three groups (two groups for PM2) and 

deriving PK parameters for each group. Mean values and standard division were 

presented in Appendix 6. Statistical analysis was performed. The results were consistent 

with what obtained from the naïve averaged data approach. 
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Figure 28. Plasma Concentration Profiles for of Mbz from Cosolvent, PM1 (37 nm) and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice. 
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Table XII. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, PM1 (37 nm) and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice. 

Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters Units Cosolvent PM1 PM2 

Dose mg/kg 6.5 3.25 2.5 

Cmax/Dose (mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.45 3.49 3.24 

AUC/Dose (hr*mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.14 1.22 1.44 

t1/2, α hr 0.078 0.068 0.095 

t1/2, β hr 1.34 1.52 1.27 

α 1/hr 8.84 10.01 7.28 

β 1/hr 0.51 0.46 0.54 

CL L/hr 0.029 0.027 0.023 

Vss L 0.051 0.044 0.032 

V1 L 0.023 0.009 0.010 

V2 L 0.028 0.035 0.022 

k10 1/hr 1.27 2.87 2.25 

k12 1/hr 4.52 6.17 3.81 

k21 1/hr 3.57 1.62 1.76 

Relative BA   1.07 1.26 

R2  0.997 0.999 0.993 
 
Note: These parameters were derived from mean plasma concentration profiles. Therefore, standard deviations were not presented. 
           BA-bioavialability, which is the ratio of the AUC/dose of PM1 or PM2 to that of cosolvent. 
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5.2.3 Biodistributions of Mbz from Cosolvent and Microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) 

in Mice 

Different tissue distribution patterns among Mbz from cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 were 

observed which were not anticipated based on their plasma pharmacokinetic profiles 

(Figure 29). Mbz peak concentrations in different organs were reached by 5 min after 

injection for all formulations. For cosolvent, the top two highest peak concentrations 

were 1.82 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in liver and 1.50 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in kidneys, in contrast to 4.28 

(µg/g)/(mg/kg) in lung, 1.94 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in liver, and 1.82 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in kidneys 

for PM1, and 7.46 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in lung, 2.40 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) in kidneys, 2.24 

(µg/g)/(mg/kg) in liver for PM2 (Table IX).  

 

Mbz in cosolvent yielded the highest exposure in liver with an AUC of 3.37 

(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg), followed by kidneys of 2.70 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg). However, for PM1, 

the AUC in lung (12.38 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)) was the highest, followed by those in liver 

(2.69 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)) and kidneys (2.19 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)). For PM2, the AUC in 

lung (10.82 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)) was the highest too, followed by those in liver (2.95 

(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)) and kidneys (2.78 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)). Comparing the microemulsion 

group (PM1 and PM2) with Mbz cosolvent, the AUCs in lung from PM1 and PM2 were 

6-7 times, and the AUC in brain were 50%-60% of those from MBz cosolvent, 

respectively. The AUCs in the rest organs were comparable between Mbz microemsions 

and cosolvent. The AUCs in all six organs were comparable between PM1 and PM2.  
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For cosolvent, the elimination half-lives of Mbz were similar in heart, lung, liver, spleen, 

and kidneys, 1.96, 1.60, 1.63, 1.79, and 1.83 hr, respectively. The elimination half-life in 

lung (4.54 hr) was substantially prolonged for PM1, which was about 3 times of that from 

cosolvent. Half-lives of Mbz from PM1 in other organs except brain were 1.38, 1.55, 1.40, 

and 1.44 hr in heart, liver, spleen and kidneys, respectively, similar to those from 

cosolvent. Half-lives of Mbz from PM2 in all organs except brain were 1.18, 1.27, 1.15, 

1.03 and 1.08 hr in heart, liver, spleen and kidneys, respectively, similar to those from 

cosolvent and PM1. Half-lives of Mbz in brain from PM1 and PM2 were comparable, 

1.05 and 0.93 hr, respectively, but much shorter than that from cosolvent (2.85 hr). 

 

Comparing Mbz concentrations from cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 at 5 min, a significantly 

higher Mbz concentration at 5 min in spleen from PM2 than those from cosolvent and 

PM1 was found. In addition, the Mbz concentrations in lung and brain at 5 min from 

PM1 and PM2 were significantly higher than those from cosolvent too. The peak Mbz 

concentrations in liver and kidney were comparable among these three formulations 

(Figure 30). At 2 hr, PM1 and PM2 still possessed significantly higher Mbz 

concentrations in lung than cosolvent. At 4 hr, the Mbz concentrations in lung from PM1 

and PM1 were significantly higher than that from cosolvent. In contrast, the Mbz 

concentrations in spleen, heart and brain were significantly lower than that from 

cosolvent. 
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The observation of substantial distributions of Mbz in lung from PM1 and PM2 was not 

anticipated. The retention of Mbz from PM1 in lung was prolonged from that from 

cosolvent. Nevertheless, the retained Mbz from PM2 was eliminated faster, resulting in a 

similar half-life to that of cosolvent. The significantly greater AUC and prolonged half-

life of Mbz in lung from PM1 may offer potential merits of Mbz delivery for treatments 

of lung cancer and pulmonary infection. 
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Figure 29. Biodistributions for Cosolvent, PM1 (37 nm), and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice (n=4-5). 
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PM1 (n=5)
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PM2 (n=4-5)
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Note: The concentration unit for Mbz in plasma is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg).  
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Figure 30. Comparison of Mbz Concentrations in Organs at 5 min, 2 hr and 4 hr after i.v. Injection of Cosolvent, 

PM1 (37 nm), and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice (n = 4-5). 
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2 hr
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4 hr
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Table XIII. Organ Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, PM1 (37 nm) and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice (n = 4-
5). 
 
 

  Cosolvent 
PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 

Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 0.90 0.85 1.82 0.79 1.50 0.90 
AUC0-4hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.79 1.76 3.37 1.57 2.70 2.49 

t1/2 hr 1.96 1.60 1.63 1.79 1.83 2.85 
 

 
  PM1 

PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 
Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.08 4.28 1.94 0.85 1.82 1.22 

AUC0-4hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.29 12.38 2.69 1.11 2.19 1.21 
t1/2 hr 1.38 4.54 1.55 1.40 1.44 1.05 

 
 

  PM2 
PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 

Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.03 7.46 2.24 1.41 2.40 1.34 
AUC0-4hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.35 10.82 2.95 1.36 2.78 1.56 

t1/2 hr 1.18 1.27 1.15 1.03 1.08 0.93 
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5.2.4 Plasma Pharmacokinetics of Mbz Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-

1700nm) in Mice 

Plasma pharmacokinetics for Mbz from NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in mice have been 

studied. Both nanosuspension formulations exhibited sustained level of Mbz plasma 

concentration which was detectable up to 24 hr post dosing, compared to 6 hr for 

cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 (Figure 31). For comparison, the plasma pharmacokinetic 

parameters were derived for cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm by WinNonlin and 

listed in Table X. The values of pharmacokinetic parameters were presented as mean 

values derived from mean concentration-time profiles. No standard deviations were 

presented and statistical analysis was also not performed. Similar as cosolvent, PM1 and 

PM2, the plasma concentration-time profiles of Mbz from these two formulations 

following i.v. injection in mice were also best fitted in a two-compartment model. Curves 

for these three concentration-time profiles displayed short α phases (t1/2, α < 0.3 hr), 

indicating a rapid distribution phase.  

 

From Table XIV, plasma pharmacokinetics were distinct between Mbz nanosuspensions 

and cosolvent. NS-167nm and NS-1700nm displayed a low Cmax/dose of 0.53 and 0.31 

(mg/L)/(mg/kg), respectively, only 1/3 to 1/4 of that from cosolvent (1.45 

(mg/L)/(mg/kg)). NS-167nm and NS-1700nm exhibited longer t1/2, α, and t1/2, β than 

cosolvent, particularly t1/2, β, which was 10 to 12 times longer than that of cosolvent. In 

addition, V2 of NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were 0.79L and 1.35L, respectively, much 
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larger than that of cosolvent. k21 for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were 0.15 and 0.31 hr-1, 

respectively, 10 to 20 times slower than that of cosolvent (3.57  hr-1). Comparing NS-

167nm and NS-1700nm, both exhibited low Cmax/dose, prolonged distribution and 

elimination half-lives and large Vss and V2. However, the Vss and V2 of NS-1700nm were 

1.45 and 1.35, respectively, apparently larger than those of NS-167nm (0.85 and 0.79 L). 

The relative bioavailabilities were 0.48 and 0.39 for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, 

respectively. 

 

Plasma pharmacokinetics for cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700 were also analyzed by 

randomly dividing the Mbz plasma concentration data into three groups and deriving PK 

parameters for each group. Mean values and standard division were presented in 

Appendix 7. Statistical analysis was performed. The results were consistent with what 

obtained from the naïve averaged data approach. 

 

Plasma pharmacokinetic parameters of Mbz from cosolvent, two microemulsions (PM1 

and PM2) and two nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) in mice were compiled 

in Table XV. Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited distinct plasma pharmacokinetics from the 

microemulsions. Cmaxs/dose of Mbz microemulsions were 6 to 10 times of that of the 

nanosuspensions. AUCs/dose of Mbz microemulsions were 2 times of that of the 

nanosuspensions. The t1/2, β of Mbz nanosuspensions were prolonged, about 10 times 

longer than those of the microemulsions. Mbz nanosuspensions eihibited large Vss and V2, 
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which were 25 to 50 times larger than those of the microemulsions. Furthermore, the 

microconstants, k10 and k21, were distinct between the microemulsions and 

nanosuspensions. Mbz microemulsions exhibited 2- to 3- time higher relative 

bioavailabilities than the nanosuspensions.  
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Figure 31. Plasma Concentration Profiles of Mbz from Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice. 
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Table XIV. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice. 

Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters Units Cosolvent NS-167nm NS-1700nm 

Dose mg/kg 6.5 30 30 

Cmax/Dose (mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.45 0.53 0.31 

AUC/Dose (hr*mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.14 0.55 0.45 

t1/2, α hr 0.078 0.23 0.14 

t1/2, β hr 1.34 14.30 16.08 

α 1/hr 8.84 2.99 4.88 

β 1/hr 0.51 0.050 0.04 

CL L/hr 0.029 0.059 0.071 

Vss L 0.051 0.85 1.45 

V1 L 0.023 0.060 0.10 

V2 L 0.028 0.79 1.35 

k10 1/hr 1.27 0.96 0.69 

k12 1/hr 4.52 1.93 3.93 

k21 1/hr 3.57 0.15 0.31 

Relative BA   0.48 0.39 

R2  0.997 0.999 0.997 
 
Note: These parameters were derived from mean plasma concentration profiles. Therefore, standard deviations were not presented. 
           BA-bioavialability, which is the ratio of the AUC/dose of PM1 or PM2 to that of cosolvent. 
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Table XV. Summary of Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz Cosolvent, Microemulsions (PM1 and 

PM2), and Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) in Mice. 

Microemulsions Nanosuspensions Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters Units Cosolvent PM1 

(37nm) 
PM2 

(478nm) NS-167nm NS-1700nm

Dose mg/kg 6.5 3.25 2.5 30 30 
Cmax/Dose (mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.45 3.49 3.24 0.53 0.31 
AUC/Dose (hr*mg/L)/(mg/kg) 1.14 1.22 1.44 0.55 0.45 

t1/2, α hr 0.078 0.068 0.095 0.23 0.14 
t1/2, β hr 1.34 1.52 1.27 14.30 16.08 
α 1/hr 8.84 10.01 7.28 2.99 4.88 
β 1/hr 0.51 0.46 0.54 0.050 0.04 

CL L/hr 0.029 0.027 0.023 0.059 0.071 
Vss L 0.051 0.044 0.032 0.85 1.45 
V1 L 0.023 0.009 0.010 0.060 0.10 
V2 L 0.028 0.035 0.022 0.79 1.35 
k10 1/hr 1.27 2.87 2.25 0.96 0.69 
k12 1/hr 4.52 6.17 3.81 1.93 3.93 
k21 1/hr 3.57 1.62 1.76 0.15 0.31 

Relative BA   1.07 1.26 0.48 0.39 
R2       
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5.2.5 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) in Mice 

Different tissue distribution patterns between cosolvent and nanosuspension formulations 

were observed as anticipated from their plasma profiles (Figure 32). The concentrations 

of Mbz in organs after nanosuspension dosing were detectable up to 48 hours, compared 

to 4 hours post dosing of the cosolvent formulation. Except for spleen after NS-1700nm 

injection, Mbz peak concentrations in different organs were reached in 5 min after 

injection of cosolvent and nanosuspension formulations. The highest peak concentrations 

(Cmax/dose) were in liver, 4.74 and 5.82 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, 

respectively, 2.6-3.2 folds of that of cosolvent, 1.82 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) (Table XVI).  

 

Among organs, Mbz in cosolvent yielded the greatest exposure in liver with AUC0-∞ of 

3.37 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg), followed by kidneys of 2.70 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) and brain of 2.49 

(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg). However, for NS-167nm, AUC0-48hr in liver was 136.15 

(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg), about 30 times of that from cosolvent, followed by those in spleen 

(83.30 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)) and lung (22.04 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)). For NS-1700nm, AUC0-

24hr in liver was 116.60 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg), followed by that in lung (44.07 

(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)). The elimination half-lives of Mbz from the six organs after 

nanosuspension dosing ranged from 8 to 40 hours, substantially prolonged from 2 hours 

of Mbz from cosolvent. Comparing the organ pharmacokinetics between NS-167nm and 

NS-1700nm, the AUCs0-24 of NS-1700nm in six organs except in liver were substantially 
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larger than those of NS-167nm. Furthermore, NS-1700nm possessed longer t1/2 in lung 

ans liver than NS-167nm. 

  

Mbz nanosuspensions exhibited distinct distribution patterns from microemulsions. Mbz 

microemulsions of two sizes had very high exposure in lung. In contrast, very high Mbz 

exposures in liver and spleen from nanosuspensions of two sizes were observed. In 

addition, the half-lives of Mbz in six organs from nanosuspensions were substantially 

prolonged compared to those from microemulsions. 
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Figure 32. Biodistributions for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice (n = 3-5). 
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NS-1700nm
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Note: The concentration unit for Mbz in plasma is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg).  
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Table XVI. Organ Pharmacokinetic Parameters for cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice (n = 3-5). 
 
 

  Cosolvent 
PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 

Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 0.90 0.85 1.82 0.79 1.50 0.90 
AUC0-4hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.79 1.76 3.37 1.57 2.70 2.49 
AUC0-∞ (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 2.44 2.12 4.19 2.04 3.65 3.42 

t1/2 hr 1.96 1.60 1.63 1.79 1.83 2.85 
 

 
  NS-167nm 

PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 
Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 0.09 1.00 4.74 2.84 0.21 0.02 

AUC0-48hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 1.50 22.04 136.15 83.30 4.97 0.62 
t1/2 hr 12.81 8.68 26.06 16.27 10.50 28.50 

 
 

  NS-1700nm 
PARAMETERS UNITS Heart Lung liver spleen kidneys Brain 

Cmax (µg/g)/(mg/kg) 0.53 2.54 5.82 ≥2.09 0.47 0.15 
AUC0-24hr (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg) 7.38 44.07 116.60 ND 7.28 2.32 

t1/2 hr 8.93 20.60 41.93 ND 13.57 12.22 
 
ND-Not Determined 
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5.3 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions among Various Sizes in Rats 

 

5.3.1 Content Uniformity Study of Mbz Distribution in Cosolvent and 

Nanosuspension Formulations 

To ensure the 14C-Mbz was homogenously present in the formulations, the content 

uniformity study was performed. To measure the variation, 5 or 10 μl of a formulation 

was placed in each of three vials. The radioactivity from each vial was counted and the 

variation among the triplicate samples was calculated. The variations were 5.97% for 

cosolvent, 5.75% for NS-167nm, 2.93% for NS-400nm, 7.13% for NS-700nm, 5.54% for 

NS-1700nm (Table XVII). One factor which may cause the variation is due to the 

attachment of the formulation to the pipette tips in sampling.  

 

5.3.2 Quenching Studies 

To precisely measure the radioactivity, different amounts of rat organs (0.1 g, 0.2 g and 

0.3 g) were tested for the quenching effect. The efficiency was calculated by dividing the 

14C-Mbz radioactivity from mixtures of organ samples and that without organ samples 

(Figure 33). The counting efficiencies were from 80% to 96% depending on the organs 

(Table XIX). The weight of 0.2 g was selected as the appropriate amount for the 

detection of radioactivity from rat organs due to the insignificant quenching effect. The 

counting efficiencies for 0.2 g of tissue were used to correct quenching effect in 

individual organs for rat biodistribution studies. 
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5.3.3 Homogeneity Study of Mbz Distribution in Rat Organs 

In the rat biodistribution studies, only a fraction of each organ (0.2 g) was taken for Mbz 

quantification. To ensure that the Mbz concentration measured from the fraction of organ 

can represent that in the whole organ, we have studied the homogeneity of 14C-Mbz in rat 

organs. To measure the variations among different sites of a particular organ, 200 mg of 

that organ was randomly taken from three sites and placed in each of three vials. The 

radioactivity from each vial was counted and the variation among three samples was 

calculated. As listed in Table XVIII, the distribution variations were less than 8% for all 

organs, except that in heart, 14.02%. The variations were 3.01% for kidneys, 3.44% for 

liver, 5.15% for spleen, 5.67% for lung and 7.96% for brain. 
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Table XVII. Content Uniformity of Mbz in Cosolvent and Nanosuspension Formulations. 
 
 

Formulations Cosolvent NS-167nm NS-400nm NS-700nm NS-1700nm 

Mean (CPM/µl) 7915.73 45156.82 224211.27 57794.17 39882.96 

SD 472.48 2596.05 6579.56 4119.70 2209.55 
Variation (%) 

(n=3) 5.97 5.75 2.93 7.13 5.54 

 
 
 
Table XVIII. Homogeneity Study of Mbz Distribution in Rat Organs. 
 

Organs Brain Heart Kidneys Liver Lung Spleen 

Mean (CPM/0.2g) 358.27 1300.72 1192.13 41978.90 22429.33 31279.43

SD 28.53 182.42 35.84 5134.73 1272.59 1610.03 
Site Variations (%) 

(n=3) 7.96 14.02 3.01 3.44 5.67 5.15 

 

Note: SD-Standard deviation. 
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Figure 33. Quenching Study of 14C-Mbz in Rat Organs. 
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Table XIX. Counting Efficiency (%) of Mbz in Different Amounts of Rat Organs (n=2 for Each Sample). 

 
Weight (g) Brain Heart Kidneys Liver Lung Spleen 

0.1 93.26 86.30 93.94 92.48 97.41 91.90 

0.2 96.89 86.50 91.04 88.63 94.38 85.86 

0.3 96.92 83.34 92.00 85.78 91.65 79.87 
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5.3.4 Biodistribution Study of Mbz from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions (NS-

167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) in Rats 

Biodistributions of Mbz cosolvent and nanosuspensions (NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-

700nm and NS-1700nm) in rats have been studied. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (300-350 g) 

were used throughout the study. Mbz was administrated by i.v. bolus to the rats at 5 

mg/kg for cosolvent formulation and 30 mg/kg for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm 

formulations. Radioactivities of Mbz from plasma and six organs (heart, lung, liver, 

spleen, kidneys and brain) were monitored by liquid scintillation counting up to 2 hours 

post dose for cosolvent formulation and up to 48 hours post dosing for NS-167nm, NS-

400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm. The tissue distribution profiles were constructed for 

each formulation. For NS-1700nm, due to the severe toxicity caused by the formulation, 

only one out of three rats survived until the scheduled time points for sacrifice (24 hr and 

48 hr).  

 

In Figures 34-40, Y axis was the total Mbz concentration, which included concentrations 

of parent drug, metabolites and degradation products. Different tissue distribution 

patterns between cosolvent and nanosuspension formulations were observed. The 

concentrations of Mbz in organs after nanosuspension dosing were detectable up to 48 

hours, compared to 2 hours after cosolvent dosing. For cosolvent, Mbz had the highest 

concentration in liver, followed by kidneys. Other four organs (heart, lung, spleen and 

brain) had very similar drug concentrations. In 2 hours, total Mbz concentrations 
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decreased significantly in all organs, except in kidneys where the Mbz concentration 

remained the initial level. Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes had a very similar 

distribution pattern, which was distinct from Mbz cosolvent. There were very high drug 

concentrations in liver, spleen and lung, while very low drug concentrations in other 

organs such as heart, kidneys and brain for Mbz nanosuspensions.  

 

Different from cosolvent, Mbz nanosuspensions had very higher total drug concentrations 

in liver, spleen and lung, more than 8- fold of those in heart, kidneys and brain. The total 

drug concentrations in liver and spleen remained high at 48 hr. Mbz nanosuspensions 

exhibited longer half-lives of total drug in six organs than cosolvent (Table XX).  

 

Comparing Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes, the half-life of total Mbz in liver for 

NS-700nm was longer than those for NS-167nm and NS-400nm. The half-life of total 

Mbz in spleen for NS-400nm was longer than that for NS-167nm. The half-life of total 

Mbz in liver for NS-1700nm and in spleen for NS-700nm and NS-1700nm were not 

determined because the Mbz concentration in these organs reached the highest value at 

24 hr instead of a continuous decline from 5 min to 48 hr. 

 

Total Mbz concentrations in organs from nanosuspensions of four sizes were compared at 

each time point. At 5 min, the Mbz concentrations in live and spleen from 

nanosuspensions were significantly higher that those from cosolvent, while the Mbz 
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concentrations in heart, kidneys and brain was lower from nanosuspensions compared to 

those from cosolvent. The large-sized nanosuspensions (NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) had 

mean Mbz concentrations in lung higher than those from NS-167nm and NS-400nm. 

Interestingly, the mean Mbz concentration decline as the particle size increased. At 24 hr 

and 48 hr, the mean Mbz concentrations in lung, liver and spleen from the large-sized 

nanosuspensions (NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) were higher than those from the small-

sized (NS-167nm and NS-400nm), except that the mean Mbz concentration from NS-

700nm in spleen were slightly lower than those from NS-167nm and NS-400nm at 48 hr. 

  

Mbz nanosuspensions of various four sizes exhibited significantly high concentrations in 

blood than cosolvent at 5 min. The Mbz concentrations were detectable up to 48 hr for 

nanosuspensions, compared to being undetectable at 4 hr for cosolvent. NS-400nm and 

NS-700nm exhibited comparable Mbz concentrations in blood, which were significantly 

lower than that of NS-167nm, but higher than that of NS-1700nm. The Mbz 

concentrations in plasma at 5 min decreased when particle sizes increased. 
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Figure 34. Biodistributions of Mbz from Cosolvent in Rats. 
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*, ** and *** Denotes different ranking levels among Mbz concentrations for Mbz cosolvent formulation. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05. 
*** Statistically different from ** at P<0.05. 

      The concentration unit for Mbz in blood is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg). 
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Figure 35. Biodistributions of Mbz from NS-167nm in Rats. 

NS-167nm  in rats (n=4 for 5min, n=5 for 24hr and 48hr)
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** Statistically different from * at P<0.05. 
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      The concentration unit for Mbz in blood is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg). 
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Figure 36. Biodistributions of Mbz from NS-400nm in Rats. 

NS-400nm  in rats (n=5 for each)
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** Statistically different from * at P<0.05. 
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Figure 37. Biodistributions of Mbz from NS-700nm in Rats. 

NS-700nm  in rats (n=5 for 5min and 24hr and n=4 for 48hr)
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*, ** and *** Denotes different ranking levels among Mbz concentrations for Mbz cosolvent formulation. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05. 
*** Statistically different from ** at P<0.05. 

      The concentration unit for Mbz in blood is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg). 
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Figure 38. Biodistributions of Mbz from NS-1700nm in Rats. 

 NS-1700nm in rats (n=3 for 5min and n=1 for 24hr and 48hr)
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      The concentration unit for Mbz in blood is (µg/ml)/(mg/kg). 
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Figure 39. Total Mbz Concentrations from Cosolvent, NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm in Rat 

Blood (A and B)and Plasma (C). 
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Rat Plasma
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*, **, *** and **** Denotes different ranking levels among Mbz concentrations for Mbz nanosuspensions. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. 
*** Statistically different from ** at P<0.05 by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. 
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Table XX. Elimination Half-Lives of Total and Parent Mbz from Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions in Rats. 
 

Elimination Half-lives of Mbz (hr) 

Formulations Cosolvent   NS-167nm NS-400nm NS-700nm NS-1700nm

Heart 1.22 40.46 26.56 26.91 83.47 

Lung 1.85 11.39 12.20 10.43 15.47 

1.37 43.23 39.99 57.12 N/A 
Liver 

N/A 32.66* 36.01* 63.83* N/A 

1.84 66.01 73.88 N/A N/A 
Spleen 

N/A 40.50* 113.25* N/A N/A 

Kidneys N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Brain 1.01 58.58 26.45 18.97 28.70 

 
Note: All values are for total Mbz, except those labeled with * are for parent Mbz. 
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Figure 40. Comparison of Mbz Concentrations in Liver and Spleen at 5 min, 24 hr and 48 hr after i.v. Injection 

of Cosolvent (n=4-5), NS-167nm (n=4-5), NS-400nm (n=5), NS-700nm (n=4-5) and NS-1700nm (n = 1-3) in Rats. 
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24 hr
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48 hr
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#, ## and ### Denotes different ranking levels among Mbz concentrations for Mbz nanosuspensions. 
## Statistically different from # at P<0.05. 
### Statistically different from ## at P<0.05. 
* Denote difference of Mbz concentrations between cosolvent and nanosuspensions at 5 min at P<0.05. 
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5.3.5 Distribution Study of Parent Mbz from Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm, NS-

400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) in Rat Liver and Spleen 

Since very high total drug concentration in liver and spleen of rats were observed for 

Mbz nanosuspensions, the parent Mbz concentration in these two organs was also 

evaluated by HPLC analysis (Figure 41). The parent drug concentration of Mbz in liver 

and spleen after dosing was detectable up to 48 hours for all four sizes of nanosuspension. 

For NS-167nm, among three time points (5 min, 24 hr, 48 hr), the highest concentration 

in liver was 4.30 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) at 5 min and 3.83 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) at 5 min in spleen. The 

drug concentration declined from 5 min to 48 hr in both liver and spleen for NS-167nm. 

Similarly, for NS-400nm, the highest Mbz concentration in liver and spleen, 6.26 

(µg/g)/(mg/kg) and 3.63 (µg/g)/(mg/kg), respectively, was also found at 5 min, and the 

drug concentration declined from 5 min to 48 hr in both organs. For NS-700nm, the 

highest concentration in liver was 3.14 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) at 5 min, and then it decreased 

from 5 min to 48 hr. However, in spleen, the highest concentration was 2.29 

(µg/g)/(mg/kg) found at 24 hr. Different from other three sizes of nanosuspensions, there 

was no apparent decline of Mbz concentration in both liver and spleen for NS-1700nm. 

The elimination half-lives were also calculated for Mbz nanosuspensions of four sizes in 

liver and spleen of rats. It was clear that the elimination half-lives increased as particle 

size increased (Table XX). 
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Figure 41. Parent Mbz Distributions from NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm in Liver and 

Spleen of Rats.  
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NS-400nm (n=5 for each)
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NS-700nm (n=5 for 5min and 24hr, n=4 for 48hr)
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NS-1700nm (n=3 for 5min, n=1 for 24hr and 48hr)
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* and ** Denotes different ranking levels among parent Mbz concentrations in liver and spleen for Mbz nanosuspensions. 
** Statistically different from * at P<0.05 by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. 
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5.4 Comparison of the Formulation and Size Effect on Mbz Disposition between 

Species 

 

5.4.1 Comparison of the Formulation and Size Effect on Mbz Pharmacokinetics for 

Cosolvent, Microemulsions and Nanosuspensions between Mice and Rats 

Mbz from cosolvent, microemulsions and nanosuspensions all followed a two-

compartment model after i.v. injection. In both mice and rats, Mbz microemulsions 

exhibited similar plasma pharmacokinetics as cosolvent (Table XXI). However, in both 

mice and rats, Mbz cosolvent and nanosuspension exhibited different pharmacokinetic 

properties. Mbz nanosuspensions had lower Cmax/dose, prolonged distribution and 

elimination half-lives and larger Vss and V2 compared with cosolvent (Table XXII). 

 

The droplet size of Mbz microemulsions did not show significant effect on Mbz plasma 

pharmacokinetics as PM1 and PM2 exhibited very similar plasma pharmacokinetics in 

both mice and rats (Table XXI). In both mice and rats, NS-1700nm possessed lower 

Cmax/Dose, shorter t1/2, α, longer t1/2, β, and larger Vss and V2 than NS-167nm. In addition, 

compared with NS-167nm, the k10 of NS-1700nm was slower, while the k12 and k21 were 

faster in both mice and rats (Table XXII). Therefore, the particle size of Mbz 

nanosuspensions showed similar effect on Mbz plasma pharmacokinetics in both mice 

and rats. 
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Table XXI. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 in 

Mice and Rats. 

Pharmacoki
netic 

Parameters 

Cosolvent 
 

PM1 
 

PM2 
 

Species Mice Rats Mice Rats Mice Rats 

Dose 
(mg/kg) 6.5 3.25 3.25 1.6 2.5 1.6 

Cmax/Dose 
(ug/ml/mg/

kg) 
1.45 3.48±0.83 3.49 1.25±0.06 3.24 1.13±0.06 

AUC/Dose 
(hr*ug/ml 
/mg/kg) 

1.14 4.66±0.76 1.22 1.66±0.12 1.44 1.77±0.02 

t1/2, α (hr) 0.078 0.28±0.06 0.068 0.30±0.08 0.095 0.40±0.07 

t1/2, β (hr) 1.34 2.89±1.67 1.52 1.90±0.45 1.27 2.43±0.36 

CL 
(L/hr/kg) 0.97 0.73±0.13 * 0.90 2.03±0.13 0.77 1.86±0.03 

Vss (L/kg) 1.70 2.30±0.90 * 1.47 4.50±0.50 1.07 5.27±0.70 

V1 (L/kg) 0.77 1.00±0.23 * 0.30 2.70±0.13 0.33 3.00±0.17 

V2 (L/kg) 0.93 1.27±0.83 1.17 1.80±0.63 0.73 2.30±0.57 

α (hr-1) 8.84 2.58±0.54 10.01 2.46±0.60 7.28 1.80±0.30 

β (hr-1) 0.51 0.30±0.12 1.36 0.36±0.06 0.54 0.30±0.06 

k10 (hr-1) 1.27 0.78±0.12 2.87 0.72±0.06 2.25 0.66±0.02 

k12 (hr-1) 4.52 1.08±0.30 6.17 0.78±0.12 3.81 1.32±0.60 

k21 (hr-1) 3.57 1.02±0.36 1.62 1.32±0.60 1.76 0.78±0.18 

 
Differences among groups were statistically evaluated using one-way ANOVA with Turkey’s post hoc test 
at P<0.05.  
* Denotes P<0.05 for difference between cosolvent and microemulsion formulations (PM1 and PM2) in 
rats. 
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Table XXII. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-

1700nm in Mice and Rats. 

Pharmacoki
netic 

Parameters 

Cosolvent 
 

NS-167nm 
 

NS-1700nm 
 

Species Mice Rats Mice Rats Mice Rats 

Dose 
(mg/kg) 6.5 3.25 30 30 30 30 

Cmax/Dose 
[(ug/ml)/(m

g/kg)] 
1.45 3.48±0.83 Δ 0.53 0.75±0.24* 0.31 0.09±0.23 

AUC/Dose 
[(hr*ug/ml) 
/(mg/kg)] 

1.14 4.66±0.76 Δ 0.55 0.85±0.20 0.45 0.72±0.11 

t1/2, α (hr) 0.078 0.28±0.06 Δ 0.23 0.12±0.03 0.14 0.09±0.02 

t1/2, β (hr) 1.34 2.89±1.67 Δ 14.30 18.41±10.02* 16.08 30.02±6.5 

CL 
(L/hr/kg) 0.97 0.70±0.13 Δ 1.97 4.07±0.90 2.37 4.73±0.70 

Vss (L/kg) 1.70 2.30±0.90 Δ 28.33 84.87±29.57* 48.33 200.17±40.13

V1 (L/kg) 0.77 1.00±0.23 Δ 2.00 4.90±1.77* 3.33 35.13±9.33 

V2 (L/kg) 0.93 1.27±0.83 Δ 26.33 80.00±29.60* 45.00 165.03±43.40

α (hr-1) 8.84 2.58±0.54 Δ 2.99 6.02±1.40 4.88 8.20±2.10 

β (hr-1) 0.51 0.30±0.12 Δ 0.050 0.05±0.02* 0.04 0.02±0.00 

k10 (hr-1) 1.27 0.78±0.12 0.96 0.90±0.30* 0.69 0.14±0.03 

k12 (hr-1) 4.52 1.08±0.30 Δ 1.93 4.86±1.20 3.93 6.16±2.15 

k21 (hr-1) 3.57 1.02±0.36 0.15 0.31±0.10* 0.31 1.45±0.60 

 
Differences among groups were statistically siginificant at P<0.05 using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 
post hoc test. 
Δ Denotes P<0.05 for difference between Cosolvent formulation and NS-167nm, as well as Cosolvent 
formulation and NS-1700nm in rats. 
* Denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in rats. 
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5.4.2 Comparison of Size Effect on Mbz Biodistributions for Nanosuspensions 

between Mice and Rats 

Mbz cosovent and nanosuspensions exhibited similar distribution patterns in mice and 

rats. For Mbz cosolvent, liver had the highest drug concentration, followed kidney and 

other organs in both mice and rats (Figure 29 and Figure 34). For Mbz nanosuspensions, 

liver and spleen had much higher drug concentration than other organs in both mice and 

rats (Figure 32, Figure 35-Figure 38). Parent Mbz concentration in liver and spleen of 

both mice and rats was also monitored for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, respectively 

(Figure 42 and Figure 43). The pharmacokinetic parameters derived from the liver and 

spleen profiles of Mbz were compiled in Table XXIII. Very similar Mbz concentration 

range was found in liver and spleen of mice than in those of rats. For NS-167nm, the Mbz 

concentrations in the liver of mice were from 5.43 to 2.01 (µg/g)/(mg/kg), comparable to 

4.30 to 1.56 (µg/g)/(mg/kg) found in the liver of rats.  The Mbz concentration in the 

spleen of mice was from 3.26 to 0.91 (µg/g)/(mg/kg), comparable to 3.83 to 1.69 

(µg/g)/(mg/kg) in the spleen of rats. Similarly, under the same dosing of NS-1700nm, 

Mbz concentrations in the liver and spleen of mice were comparable to those in rats. 

However, the half-lives of Mbz in rat organs were longer than those in mouse organs. For 

NS-167nm, the half-life of Mbz in the liver of rats was 32.66 hr, longer than that in mice 

(26.06 hr). The half-life of Mbz in the spleen of rats was 2.5 times of that in mice.  
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Figure 42. Parent Mbz Concentrations for NS-167nm in Spleen of Mice and Rats.  
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Figure 43. Mbz Parent Drug Concentrations for NS-1700nm in Spleen of Mice and 

Rats.  
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Table XXIII. Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Parent Mbz Biodistributions in Liver 

and Spleen from NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice and Rats. 

 

 
Species Mice Rats 

Organs 
PK Paramenters NS-167nm NS-1700nm NS-167nm NS-1700nm 

Cmax 
[(µg/g)/(mg/kg)] 4.74 5.54 4.30 4.23 

AUC 
[(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)] 136.15 111.05 143.17 188.47 Liver 

t1/2  (hr) 26.06 41.93 32.66 N/A 

Cmax 
[(µg/g)/(mg/kg)] 2.99 ≥2.09 3.84 5.46 

AUC 
[(hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)] 87.47 N/A 140.5 200.6 Spleen 

t1/2  (hr) 16.27 N/A 40.50 N/A 

 
 

Note: The AUC was calculated from 0 to 48 hr, except for that in mouse liver for NS-1700nm, where it was 
from 0 to 24 hr. 
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5.5 Development of Pharmacokinetic Models for Dispositions of Mbz in Cosolvent 

and Nanoformulations in Mice 

 

Interestingly, intravenous administration of Mbz microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) 

resulted in very high exposures and retentions in lung, different from the biodistribution 

pattern from the cosolvent formulation. We developed a pharmacokinetic model which 

linked the plasma concentrations with lung concentrations of Mbz. As described in 

Section 4.2.5, a three compartmental model containing central compartment (blood) and 

two peripheral compartments (lung and rest of the organs, respectively) was built (Figure 

8). The differential equations which described the relationships among three 

compartments were listed as following: 

 

1 12 13 10 1 21 2 31 3/ ( )* * *dA dt K K K A K A K A= − + + + +  ……………. [Equation 5] 

2 12 1 21 2/ * *dA dt K A K A= −              ……………. [Equation 6] 

3 13 1 31 3/ * *dA dt K A K A= −               ……………. [Equation 7] 

 

where A1, A2 and A3 are the amount of drug in the central, lung and other-organ 

compartments, respectively. k10 is the elimination rate microconstant from the central 

compartment. k12, k21, k13 and k31 are microcontants for the transfers of the drug between 

the central and the peripheral compartments. 
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In this model, two outputs including the plasma and lung concentrations of Mbz were 

monitored during the studies. Two equations describing the outputs were listed as follows: 

 

1 1 1/C A V=                                 ……………. [Equation 8] 

2 2 21 1 12* /( * )C A K V K=                  ……………. [Equation 9] 

 

By fitting experimental data (Table XXIV) using ADAPT (Figure 44-Figure 46), the 

pharmacokinetic parameters in Equations 5-7 were estimated for cosolvent, PM1 and 

PM2, respectively (Table XXV). The estimated k10, k12, k13, and k31 for PM1 were 2.88, 

2.99, 8.18, and 1.41 hr-1, respectively, similar to those of cosolvent and PM2. The 

estimated V1 was 6.74 L for PM1, also comparable to that of PM2 (9.12 L), but much 

less than that of cosolvent (27.77 L). The estimated k21 for PM1 was 1.82 hr-1, much 

slower than those of PM2 (5.87 hr-1) and cosolvent (5.00 hr-1), which could explain the 

longer t1/2 of Mbz in lung from PM1 (4.54 hr) than those from PM1 (1.27 hr) and 

cosolvent (1.60 hr). These estimated microconstants could be used to predict Mbz 

concentrations in lung from Mbz concentrations in plasma for Mbz microemulsions. The 

ratios of AUC in lung and plasma were 8.64 and 9.13 for PM1 and PM2, respectively, 

much larger than that for cosolvent (2.39). 

 

A set of Mbz concentrations in plasma and lung, respectively was used for validating the 

identified three-compartment model (Table XXVI). The observed Mbz concentrations in 
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plasma and lung vs. the predicted Mbz concentrations were plotted for cosolvent, PM1 

and PM2, respectively (Figure 47). The scattered plot showed that the developed model 

could predict Mbz concentrations in lung for cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. 
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Table XXIV. Plasma and Lung Concentrations of Mbz from Cosolvent, PM1 and 

PM2 in Mice for Model Identification. 

 
Mean plasma concentrations (µg/ml) 

 
Mean lung concentrations (µg/g) 

Time (hr) Cosolvent  
(6.5 mg/kg) 

PM1 
(3.25 mg/kg)

PM2 
(2.5 mg/kg) Time (hr) Cosolvent 

(6.5 mg/kg)
PM1 

(3.25 mg/kg) 
PM2 

(2.5 mg/kg)

0.083 5.98 5.87 3.42 0.083 5.64 13.67 20.01 

0.25 3.99 1.93 1.27 0.75 N/A 11.23 8.59 

0.5 2.57 1.37 0.98 2.0 3.05 10.23 4.49 

1.0 1.71 1.08 0.68 4.0 1.20 5.67 1.74 

1.5 1.56 0.68 0.64     

2.0 1.21 0.53 0.27     

3.0 0.79 N/A N/A     

4.0 0.54 0.21 0.07     

6.0 0.14 0.10 0.06     
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Figure 44. Three-Compartmental Model Fitting of Semi-Log Plot of Mean Plasma 

Concentrations and Mean Lung Concentrations of Mbz after i.v. Administration of 

Cosolvent. 

 

 

R2 = 0.997 
 

R2 = 1.00
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Figure 45. Three-Compartmental Model Fitting of Semi-Log Plot of Mean Plasma 

Concentrations and Mean Lung Concentrations of Mbz after i.v. Administration of 

PM1. 

 

 

R2 = 0.99

R2 = 0.85
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Figure 46. Three-Compartmental Model Fitting of Semi-Log Plot of Mean Plasma 

Concentrations and Mean Lung Concentrations of Mbz after i.v. Administration of 

PM2. 
 

 

 

R2 = 1.00 

R2 = 0.999 
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Table XXV. Estimated Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz from Cosolvent, PM1 

and PM2 for a Three-Compartment Model. 

 Estimated PK Parameter Values 
(95% Confidence Interval) 

Parameter Cosolvent PM1 PM2 

k10  (hr-1)           1.10 2.88 
(-9.39, 15.15) 

3.28 
(0.66, 5.90)    

k12 (hr-1)           1.55 2.99 
(1.48, 4.51) 

3.03 
(2.67, 3.38)    

k21 (hr-1)           5.00 1.82 
(-2.18, 5.83) 

5.87 
(3.02, 8.73)    

k13 (hr-1)               1.57 8.18 
(-30.18, 46.53) 

8.35 
(-1.83, 18.52)    

k31 (hr-1)              2.20 1.41 
(-2.59, 5.42) 

1.97 
(1.09, 2.84)    

V1 (L)             27.77 6.74 
(-18.09, 31.57) 

9.12 
(0.75, 17.49)    

AUC0-6hr,plasma/Dose 
(µg*hr/ml/mg/kg) 1.08 1.58 1.14 

AUC0-6,lung/Dose 
(µg*hr/g/mg/kg) 2.57 13.61 10.45 

AUC Ratio 2.39 8.64 9.13 

 

Note: The 95% C.I. for cosolvent is unavailable. 

          AUC Ratio= AUC0-6hr,lung/Dose : AUC0-6,plasma/Dose 
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Table XXVI. Plasma and Lung Concentrations for Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 for 

Validation of the Identified Three-Compartment Model. 

 
Mean plasma concentrations (µg/ml) 

 
Mean lung concentrations (µg/g) 

Time (hr) Cosolvent  
(6.5 mg/kg) 

PM1 
(3.25 mg/kg)

PM2 
(2.5 mg/kg) Time (hr) Cosolvent 

(6.5 mg/kg)
PM1 

(3.25 mg/kg) 
PM2 

(2.5 mg/kg)

0.083 6.45 5.18 3.33 0.083 5.89 14.83 13.23 

0.25 3.54 1.93 1.52 0.75 N/A 8.09 14.23 

0.5 2.55 1.10 1.19 2.0 1.47 13.80 8.04 

1.0 2.05 0.67 0.52 4.0 1.59 5.66 2.76 

1.5 1.88 0.84 0.42     

2.0 1.78 0.31 0.17     

3.0 0.77 N/A N/A     

4.0 0.62 0.17 0.12     

6.0 0.14 0.10 N/A     
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Figure 47. Observed vs. Predicted Plasma and Lung Concentrations for Cosolvent, 

PM1 and PM2 for the Three-Compartment Model.  
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5.6 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz from Cosolvent and 

Nanoformulations by Allometric Scaling 

 

5.6.1 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz from Cosolvent 

and Microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) by Allometric Scaling 

The allometric relationships between Mbz pharmacokinetic parameters (CL, Vss, t1/2, α, 

and t1/2, β) (Table XXVII) and body weight for cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 were plotted on 

a log-log scale (Figure 48 to Figure 51). The 95% of confidence intervals (C.I.) of the 

regression slopes were displayed. The pharmacokinetic parameters in humans predicted 

from the relationships estimated by inter-species scaling of Mbz from different 

microemulsion formulations and the 95% C.I. of predicted human pharmacokinetic 

parameters were also compiled in Table XXVIII. Compared the CL with 95% C.I. (0.09-

0.97 L/hr) for cosolvent in humans, the CL for PM1 (3.05-28.50 L/hr) and PM2 (0.94-

10.84 L/hr) were faster than that for cosolvent. The Vss in humans were (9.44-178.57, 

95% C.I.) 41.14 L/kg and (26.00-175.75, 95% C.I.) 67.59 L/kg for PM1 and PM2, 

respectively, which were about 10-20 folds of that for cosolvent. In addition, although the 

alpha half-lives appeared to be similar among these three formulations, the beta half-lives 

appeared to be distinct between cosolvent and microemulsions (PM1 and PM2). 
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5.6.2 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz from Cosolvent 

and Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) by Allometric Scaling 

The allometric relationships between Mbz pharmacokinetic parameters (CL, Vss, t1/2, α, 

and t1/2, β) (Table XXIX) and body weight for cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm 

were plotted on a log-log scale (Figure 52 to Figure 55). The 95% of confidence intervals 

(C.I.) of regression slopes were displayed. The pharmacokinetic parameters in humans 

predicted from the relationships produced by inter-species scaling of Mbz from different 

formulations and the 95% C.I. of predicted human pharmacokinetic parameters were 

compiled in Table XXX. Compared the CL with the 95% C.I. for cosolvent in humans 

(0.09-0.97 L/hr), the CL for NS-167nm (13.64, 102.07 L/hr) and NS-1700nm (12.92-

75.91 L/hr) were about 100-fold faster than that for cosolvent. The Vss were 1230 L/kg 

and 3834 L/kg for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, respectively, which were substantially 

larger than that for cosolvent, about 400-1000 folds of that for cosolvent. In addition, 

although the beta half-lives appeared to be similar among these three formulations, the 

alpha half-lives appeared to be distinct between cosolvent and nanosuspensions (NS-

167nm and NS-1700nm). 
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Table XXVII. Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 in Mice and Rats. 

Formulations  Cosolvent PM1 PM2 

Animal Species Mice (n=3) Rats (n=6) Mice (n=3) Rats (n=3) Mice (n=3) Rats (n=3) 

CL (L/hr)  0.032±0.006 0.22±0.036 * 0.032±0.008 0.61±0.04 0.044 (0.036, 0.052) 0.56±0.01 

Vss (L) 0.057±0.015 0.69±0.27 * 0.052±0.015 1.35±0.15 0.052(0.054, 0.050) 1.58±0.21 

t1/2, α (hr) 0.08±0.04 0.28±0.06 0.074±0.027 0.30±0.08 0.060 (0.070, 0.050) 0.40±0.01 

t1/2, β (hr) 1.37±0.11 2.89±1.67 1.51±0.27 1.90±0.45 1.17 (1.49, 0.86) 2.43±0.36 

 
All values are shown as mean±SD. Difference between any two means from one species were statistically evaluated using ANOVA, with 
Tukey’s post-hoc analysis.  
* Denote P<0.05 for comparison of pharmacokinetic parameters between cosolvent and microemulsions in rats.  
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Figure 48. Allometric Relationships between Mbz Clearance and Body Weight (log-

log) for Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. 
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Figure 49. Allometric Relationships between Mbz Vss and Body Weight (log-log) for 

Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2.  
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Figure 50. Allometric Relationships between Mbz t1/2, α and Body Weight (log-log) 

for Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2.  
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Figure 51. Allometric Relationships between Mbz t1/2, β and Body Weight (log-log) 

for Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. 
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Table XXVIII. Prediction of Pharmacokinetic Parameters in Humans of Mbz from Cosolvent, PM1 and PM2.  

            
Formulations 

PK Parameters CL (L/hr/kg) Vss (L/kg) t1/2, α (hr) t1/2, β (hr) 

Prediction for 
Humans 

0.30 
(0.09, 0.97) 

2.95 
(0.04, 29.17) 

6.24 
(0.4, 97.72) 

22.65 
(0.47,239.88) 

Cosolvent 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=1.65*10-3*BW0.84 Vss=1.36*10-3*BW1.07 t1/2,α=0.009*BW0.58 t1/2,β=0.54*BW0.27

Prediction for 
Humans 

9.33 
(3.05, 28.50) 

41.14 
(9.44, 178.57) 

15.74 
(2.26, 109.55) 

7.94 
(3.42, 18.44) 

PM1 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=3.38*10-4*BW1.29 Vss=3.55*10-4*BW1.43 t1/2,α=0.006*BW0.70 t1/2,β=0.70*BW0.22

Prediction for 
Humans 

3.20 
(0.94, 10.84) 

67.59 
(26.00, 175.75) 

12.74 
(2.24, 72.71) 

5.20 
(0.61, 44.29) 

PM2 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=9.01*10-4*BW1.11 Vss=2.98*10-4*BW1.48 t1/2,α=0.005*BW0.70 t1/2,β=0.56*BW0.20
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Table XXIX. Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz Cosolvent, NS-167nm, and NS-1700nm in Mice and Rats. 

Formulations Cosolvent NS-167nm NS-1700nm 

PK Parameters Mice Rats Mice Rats Mice Rats 

CL (L/hr)  0.032±0.006 0.22±0.036 0.044±0.004 * 1.21±0.27 Δ 0.062±0.014 1.42±0.21 Δ 

Vss (L) 0.057±0.015 0.69±0.27 0.84±0.49 25.46±8.87 Δ □ 1.64±0.39 * 60.05±12.04 Δ

t1/2, α (hr) 0.08±0.04 0.28±0.06  0.30±0.08* 0.12±0.03 Δ 0.17±0.08* 0.09±0.02 Δ 

t1/2, β (hr) 1.37±0.11 2.89±1.67 18.51±8.23* 18.41±10.2 Δ □ 20.21±2.07* 30.02±6.50 Δ

 

 

 

 

 

 

All values are mean±S.D. 
Difference among groups were statistically siginificant at P<0.05 using one way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test.
* Denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm or NS-1700nm and cosolvent in mice. 
Δ Denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm or NS-1700nm and cosolvent in rats. 
□ Denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in rats. 
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Figure 52. Allometric Relationships between Mbz CL and Body Weight (log-log) for 

Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm. 
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Figure 53. Allometric Relationships between Mbz Vss and Body Weight (log-log) for 

Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm. 
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Figure 54. Allometric Relationships between Mbz t1/2, α and Body Weight (log-log) 

for Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm. 
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Figure 55. Allometric Relationships between Mbz t1/2, β and Body Weight (log-log) 

for Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm. 
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Table XXX. Prediction of Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz in Humans from Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-

1700nm.  

Formulations PK Parameters CL (L/hr/kg) Vss (L/kg) t1/2, α (hr) t1/2, β (hr) 

Prediction for 
Humans 

0.30 
(0.09, 0.97) 

2.95 
(0.04, 29.17) 

6.24 
(0.4, 97.72) 

22.65 
(0.47,239.88) 

Cosolvent 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=1.65*10-3*BW0.84 Vss=1.36*10-3*BW1.07 t1/2,α=0.009*BW0.58 t1/2,β=0.54*BW0.27

Prediction for 
Humans 

37.42 
(13.64, 102.07) 

1230 
(73.91, 20649) 

0.015 
(0.004, 0.057) 

13.82 
(0.61, 312.25) 

NS-167nm 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=3.02*10-4*BW1.43 Vss=3.63*10-3*BW1.52 t1/2,α=1.12*BW-0.39 t1/2,β=19.05*BW-
0.028 

Prediction for 
Humans 

31.32 
(12.92, 75.91) 

3834 
(1314, 11259) 

0.020 
(0.004, 0.10) 

70.79 
(27.83, 181.97) 

NS-1700nm 
Allometric 

Relationships CL=5.25*10-4*BW1.36 Vss=6.92*10-3*BW1.56 t1/2,α=0.39*BW-0.27 t1/2,β=11.22*BW0.17
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Table XXXI. Summary of Mean Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Mbz from Cosolvent, PM1, PM2, NS-167nm 

and NS-1700nm in Mice, Rats and Humans.  

Formulations Cosolvent PM1 PM2 NS-167nm NS-1700nm 

Species Mice Rats Human Mice Rats Human Mice Rats Human Mice Rats Human Mice Rats Human

CL (L/hr) 0.032 0.22 0.30 0.032 0.61 9.33 0.044 0.56 3.20 0.044 1.21 37.42 0.062 1.42 31.32

Vss (L) 0.057 0.69 2.95 0.052 1.35 41.14 0.052 1.58 67.59 0.84 25.46 1230 1.64 60.05 3834

t1/2, α (hr) 0.08 0.28 6.24 0.074 0.30 15.74 0.060 0.40 12.74 0.30 0.12 0.015 0.17 0.09 0.020

t1/2, β (hr) 1.37 2.89 22.65 1.51 1.90 7.94 1.17 2.43 5.20 18.51 18.41 13.82 20.21 30.02 0.79
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CHAPTER 6     DISCUSSION 

 

Mbz has been widely used as an anthelmintic drug in human and animals since 1970s 

(Bekhti et al., 1977). It has attracted new interest in recent years due to its potent 

anticancer effect by significantly inhibiting cancer cell growth and decreasing the number 

and size of human xenografts in nude mice. Compared with other anticancer agents, such 

as paclitaxel, very little toxicity was found to be associated with Mbz in both in vitro and 

in vivo studies. Based on these facts, Mbz is a promising anticancer agent. However, due 

to its low water solubility, it is very challenging to develop formulations for clinical use 

of Mbz. Conventional oral formulations of Mbz have very low and erratic 

bioavailabilities. To solve this problem, Mbz microemulsions and nanosuspensions of 

various sizes have been developed in our laboratory and Pfizer. Nanoformulations such 

as microemulsions, nanosuspensions, liposomes etc. are recognized to exhibit 

significantly different pharmacokinetic and biodistribution properties from respective 

conventional liquid and oral formulations due to their physiochemical and size 

differences. However, very little is known about within the scope of nanoformulations, if 

the particle size or the droplet size will still have profound effect on drug disposition. In 

addition, no comparative study has been performed to establish the similarity or 

difference of the effects on drug dispositions from these nanoformulations due to their 

different physical nature.  
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In this project, we comparatively evaluated the pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of 

Mbz cosolvent, microemulsions and nanosuspensions of various sizes in mice and rats, in 

an attempt to elucidate the effect of physical nature and particle size or droplet size of 

Mbz nanoformulations on drug dispositions. Furthermore, in our studies, microemulsions, 

PM1 and PM2, were demonstrated to uniquely yield high drug exposures in lung. This 

significant observation could be of potential clinical merits. Therefore, a pharmacokinetic 

model which links Mbz concentrations in plasma and lung was developed for future 

predictions of lung concentrations of Mbz based on plasma concentrations for Mbz 

microemulsions (PM1 and PM2). The last part of this project is about prediction of 

human plasma pharmacokinetic parameters for Mbz cosolvent and nanoformulations by 

allometric scaling.  

 

6.1 In vitro Release Studies of Mbz from Nanosuspensions 

In vitro release studies in both aqueous media and rat plasma showed that Mbz 

nanosuspensions exhibited distinct release profiles from that of Mbz cosolvent 

formulation. From the release study in aqueous PBS media, the release rate of Mbz from 

cosolvent was very rapid, and a complete release was achieved by 4 hr. In contrast, the 

release rate of Mbz from nanosuspensions were much slower than that of Mbz cosolvent, 

as only 72%-82% of Mbz was release in 48 hr from nanosuspensions of various sizes. 

Similarly, in vitro release of Mbz from nanosuspensions of various sizes in rat plasma 
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was slower than that of Mbz cosolvent, as 54% of Mbz was released from cosolvent in 4 

hr, while only 33%-48% was released in 48 hr from nanosuspensions of various sizes. 

 

The immediate release profile of cosolvent and sustained release profiles of Mbz 

nanosuspensions, including NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm, could 

be explained by their different physical nature. In cosolvent formulation, Mbz molecules 

are completely dissolved in cosolvent mixture. The dissolved Mbz molecules are readily 

to transfer from the dialysis bag to the outside media. In contrast, nanosuspensions 

contain solid drug particles of submicron sizes, and the drug molecules need to be 

dissolved into the diffusion layer and then into the bulk media before being released from 

the dialysis bag (Hsu & Lin, 1991). The slow dissolving process contributes to the 

sustained release profiles of Mbz from nanosuspensions. The initial release rates of 

small-sized Mbz nanosuspension (NS-167nm) were significantly higher than these of 

large NS-1700nm. The mean value of initial rates of nanosuspensions of various sizes 

increased as the particle size decreased. According to Noyes-Whitney equation, the 

dissolution rate will increase due to the increase of surface area when particle size 

reduces (Aulton, 2002).  

 

In vitro release studies in rat plasma mimicked the release kinetics of Mbz cosolvent and 

nanosuspensions in rat blood circulation after an i.v. injection. The distinct release 

profiles of Mbz nanosuspensions from that of Mbz cosolvent formulation in rat plasma 
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suggest that these two types of formulation release Mbz differently in vivo. In addition, 

Mbz nanosuspensions of smaller sizes (NS-167nm and NS-400nm) also exhibited faster 

release rates than those of larger sizes (NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) in rat plasma. It can 

be inferred that small sizes of Mbz nanosuspensions will release faster than larger sizes in 

rat blood after i.v. administration. Therefore, particle size of Mbz nanosuspensions 

affected in vitro release of Mbz in rat plasma, which suggests an effect of particle size of 

Mbz nanosuspensions on drug release in rat bodies. 

 

6.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics and Biodistributions of Mbz Nanoformulations among 

Various Sizes in Mice 

Studies were conducted in athymic Swiss nude mice to comparatively evaluate the 

plasma pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz cosolvent, microemulsions of two 

sizes (PM1 and PM2) and nanosuspensions of two sizes (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm). 

For micro emulsion systems, the droplet size is one the most important characteristics 

that may affect the in vivo performance, such as bioavailability and efficacy of a drug 

(Izquierdo et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2004; Kotyla et al., 2008; Kuo et al., 2007; and Yan 

et al., 2002). For nanosuspension systems, studies demonstrate that the particle size could 

also affect the in vitro stability and in vivo performance, such as bioavailability and 

duration of drug effect (Chingunpitak et al., 2008; Kassem et al., 2007; Wong et al., 

2008,). Therefore, it is of great importance of this study to investigate the impact of 

physical nature of parenteral formulations on Mbz dispositions in animals by 
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comparatively establishing the plasma and organ profiles for different types of Mbz 

parenteral formulations, as well as to establish the effects of the droplet or particle size of 

Mbz within each type of the nanoformulations. 

 

6.2.1 HPLC Assay for Mbz in Plasma and Organs 

For pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies, it is a pre-requirement to develop a 

specific, accurate and reproducible HPLC assay for the quantification of drug 

concentrations in plasma and organ samples. In developing the HPLC assays, it is 

essential to clean up the samples by removing proteins and impurities from the sample 

drug before injections onto the HPLC column. This is because that proteins can 

precipitate and cause column damage, and impurities can introduce potential 

interferences to the drug peak. Allan et al. (1980) reported an HPLC method using Sep 

Pak C18 for solid phase extraction (SPE) of Mbz from human plasma. In our experiments, 

ACN was used to precipitate the proteins. After protein precipitation, the plasma sample 

was directly injected onto the HPLC instrument without SPE. The SPE by Sep Pak C18 

or other columns has the advantage of producing very clean samples compared with 

protein precipitation method. However, protein precipitation method is faster and cost 

effective. To protect the HPLC column, a pre-column inserts, Delta-pakTM C18, was 

placed before the HPLC column. The pre-column insert can be easily replaced with a 

new one when the peak shape for Mbz or the internal standard is no longer symmetrical. 

A recovery of 94.87%, correlation of coefficient of 0.998 and between-day variation of 
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2.16% shows that this HPLC assay is reliable and effective to determine Mbz 

concentrations in mouse plasma samples. 

 

In literature, several different extraction and detection methods were developed for 

determining Mbz concentrations in parasite materials, eel tissues and sheep liver 

(Iosifidou et al., 1997; De Ruyck et al., 2001;). Mottier et al. (2003) reported a solid 

phase extraction method for processing parasite materials containing Mbz and other 

benzimidazole anthelmintics followed by HPLC analysis to achieve a recovery of 72%. 

De Ruyck and co-workers quantitatively analyzed Mbz in sheep liver by liquid extraction 

by ethyl acetate followed by LC-MS/MS analysis (De Ruyck et al., 2001) with a recovery 

higher than 90%. In a study of measuring Mbz concentrations in eel muscles, liver, 

kidneys, fat and skin, ethyl acetate was used to extract the drug out of the tissue 

homogenates, followed by a solid phase extraction and HPLC analysis. However, 

recoveries were not reported in this study. In our studies, we used a liquid-liquid 

extraction method to clean up the mouse tissue samples. In our method, after extraction, 

the dichloromethane (DCM) containing Mbz was evaporated and reconstituted with the 

mobile phase, and then injected directly onto HPLC for analysis. Our method does not 

require a solid phase extraction, and is fast and cost effective compared with the methods 

in literature. The recoveries ranged from 79.81% to 87.47% and the between-day 

variations of the assay were <3.5 for mouse six organs including brain, heart, kidneys, 

liver, lung and spleen.  The correlation of coefficients were all >0.99. 
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In summary, reproducible, simple and sensitive HPLC assays for measuring Mbz 

concentrations in mouse plasma and six organs have been developed for pharmacokinetic 

and biodistribution studies of Mbz from cosolvent, microemulsions and nanosuspensions. 

 

6.2.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics of Mbz Cosolvent and Microemulsions (PM1 and 

PM2) in Mice 

Athymic nude mice are animal models of choice for pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics studies of anticancer agents, because they can easily grow human 

tumors by injecting human tumor cells. Therefore, the mouse model was selected for the 

preclinical pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies of Mbz from cosolvent, 

microemulsions and nanosuspensions in our project. 

 

The blood volume of mice is 6-8% of the body weight and no more than 10-15% of total 

blood volume should be collected at one time (Hoff, 2000). Due to this limitation, there 

were no more than three plasma samples can be obtained from each mouse for the plasma 

pharmacokinetic studies of Mbz from cosolvent and microemulsions in mice. A naïve 

averaged data approach was used to construct plasma-time profiles for Mbz from 

cosolvent and microemulsions in mice. In naïve average data approach, the average 

plasma concentration at each time point was calculated. Based on the mean plasma 

concentration-time profile, the mean pharmacokinetic parameters which reflected 
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population pharmacokinetic properties were derived by WinNonlin (KuKanich et al., 

2007). Without pharmacokinetic parameters from each individual mouse, statistical 

comparisons such as ANOVA tests between two formulations could not be performed in 

our studies. Instead, the possible trend of changes of pharmacokinetic parameters 

between formulations was evaluated by comparing the magnitude of the values. 

 

Two Mbz microemulsions, PM1 and PM2, have been developed for parenteral delivery 

of Mbz. These two formulations contain the same oil, lipid, surfactant and co-surfactant, 

but with different ratios, resulting in different droplet sizes in the formulation. The mean 

oily droplet size of PM1 is 37 nm, and 478 nm for PM2 (Gupta, P2006).  In a previous 

study of our laboratory, the plasma pharmacokinetic properties following i.v. injection in 

rats were very similar for PM1 and PM2 (Gupta, 2006). Similarly, these two Mbz 

microemulsions also exhibited very similar plasma pharmacokinetic properties in mice. 

The values of pharmacokinetic parameters, such as Cmax/dose, AUC/dose, CL, t1/2,α, t1/2,β 

and Vss were similar for both formulations, which could be due to the similar molecular 

dispersion in both formulations. As in both PM1 and PM2, the drug is completely 

dissolved in the oil and will be rapidly dispersed into blood with the presence of 

surfactant and co-surfactant upon i.v. injection.  

 

Comparing Mbz cosolvent with PM1 and PM2, values of many pharmacokinetic 

parameters except k21, such as AUC/dose, CL, t1/2, α, t1/2, β and Vss, were very similar, 
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which could be explained by the similarity of in vitro dissolution behaviors of these three 

formulations (Gupta, 2006). However, PM1 and PM2 showed higher Cmax/dose, about 2 

times of that of cosolvent. Similarly, Spigel et al. reported a 1.5-fold higher Cmax for 

TOCOSOL® paclitaxel emulsion (mean size <100 nm) after i.v. injection, as compared 

with Taxol® which is a solution formulation for parenteral delivery of paclitaxel 

(Constantinides et al., 2000; Spigel et al., 2002; Hanauske et al., 2005). The low Cmax of 

the solution formulation of drugs could be due to the drug precipitation in dilution upon 

injection. Microemulsions contain large amounts of surfactant and cosurfactant (for 

example, 50% for PM1 and 27% for PM2) which can greatly enhance the stability of oily 

droplets in blood. The k21 of PM1 and PM2 was very slow, only about 50% of that of 

cosolvent. The slow k21 of PM1 and PM2 suggested a slow passage rate of Mbz from the 

peripheral compartment back to the central compartment, which could result in retaining 

a high drug concentration in the peripheral compartment. 

 

In summary, Mbz microemulsions of two sizes, PM1 and PM2, displayed very similar 

plasma pharmacokinetic properties to that of cosolvent in mice. The droplet size of Mbz 

microemulsion did not significantly affect the plasma pharmacokinetics of Mbz in mice, 

which is in agreement of our previous studies in rats.  

 

6.2.3 Biodistribution of Mbz Cosolvent and Microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) in 

Mice 
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Biodistributions of Mbz from cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 were studied in the same mouse 

model.  Interestingly, very high Mbz concentrations in lung were observed for PM1 and 

PM2, as compared with those from cosolvent formulation. The AUCs of Mbz in lung 

from PM1 and PM2 were about 6 to 7 times of that from Mbz cosolvent (Table XIII). To 

our knowledge, no similar results have yet been reported in literatures. This is the first 

observation of a very high drug exposure in lung from microemulsions. The mechanism 

of the localization is not yet established. The possibility of the drug precipitation in lung 

is quite unlikely because the microemulsions were injected through an implanted jugular 

vein cannula. Before reaching the lung, the drug traveled through vein to the heart first. If 

precipitation happens, the drug should be precipitated in vein and heart first. However, 

we did not find very high drug exposure in heart. In addition, the drug concentrations and 

retention were even greater within the smaller-sized (37nm) PM1 than PM2 (478nm). 

The cosolvent was given by the same administration route, but the AUC of Mbz in lung 

from cosolvent was much lower than those of PM1 and PM2. This suggested that the 

high Mbz exposures in the lung could be related with the physical nature of 

microemulsions. A studies on in vitro uptake of nanoparticles by lung epithelial cells 

indicated that the nanoparticles could efficiently enter the cells by a Trojan-horse type 

mechanism (Limbach et al., 2007). The high drug exposure in lung from Mbz 

microemulsions could have significant clinical applications, such as developing targeting 

therapeutics for lung cancers.  
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At 5 min, there was significantly higher Mbz concentration in spleen (P<0.05) and 

slightly higher Mbz concentration in liver from PM2 than from cosolvent and PM1 

(Figure 30). This could be due to the RES uptake. Mbz cosolvent is a solution system and 

does not contain distinct droplets or particles. Therefore, there is no RES uptake from 

cosolvent. Compared with Mbz cosolvent, PM1 has similar Mbz concentrations in liver 

and spleen at 5 min, which means no uptake of Mbz from PM1 in these organs were by 

the RES. It has been known that particles or droplets with sizes less than 100 nm will not 

likely be uptaken by macrophages. This could explain why there is the RES uptake of 

Mbz from PM2 (478 nm), but not from PM1 (37nm).  

 

The RES uptake of drugs from emulsion formulations have been reported in literatures 

(Mizushima et al., 1982; Yamaguchi et al., 1984). Amphotericin B (AmB) is an 

antifungal agent for treating systemic fungal infections. Fungizone®, an intravenously 

administered colloidal dispersion of AmB, was associated with hemolysis and 

nephrotoxicity (Brajtburg et al., 1990; Fukui et al., 2003). AmB emulsions containing 

droplet sizes of 0.70 µm to several µm had less toxicity, as compared with Fungizone® 

(Collins-Gold et al., 1990). The therapeutic advantages of AmB emulsions are due to the 

alternation in organ distributions of AmB by the RES uptake (Collins-Gold et al., 1990; 

Liu, 2000).  
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In literature, many studies have been focused on the oral administration and transdermal 

delivery of drugs by microemulsions, while very little research on parenteral delivery of 

poorly water-soluble drugs by microemulsions has been conducted. In our studies, the 

feasibility of microemulsions for delivery of poorly water-soluble drugs such as Mbz has 

been demonstrated. The developed microemulsion formulations of Mbz (PM1 and PM2) 

are safe for preclinical applications from our previous hemolytic studies (Gupta, 2006). 

 

6.2.4 Plasma Pharmacokinetics of Mbz Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-

1700nm) in Mice 

The plasma pharmacokinetics of Mbz nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) 

were studied in mice. From plasma pharmacokinetic results, Mbz nanosuspensions 

exhibited distinct pharmacokinetic characteristics from that of Mbz cosolvent (Figure 31, 

Table XIV). Significantly lower Cmax of Mbz from nanosuspensions than that from the 

cosolvent formulation could be due to the slower dissolution rates of Mbz from 

nanosuspensions than that from the cosolvent formulation. As we observed in the in vitro 

drug release studies, Mbz from the cosolvent formulation was rapidly released, while 

Mbz from nanosuspensions was released much slower in the plasma. Longer β half-lives 

for Mbz nanosuspensions than that for cosolvent were partially attributed to the sustained 

drug release of Mbz from nanosuspensions. Another possible reason for prolonged β half-

lives could be due to the RES uptake of nanoparticles in nanosuspensions that we will be 

discussed in the next session. Mbz nanosuspensions also yielded much larger Vss and V2 
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than cosolvent, which reflected significant dispositions of Mbz in the peripheral 

compartments. The microconstant K21 is much slower for Mbz nanosuspensions than for 

cosolvent, which could contribute to the drug accumulation in the peripheral 

compartment from Mbz nanosuspensions. The different pharmacokinetic properties 

between Mbz cosolvent and nanosuspensions in mice were consistent with what we 

observed in rats (Gupta, 2006).  

 

In a recent study of oridonin nanosuspensions in rabbits, the nanosuspension of 897 nm 

was observed to exhibited distinct plasma pharmacokinetic properties from oridonin 

solution, such as a prolonged β half-life and large volume of distribution (Gao et al., 

2008). However, the oridonin nanosuspension of 103 nm exhibited a rapid in vitro 

dissolution as oridonin solution.  As a result, the nanosuspension of 103nm exhibited a 

similar plasma pharmacokinetics to that of the solution (Gao et al., 2008). In our studies, 

the in vitro dissolution profile of the smallest size of Mbz nanosuspensions (NS-167 nm) 

was similar to other larger sizes of Mbz nanosuspensions (e.g. NS-1700nm), while 

distinct from that of cosolvent. As a result, NS-167 nm shared the similar plasma 

pharmacokinetic properties, such as low Cmax, prolonged β half-life and large volume of 

distribution, as those of NS-1700nm, while those plasma pharmacokinetic properties 

were distinct from that of cosolvent. The water solubility of oridonin is 0.7 g/L, 

significantly higher than that of Mbz (0.07 g/L) which may explain the differences of in 

vitro dissolution and in vivo pharmacokinetics of nanosuspensions of 100 nm – 200 nm 
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(Xu et al., 2007). Other possible influence factors could be the physicochemical 

differences in melting point and lipophilicity between oridonin and Mbz. 

 

The particle size of nanosuspensions has profound effects, on the plasma 

pharmacokinetics of Mbz from nanosuspensions (Figure 31), which can be attributed to 

two reasons: size-dependent dissolution rate and RES uptake (Gao et al., 2008; 

Manjunath and Venkateswarlu 2005). The smaller size of Mbz nanosuspension (NS-

167nm) yielded significantly higher Cmax than the larger-size nanosuspensions (NS-

1700nm), which might be due to the faster dissolution rate as inferred from the in vitro 

drug release studies in rat plasma. The V2 was larger for the larger-sized Mbz 

nanosuspension (NS-1700nm) than that of the smaller-sized NS-167nm, indicating a 

greater drug uptake into the peripheral compartments from NS-1700nm than NS-167nm. 

The RES uptake of liposome is size-dependent. The larger-sized of liposome are uptaken 

more than the smaller-sized liposomes in in vitro macrophage cells and in liver and 

spleen of the dosed mice (Allen and Everest, 1984; Chono, et al, 2006).  

 

The decreased Cmax and prolonged elimination half-lives of nanosuspensions, as 

compared with cosolvent could be of significance in clinical application of 

nanosuspensions. For example, the decreased Cmax could be beneficial in reducing side 

effects of some drugs caused by the excessively high Cmax (Kim et al., 2007). A drug 

formulation with a prolonged half-life will need a less frequent dosing to maintain the 
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therapeutic plasma drug level, which is more convenient to patients and favors patient 

compliance. Since the particle size of nanosuspensions affects plasma pharmacokinetics, 

one can carefully select the particle size based on the need. For example, if the 

pharmacokinetic characteristics such as low Cmax and prolonged half-lives are desirable, 

the particle size of nanosuspensions can be larger to achieve the rapid dissolution of the 

drug particles of nanosuspension.  

 

6.2.5 Biodistribution of Mbz Nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) in Mice 

Consistently distinct plasma pharmacokinetic properties of Mbz nanosuspensions from 

those of cosolvent in mice and rats, such as prolonged β half-lives and large volume 

distribution for Mbz nanosuspensions, set forth our investigation to establish the 

biodistribution patterns of Mbz from nanosuspension formulations, in contrast to that of 

cosolvent. 

 

The organ distribution patterns of Mbz from nanosuspensions were distinct from that of 

Mbz cosolvent. The uptake of Mbz by tissue reached the peak for all cosolvent and 

nanosuspensions. Mbz distributions among organs from cosolvent were relatively even, 

due to the rapid dissolution and highly hydrophobic property of Mbz. The liver and 

kidneys had the highest Mbz concentrations. In contrast, very high drug concentrations in 

liver and spleen were observed for Mbz nanosuspensions, which could be due to the RES 

uptake. Liver and spleen are known two major sites containing the RES as the a body 
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defense system to clear foreign particles (Brannon-Peppas & Blanchette, 2004). The 

particles, circulating in the blood stream, will be immediately uptaken by the RES 

(Burgess 2005). Gao et al. (2008) also reported high drug dispositions in liver and spleen 

from oridonin nanosuspensions of 897 nm. The pattern of high drug distributions in liver 

and spleen from nanosuspensions is very similar to that of liposome and other 

nanoparticle formulations (Allen and Everest, 1984; Brannon-Peppas & Blanchette, 2004; 

Freise, et al, 1981; Peters et al., 2000). Following uptake, the RES acts as a depot and 

drug can be released slowly back to the systemic circulation, which may contribute to the 

sustained plasma drug level achieved from nanosuspensions (Burgess, 2005). 

 

Our studies indicated that the particle size affected biodistributions of Mbz 

nanosuspensions. The larger-sized nanosuspensions (NS-1700nm) had higher Cmax in 

lung and liver, and longer half-lives than the small size (NS-167nm) (Cmax and half-life in 

spleen were not determined). In literature, studies also demonstrated that the RES uptake 

of liposomes was size-dependent with the large-sized liposomes subjected to more RES 

uptake than the small-sized (Gao et al., 2008; Manjunath and Venkateswarlu 2005). 

 

The high uptake of nanosuspensions by the RES system has been utilized to develop 

effective therapeutics for infection diseases in liver and spleen, such as Mycobacterium 

avium and Mycobacterium tuberculosis infections. Clofazimine nanosuspensions (385 

nm) were demonstrated to have a significant reduction of bacterial loads in the liver, 
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spleen and lung of mice infected with M. avium (Peters et al., 2000). Considering the 

particle size effects of nanosuspensions on organ distributions, a large-sized 

nanosuspension will be better than the small size if live and spleen targeted delivery is 

desirable.  

 

6.3 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions among Various Sizes in Rats 

Biodistributions of Mbz nanosuspensions four different various sizes were also studied in 

rats to compare the particle size effect of nanosuspensions on drug disposition between 

species. Mbz concentrations in rat organs were very low and hard to be quantified by 

HPLC method. Therefore, 14C-Mbz was used in biodistributions studies in rats because 

radioactive assay is more sensitive than the HPLC assay. 

 

6.3.1 Radioactive Assay for Quantifying 14C-Mbz Concentrations in Rat Organs 

In biodistribution studies, drug concentrations in different animal organs often need to be 

determined. 3H- or 14C-labeled drugs are often used because of the easy detection. 

Radioactive assay for measuring radioactive drug concentrations in animal organs has 

many advantages over HPLC-UV assay. Usually, radioactive assay has high sensitivity 

because it does not require an extraction of the drug from the biomatrices. The sensitivity 

of radioactive assay for quantifying the drug concentrations in organs can be easily 

increased by incorporating more radioactive drug in the formulations. In contrast, for 

HPLC-UV assay, the sensitivity is limited by drug UV absorbance and extraction 
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recovery from biomatrices. Radioactive assay is also simple, easy and fast to perform. No 

extraction step is needed in radioactive assay, and thus it saves much time for the sample 

preparation.  

 

In radioactive assay for animal organ samples, heating at 50ºC and occasional shaking 

help dissolving of tissue samples by tissue solubilizer. It is important to decolorize the 

samples before measuring the radioactivity, because the dark color from the residual 

blood in tissues after organ perfusion to organ harvest quenches the radioactivities and 

decreases counting efficiency. Usually, 30% of hydrogen peroxide is used for 

decolorization. It is of critical importance to add hydrogen peroxide carefully and slowly 

to avoid vigorous foaming of oxygen generated from the decomposition of hydrogen 

peroxide. Before adding scintillation solution, tissues should be completely dissolved and 

the decolorized sample be cooled to room temperature. Otherwise, a low estimation of 

radioactivity will occur.  

 

Similar as recovery for each organ in HPLC assay, the quenching factor for each organ 

was also determined. It was evaluated by comparing the radioactivity from the sample of 

14C-Mbz added to glass vials with tissue samples to that without tissue samples. Different 

amounts of tissue were tested for selecting tissue quantity with the least quenching effect. 

The quenching factors ranged from 80% to 96%. The 0.2 g was selected for later studies 

based on two reasons. The amount of 0.2 g yielded a higher or similar efficiency to that 
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of the same type of organ tissue. On the other hand, the 0.2 g sample yielded a 

comparable counting efficiency, but significantly higher detection sensitivity of 0.1 g of 

the tissue. Therefore, 0.2 g tissue was selected to measure Mbz concentrations in organs, 

and the counting efficiency for 0.2 g of each organ was used to correct the respective 

radioactivity measurement in sample analysis of rat biodistribution studies.  

 

We also evaluated the variation in Mbz distributions among different sites within the 

organ because only partial of each organ was used for the radioactivity measurement. The 

site variations for six organs were in the range of 3.01% to 7.96%, except in heart 

(14.02%). In our biodistribution experiments in rats, no corrections were made for site 

variations. However, we tried to take samples from the same sites of each type of organ 

to eliminate potential site variations. 

 

6.3.2 Biodistributions of Mbz Cosolvent and Nanosuspensions in Rats 

Similar as in mice, Mbz nanosuspensions of four various sizes (NS-167nm, NS-400nm, 

NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) also exhibited distinct biodistribution patterns from that of 

cosolvent in rats (Figure 34-Figure 38 and Table XX). The total drug concentration from 

that of cosolvent was the highest in liver, followed by kidney and other organs similar to 

the pattern of mice. Rapid decline of the total drug concentration in all organs except 

kidneys indicated a fast elimination of Mbz from these organs. In kidneys, where 

hydrophilic metabolites were accumulated, the total drug concentration did not decline 
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from 5 min to 2 hr. If only parent drug concentration was detected in kidneys, we should 

anticipate a similar decline of drug concentration as that in mice.  

 

Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes had the highest total drug concentrations in liver, 

followed by spleen and lung, which were significantly higher than other organs. The high 

drug exposure in liver and spleen from Mbz nanosuspensions indicated the RES uptake 

of nanosuspensions, which was the same as in mice.  

 

Interestingly, at 24 hr, the parent Mbz concentrations in spleen for NS-700nm and in both 

liver and spleen for NS-1700nm were higher than these at 5 min. This might be due to 

continuous uptake of Mbz nanoparticles by liver and spleen from NS-700nm and NS-

1700nm and could suggest that there were remaining particles in plasma at 24 hr for these 

two large sizes (Figure 37 and Figure 38). This was in agreement with in vitro release 

profiles where Mbz nanosuspensions of large sizes (NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) were 

dissolved slower than these two small sizes (NS-167nm and NS-400nm). From the in 

vitro release profiles, about 40% of Mbz from NS-700nm and NS-1700nm were still in 

the nanoparticle form, compared with 20% from NS-167nm and NS-400nm (Figure 12). 

 

In summary, similar as in mice, biodistributions of Mbz nanosuspensions in rats were 

also size-dependent. In addition, the results suggested a strong uptake by the RES, which 

was in agreement with biodistribution studies in mice.  
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6.4 Comparison of Formulation and Size Effects between Mice and Rats 

Plasma pharmacokinetic properties of Mbz in rats from cosolvent, microemulsions and 

nanosuspensions were available from previous studies in our lab (Gupta, 2006). With 

additional studies on plasma pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of Mbz from these 

three types of formulations in both athymic Swiss nude mice and Sprague Dawley rats 

available from this project, we were able to compare the formulation and size effects of 

Mbz different nanoformulations between species.  

 

Three types of Mbz formulations, cosolvent, microemulsions, and nanosuspensions of 

different physical nature were developed for parenteral delivery of Mbz. In these three 

formulations, Mbz exists differently. In cosolvent, Mbz is completely dissolved in the 

cosolvent mixture containing DMSO, PG and PEG 400. In Mbz microemulsion 

formulations, the hydrophobic Mbz is dissolved in the oil, which forms oily droplets 

when mixing with water. In both formulations, the dissolution of Mbz is instantaneous 

when in contact with biofluids. Therefore, a rapid in vitro dissolution was observed from 

both Mbz cosolvent and microemulsions (Gupta, 2006).  

 

The plasma pharmacokinetics and biodistributions are expected to be affected if the 

particle size of nanoformulations changes. Nanosuspensions, different from cosolvent 

and microemulsions, contain pure solid drug particles of submicron sizes, and require 
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time for the dissolution process in vivo. The particle size is one of the most important 

parameters for nanosuspensions. According to Noyes–Whitney equation, dissolution rate 

will increase as the particle sizes decrease. The particle size of nanosuspensions may also 

affect the uptake of Mbz to various organs.  

 

PM1 and PM2 exhibited very similar plasma pharmacokinetics in both mice and rats, not 

affected by the size. The plasma pharmacokinetics for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were 

different from each other in both mice and rats, and the differences were similar for mice 

and rats. The organ distribution patterns were similar between Mbz NS-167nm and NS-

1700nm in mice and rats. These results suggested that the droplet/particle size of could 

have similar effect on drug dispositions from Mbz microemulsions or nanosuspensions 

between mice and rats. Plasma pharmacokinetics of a drug could be affected by many 

factors such as the drug dissolution rate from the formulations, drug metabolism, organ 

uptake, plasma protein binding, etc (Pang et al., 2007; Rudek et al., 2003). As we 

discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, the plasma pharmacokinetics of Mbz from 

microemulsion and nanosuspensions were highly related to their in vitro drug release 

behavior. Mbz is mainly metabolized by cytochrome P450 3A4 in humans (Dayan, 2003; 

Zingg et al., 2004). However, in mice and rats, no studies have been performed to 

identify the metabolizing enzymes for Mbz. We speculate that cytochrome P450 were 

also the major metabolic enzymes for the metabolism of Mbz in mice and rats. We 

observed that the Mbz concentration in mouse organs and rat organs was in a similar 
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range, suggesting that the organ uptake of Mbz was similar in the two species. Mice and 

rats are closely related mammals and they have similar physiological structure, plasma 

proteins, and metabolic enzymes that could explain why the size effects on Mbz 

dispositions were similar in both species.   

 

The half-lives of Mbz from cosolvent, microemulsions or nanosuspensions in plasma and 

organs were shorter in mice than those in rats, suggesting a faster metabolism/renal 

excretion in mice than in rats.  

 

6.5 Pharmacokinetic Model for Disposition of Mbz in Cosolvent and 

Nanoformulations in Mice 

Mbz has shown broad-spectrum anti-tumor activity against various cancer cell lines, as 

well as tumor on tumor bearing nu/nu mice. Hence, Mbz concentration in a particular 

organ might be indicative of both potential merit for efficacy and toxicity. However, 

under most situations, the organ concentration of a drug is not easily monitored. 

Therefore, it is desirable to develop a pharmacokinetic model for prediction of organ 

concentrations from plasma concentrations by linking the Mbz plasma concentrations to 

those in the target organ. The established model may enable us to predict the target organ 

concentrations from measured plasma concentrations using the developed 

pharmacokinetic model. From our studies of biodistributions from Mbz microemulsions, 

an interesting discovery was that very high drug exposures in lung were achieved with 
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both PM1 and PM2. Therefore, the development of pharmacokinetic model which linked 

the plasma and lung concentrations of Mbz is of significance for both PM1 and PM2.  

 

The plasma concentration and lung concentration of Mbz after i.v. administration of PM1 

and PM2 were successfully described by the model as the R2 of all the fitting lines were 

around 0.99 except for the fitting line of the lung concentration for PM1, where the R2 

was 0.85. Comparing the estimated pharmacokinetic parameters for PM1 and PM2, most 

parameters were similar except for K21, which was significantly slower for PM1 than for 

PM2. The slow K21 of PM1 resulted in a more sustained levels of Mbz in lung than with 

PM2. The developed pharmacokinetic model linking the plasma concentration with the 

lung concentration could be used to predict the lung concentration based on the plasma 

concentration after i.v. administration of Mbz PM1 and PM2. 

 

6.6 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz in Cosolvent and 

Nanoformulations by Allometric Scaling 

Allometric scaling is an effective tool to estimate pharmacokinetic parameters of a drug 

in humans based on preclinical data in animals. It may also be used to guide the selection 

of the first dose in humans in clinical development of a new drug. In this study, we 

predicted human pharmacokinetic parameters (e.g. Clearance, Volume of distribution and 

Half-life) of Mbz from cosolvent, microemulsions and nanosuspensions, respectively, 

using allometric scaling method. Our Results revealed that the pharmacokinetic 
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parameters predicted for human from Mbz microemulsions (PM1 and PM2) were similar 

to each other, but distinct from that from cosolvent (Table XXVII). Mbz nanosuspensions 

of different sizes (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) possessed different values of 

pharmacokinetic parameters predicted for human, but they shared similar 

pharmacokinetic characteristics, such as faster CL, larger Vss and shorter t1/2, α, than those 

of cosolvent (Table XXIX). The pharmacokinetic paramters of Mbz predicted for humans 

from microemulsion and nanosuspensions were distinct from those of cosolvent, 

suggesting that  one could not extrapolate allometric scaling from cosolvent to other 

formulations. 

 

6.7 Toxicity of Mbz Cosolvent, Microemulsions, and Nanosuspensions in Mice and 

Rats 

In our animal experiments, the toxicity associated with Mbz nanosuspensions of various 

sizes was studied (Table XXXII). Both mice and rats survived when sizes were smaller 

than 1700nm, except one out of 10 mice died of NS-167nm. However, six out of eleven 

rats and four out of ten mice died before scheduled sacrifice after dosing with NS-

1700nm. Clearly, size of Mbz nanosuspensions greater than 700 nm is associated with the 

higher toxicity than the smaller sizes of nanosuspensions, as the large particles have 

higher chance to block capillary of animals. Our results indicated that nanosuspensions 

with particle size smaller than 700 nm could be safely i.v. administrated to rats and mice. 
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However, thorough acute and chronic toxicity tests are desired for further evaluating the 

toxicity of nanosuspensions in mice and rats. 

 

6.8 Future Work 

In the present work, the plasma pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of Mbz 

microemulsions of two sizes (PM1 37nm and PM2 478nm) and nanosuspensions of four 

sizes (167nm, 400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) have been comparatively characterized. 

Different from the conventional cosolvent formulation, Mbz microemsulsions exhibited 

high drug distributions in lung, which has potential clinical applications. However, the 

underlined mechanism is unclear. It is thus desired to explore the mechanism of the high 

drug exposure in lung for PM1 and PM2, which will provide a solid theoretical 

foundation for formulation design. In addition, our discovery of the high drug exposure in 

lung for PM1 and PM2 may warrant the further studies of efficacy of these two 

formulations in mice with lung tumors. Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes exhibited 

distinct plasma and organ kinetics from the conventional cosolvent formulation, which 

may have potential clinical applications such as controlled drug release and therapies for 

lymphatic diseases. Our studies provide a solid foundation for further preclinical and 

clinical development of Mbz nanosuspensions. 
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Table XXXII. Survival Rates of Mice and Rats under Dosing of Nanosuspensions of 
Various Sizes. 
 

Animal Species Sizes of NS 
(nm) 

Total Animals 
(number) # Of Animals Died* 

167 10 1 
Mice 

1700 10 4 

167 14 0 

400 15 0 
700 14 0 

Rats 

1700 11 6 
 

* Before scheduled sacrifice 
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CHAPTER 7         SUMMARY 

 
7.1 In Vitro Release Studies of Mbz from Nanosuspensions of Four Sizes (167nm, 

400nm, 700nm and 1700nm) 

In vitro release studies of Mbz cosolvent and nanosuspensions with different sizes (NS-

167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) were performed in PBS with 0.2% 

Tween 80 at 37ºC. Nanosuspensions of four sizes exhibited a sustained release up to 48 

hr, in contrast to a fast release of Mbz from cosolvent (100% in 4.5 hr). The small-sized 

nanosuspension (NS-167nm) had an initial release rate of 27.14 %/hr in PBS/0.2% 

Tween 80, significantly faster than those from NS-700nm (11.83 %/hr) and NS-1700nm 

(9.99 %/hr) (P<0.1). The release extent of NS-167nm (63%) and NS-400nm (70%) was 

significantly larger than that of NS-1700nm (50%) in 10 hr (P<0.05). 

 

In vitro release of Mbz from cosolvent, nanosuspensions with the four sizes (NS-167nm, 

NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm) was also evaluated in rat plasma at 37ºC. Mbz 

nanosuspensions exhibited much slower initial release rates (<3.0%/hr) than the 

cosolvent formulation (33.45%/hr). NS-167nm (2.97%) released Mbz in rat plasma 

significantly faster than that from the largest size of nanosuspensions, NS-1700nm 

(2.26%) at P<0.05. The mean values of the initial release rate were 2.97 %/hr, 2.53 %/hr, 

2.47 %/hr and 2.26 %/hr for NS-167nm, NS-400nm, NS-700nm and NS-1700nm, 

respectively, decreasing as the particle size of Mbz nanosuspensions increased. About 
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26% of Mbz was released from NS-167nm in 10 hr, significantly higher than those of 

NS-700nm (21%) and NS-1700nm (18%) at P<0.05. The much slower Mbz release rates 

and smaller release extent from cosolvent and nanosuspensions in rat plasma than in PBS 

were probably due to the high plasma binding.  

 

Apparently, the particle size of Mbz nanosuspensions affects the in vitro release rate of 

Mbz, which in futue might affect the pharmacokinetic characteristics of Mbz from 

nanosuspensions.  

 

7.2 Plasma Pharmacokinetics and Biodistributions of Mbz Nanoformulations among 

Various Sizes in Mice 

For quantification of Mbz in mouse plasma and organs, sensitive and reliable HPLC 

assays were developed. The linearity range was 0.05-20 μg/ml for plasma and 0.05-10 

μg/ml for organs. The range of recovery was from 79% to 95%, depending on the types 

of organs.   

 

The plasma concentration-time profiles of Mbz from Mbz cosolvent and microemulsions 

(PM1 and PM2) followed a two-compartment model after intravenous injection. Several 

pharmacokinetic parameters of cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 such as AUC/dose, t1/2, α, t1/2, β, 

and CL were comparable. However, the Cmax/dose of cosolvent was about half of those of 
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PM1 and PM2. In addition, k10 for cosolvent was about half of those for PM1 and PM2. 

k21 for cosolvent was 2 times faster than those for PM1 and PM2.  

 

Unexpectedly, different tissue distribution patterns of Mbz, PM1 and PM2 from that of 

cosolvent were observed, regardless of their similar plasma profiles. Mbz in cosolvent 

yielded the highest exposure in liver with an AUC of 3.37 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg), followed 

by kidneys of 2.70 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg). However, for PM1, the AUC in lung was the 

highest (12.38 (µg/g)/(mg/kg)), about 7 times of that of cosolvent (1.76 (µg/g)/(mg/kg)). 

For PM2, the AUC in lung was also highest (10.82 (hr*µg/g)/(mg/kg)), about 6 times of 

that of cosolvent. For cosolvent, the elimination half-lives of Mbz in six organs were 

similar, ranging from 1.6 to 1.96 hr, while the elimination half-life were substantially 3-

fold prolonged in lung for PM1 (4.54 hr). Half-lives of Mbz in other organs ranged from 

1.05 to 1.55 hr for PM1 and 0.93 to 1.27 hr for PM2. 

 

The plasma concentration-time profiles of Mbz from nanosuspensions (NS-167nm and 

NS-1700nm) also followed a two-compartment model after intravenous injection. The t1/2, 

β of NS-167nm and NS-1700nm was 10 to 12 times longer than that of cosolvent. In 

addition, V2 of NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were substantially larger, 26 to 40 times of 

that of cosolvent. The k21 for cosolvent was 3.57 hr-1, which was about 10 to 20 times 

faster than those of NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, 0.15 hr-1 and 0.31 hr-1, respectively. 

Comparing NS-167nm and NS-1700nm with cosolvent, both exhibited low Cmax/dose, 
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prolonged distributions and elimination half-lives and larger Vss and V2. However, the 

larger-sized nanosuspension, NS-1700nm, displayed a larger Vss than NS-167nm. 

 

Different tissue distribution patterns between nanosuspension formulations and cosolvent 

were observed as anticipated. Among organs, Mbz in cosolvent yielded the greatest 

exposure in liver, followed by kidneys. However, for NS-167nm, AUC0-48hr in liver was 

about 30 times of that from cosolvent, followed by those in spleen and lung. For NS-

1700nm, AUC0-24hr in liver was the highest, followed by that in lung. The elimination 

half-lives of Mbz from the six organs after nanosuspension dosing ranged from 8 to 40 

hours, substantially prolonged from 2 hours of Mbz from cosolvent.    

 

7.3 Biodistributions of Mbz Nanosuspensions among Various Sizes in Rats 

A simple and sensitive radioactive assay was developed for measuring parent and total 

14C-Mbz concentrations in rat organs after intravenous dosing of Mbz cosolvent and 

nanosuspensions. Different tissue distribution patterns between nanosuspension 

formulations and cosolvent were observed, following a similar trend. The concentrations 

of Mbz in organs after nanosuspension dosing were detectable up to 48 hours, contrast to 

2 hours after cosolvent dosing. Distinct from Mbz cosolvent, Mbz nanosuspensions of 

various sizes exhibited very high drug concentrations in liver, spleen and lung, while very 

low drug concentrations in other organs such as heart, kidneys and brain. Comparing 

Mbz nanosuspensions of various sizes, the half-life of total drug in liver was 57.12 hr-1 
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for NS-700nm, longer than those for NS-167nm (43.23 hr-1) and NS-400nm (39.99 hr-1). 

The half-life of total Mbz in spleen for NS-400nm was 73.88 hr-1, longer than that for 

NS-167nm (66.01 hr-1). 

 

The parent Mbz concentrations in liver and spleen were evaluated by the HPLC analysis. 

The parent drug concentrations of Mbz in liver and spleen after dosing nanosuspensions 

were detectable up to 48 hours for nanosuspensions of all four sizes. The elimination 

half-lives of nanosuspensions were calculated for Mbz nanosuspensions of four sizes in 

liver and spleen of rats. It was demonstrated that the elimination half-lives increased as 

particle size increased. 

  

7.4 Comparison of the Formulation and Size Effects between Two Species 

The plasma pharmacokinetics from Mbz microemulsions was similar to that of cosolvent 

in both mice and rats. The plasma pharmacokinetics from Mbz nanosuspensions was 

distinct to that of cosolvent in both mice and rats. The droplet size of Mbz 

microemulsions did not show significant effects on Mbz plasma pharmacokinetics as 

PM1 and PM2 exhibited very similar plasma pharmacokinetics to each other in both mice 

and rats. The particle size of nanosuspensions exerted effects on Mbz plasma 

pharmacokinetics in both mice and rats, since NS-1700nm possessed lower Cmax/Dose, 

shorter t1/2, α, longer t1/2, β, and larger Vss and V2 than NS-167nm in both species. However, 

the trend of changes was similar between two species. Mbz nanosuspensions of various 
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sizes (NS-167nm and NS-1700nm) exhibited similar distribution patterns to each other in 

both mice and rats.  

 

7.5 Development of Pharmacokinetic Models for Prediction of Mbz Concentrations 

in Lung from Mbz Concentrations in Plasma in Mice by Linking Plasma 

Compartment, Lung Compartment and the Compartment of Rest Organs  

A three-compartment pharmacokinetic model which linked the plasma concentrations 

with lung concentrations of Mbz was developed for cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. The 

estimated values with 95% C.I. of pharmacokinetic parameters such as k10, k12, k21, k13, 

k31 and V1 were calculated. The developed model successfully described the relationship 

between plasma concentrations and lung concentrations of Mbz after i.v. administration 

of cosolvent, PM1 and PM2 as the R2 of all the fitting lines were around 0.99, except that 

of the fitting line for the lung concentrations from PM1, where the R2 was 0.85. The 

estimated k21 for PM1 was 1.82 hr-1, much slower than those of PM2 (5.87 hr-1) and 

cosolvent (5.00 hr-1), which may contribute to the sustained distribution of Mbz from 

PM1 in lung. The estimated V1 was 6.74 L for PM1, comparable to that of PM2 (9.12 L), 

but significantly less than that of cosolvent (27.77 L). Other pharmacokinetic parameters 

were comparable among three formulations. The developed model was validated by a set 

of a set of Mbz concentrations in plasma and lung for cosolvent, PM1 and PM2. 
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7.6 Prediction of Human Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Mbz in Cosolvent and 

Nanoformulations by Allometric Scaling. 

The relationships were established with 95% C.I. by inter-species scaling of Mbz from 

different microemulsions for predicting human pharmacokinetic parameters. CL for PM1 

and PM2 were faster than that for cosolvent. The mean Vss were 41.14 L and 67.59 L/kg 

for PM1 and PM2, respectively, which were about 10-20 times of that for cosolvent. In 

addition, although the alpha half-lives appeared to be similar among these three 

formulations, the beta half-lives appeared to be distinct between cosolvent and 

microemulsions (PM1 and PM2). 

 

The relationships were also established with 95% C.I. by inter-species scaling of Mbz 

from different nanosuspensions for predicting human pharmacokinetic parameters. CL 

for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm were about 100 times faster than that for cosolvent. Mean 

predicted human Vss were 1230 L/kg and 3834 L/kg for NS-167nm and NS-1700nm, 

respectively, which were about 400-1000 times of that for cosolvent. In addition, 

although the beta half-lives appeared to be similar among these three formulations, the 

alpha half-lives appeared to be distinct between cosolvent and nanosuspensions (NS-

167nm and NS-1700nm). 
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Appendix 1. Accumulative Mbz Released from Cosolvent in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and Rat Plasma. 

 
Accumulative Mbz Released from Cosolvent (%) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.08 3.92 3.92 3.42 3.92 0.29 0 0 0 0.00 0 

0.25 18.66 14.55 22.70 18.66 4.07 8.71 5.77 8.80 7.76 1.73 

0.50 53.79 49.95 50.44 53.79 2.09 11.74 19.60 20.80 17.38 4.92 

1.00 82.04 70.76 72.97 82.04 5.98 30.11 29.48 39.71 33.10 5.73 

2.00 89.44 100.65 75.38 89.44 12.66 44.22 45.26 48.77 46.08 2.38 

4.00 ND ND ND ND ND 64.69 47.01 51.57 54.43 9.18 

4.50 93.04 107.70 100.77 93.04 7.33 ND ND ND ND ND 

6.00 94.90 95.85 94.77 94.90 0.59 ND ND ND ND ND 
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Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from Cosolvent (µg) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.25 0.22 0.17 0.30 0.18 0.03 8.82 5.54 8.66 7.68 1.85 

0.50 0.62 0.58 0.67 0.59 0.03 11.90 18.85 20.47 17.08 4.55 

1.00 0.95 0.82 0.97 0.86 0.08 30.52 28.35 39.08 32.65 5.68 

2.00 1.04 1.17 1.00 1.12 0.08 44.81 43.52 48.00 45.44 2.31 

4.00 ND ND ND ND ND 65.57 45.21 50.76 53.84 10.52 

4.50 1.08 1.25 1.34 1.19 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND 

6.00 1.10 1.11 1.26 1.11 0.01 ND ND ND ND ND 

Total 
Amount of 
Mbz (µg) 

1.15 1.31 1.32 1.26 0.10 3.70 3.90 3.81 3.80 0.10 
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Appendix 2. Accumulative Mbz Released from NS-167nm in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and Rat Plasma. 

Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-167nm (%) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 20.40 4.75 16.64 13.93 8.17 0.00 0.78 0.04 0.27 0.44 

1.00 25.18 10.34 32.03 22.52 11.09 0.74 0.91 2.45 1.37 0.94 

2.00 36.37 18.04 49.53 34.65 15.82 5.25 5.25 7.69 6.06 1.41 

4.00 47.65 31.93 56.18 45.25 12.30 11.79 12.63 14.57 13.00 1.43 

7.00 65.52 45.38 66.20 59.03 11.83 17.22 21.06 19.28 19.18 1.92 

10.00 70.78 53.20 77.44 67.14 12.52 23.51 25.73 29.53 26.26 3.04 

24.00 78.92 62.59 74.66 72.05 8.47 34.51 33.25 40.82 36.20 4.06 

34.00 85.93 80.17 94.74 86.95 7.34 38.56 40.05 48.34 42.31 5.27 

48.00 82.28 82.31 95.70 86.76 7.74 46.85 42.99 54.39 48.08 5.80 
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Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-167nm (µg) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 1.05 0.25 0.86 0.72 0.42 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.05 

1.00 1.30 0.54 1.65 1.16 0.57 0.08 0.10 0.23 0.13 0.08 

2.00 1.87 0.94 2.56 1.79 0.81 0.54 0.57 0.71 0.61 0.09 

4.00 2.45 1.67 2.90 2.34 0.62 1.21 1.36 1.35 1.31 0.09 

7.00 3.37 2.37 3.42 3.05 0.59 1.76 2.28 1.79 1.94 0.29 

10.00 3.65 2.78 4.00 3.47 0.63 2.41 2.78 2.74 2.64 0.20 

24.00 4.06 3.27 3.85 3.73 0.41 3.65 3.72 3.91 3.76 0.14 

34.00 4.43 4.18 4.89 4.50 0.36 3.95 4.33 4.48 4.25 0.27 

48.00 4.24 4.30 4.94 4.49 0.39 4.80 4.65 5.04 4.83 0.20 

Total 
Amount of 
Mbz (µg) 

4.19 4.34 5.00 4.51 0.43 10.46 11.01 9.49 10.32 0.77 
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Appendix 3. Accumulative Mbz Released from NS-400nm in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and Rat Plasma. 

 
Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-400nm (%) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 10.18 0.00 7.26 5.81 5.24      

0.50 18.48 14.62 13.29 15.46 2.70 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.06 

1.00 28.81 21.77 19.30 23.29 4.93 0.84 1.32 1.44 1.20 0.32 

2.00 35.53 35.46 34.21 35.06 0.74 7.09 4.68 4.76 5.51 1.37 

4.00 41.36 53.41 47.68 47.48 6.02 10.55 10.95 9.80 10.43 0.58 

7.00 54.44 71.24 52.98 59.56 10.15 18.06 16.46 15.89 16.80 1.13 

10.00 58.38 75.31 64.76 66.15 8.55 22.42 21.26 20.49 21.39 0.97 

24.00 78.26 92.93 79.06 83.41 8.25 34.30 32.78 31.10 32.73 1.60 

34.00 77.82 94.06 87.14 86.34 8.15 38.54 40.41 35.13 38.03 2.68 

48.00 82.68 99.98 100.04 94.24 10.00 43.46 42.03 37.46 40.98 3.13 
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Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-400nm (µg) 

 In PBS/0.2% Tween 80  In Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 0.61 0.00 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 

1.00 1.11 0.64 0.59 0.78 0.28 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.03 

2.00 1.73 0.96 0.86 1.18 0.48 0.71 0.47 0.48 0.55 0.14 

4.00 2.13 1.56 1.53 1.74 0.34 1.06 1.09 0.98 1.04 0.06 

7.00 2.48 2.34 2.13 2.32 0.18 1.81 1.65 1.59 1.68 0.11 

10.00 3.27 3.13 2.37 2.92 0.48 2.24 2.13 2.05 2.14 0.10 

24.00 3.50 3.31 2.89 3.23 0.31 3.43 3.28 3.11 3.27 0.16 

34.00 4.70 4.08 3.53 4.10 0.58 3.85 4.04 3.51 3.80 0.27 

48.00 4.67 4.13 3.90 4.23 0.40 4.35 4.20 3.75 4.10 0.31 

Total 
Amount of 
Mbz (µg) 

4.96 4.39 4.47 4.61 0.31 10.37 10.85 10.21 10.47 0.34 
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Appendix 4. Accumulative Mbz Released from NS-700nm in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and Rat Plasma. 

 
Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-700nm (%) 

 PBS/0.2% Tween 80  Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 1.33 3.38 3.39 2.70 1.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 5.83 10.96 10.99 9.26 2.97 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.30 

1.00 8.60 18.34 18.40 15.11 5.64 0.68 1.34 1.25 1.09 0.36 

2.00 17.09 28.20 28.30 24.53 6.44 3.68 6.14 5.31 5.04 1.25 

4.00 27.04 40.10 40.24 35.79 7.58 8.39 10.85 9.67 9.64 1.23 

7.00 38.46 57.91 51.50 49.29 9.91 16.37 16.50 15.43 16.10 0.58 

10.00 64.38 63.14 57.99 61.84 3.39 19.97 19.81 22.10 20.63 1.28 

24.00 69.32 77.53 74.92 73.92 4.20 31.18 31.59 33.11 31.96 1.01 

34.00 73.71 76.52 76.09 75.44 1.52 33.06 32.64 35.58 33.76 1.59 

48.00 75.58 83.32 82.58 80.49 4.27 37.88 37.90 40.97 38.92 1.78 
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Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-700nm (µg) 

 PBS/0.2% Tween 80  Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 0.08 0.19 0.19 0.15 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 0.34 0.62 0.62 0.53 0.16 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 

1.00 0.50 1.04 1.04 0.86 0.31 0.08 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.04 

2.00 0.98 1.60 1.60 1.39 0.35 0.41 0.74 0.59 0.58 0.16 

4.00 1.56 2.27 2.27 2.03 0.41 0.94 1.30 1.08 1.11 0.18 

7.00 2.22 3.28 2.91 2.80 0.54 1.84 1.98 1.73 1.85 0.13 

10.00 3.71 3.58 3.28 3.52 0.22 2.24 2.38 2.47 2.36 0.12 

24.00 3.99 4.40 4.23 4.21 0.20 3.50 3.79 3.70 3.66 0.15 

34.00 4.25 4.34 4.30 4.29 0.05 3.71 3.91 3.98 3.87 0.14 

48.00 4.35 4.72 4.67 4.58 0.20 4.25 4.54 4.58 4.46 0.18 

Total 
Amount of 
Mbz (µg) 

5.75 5.67 5.65 5.69 0.06 11.22 11.99 11.19 11.47 0.45 
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Appendix 5. Accumulative Mbz Released from NS-1700nm in PBS/0.2% Tween 80 and Rat Plasma. 

Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-1700nm (%) 

 PBS/0.2% Tween 80  Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 6.97 0.15 0.00 3.56 6.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 14.18 1.67 1.09 5.65 14.18 0.38 0.00 0.08 0.15 0.20 

1.00 20.85 5.52 5.41 10.59 20.85 2.28 1.11 2.34 1.91 0.69 

2.00 32.82 16.86 10.71 20.13 32.82 6.64 4.12 5.15 5.30 1.27 

4.00 37.64 21.48 18.32 25.81 37.64 11.97 8.00 10.14 10.04 1.98 

7.00 49.48 33.96 21.38 34.94 49.48 17.39 11.98 15.63 15.00 2.76 

10.00 55.96 40.39 35.75 44.03 55.96 19.64 15.53 19.07 18.08 2.23 

24.00 87.44 57.74 58.09 67.76 87.44 28.55 21.73 28.84 26.37 4.02 

34.00 76.95 60.82 64.87 67.55 76.95 32.49 25.77 32.68 30.32 3.93 

48.00 84.56 66.98 62.90 71.48 84.56 33.63 28.75 35.46 32.62 3.47 
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Accumulative Amount of Mbz Released from NS-1700nm (µg) 

 PBS/0.2% Tween 80  Rat Plasma  

Time (hr) 1 2 3 Mean SD 1 2 3 Mean SD 

0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.50 0.39 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.22 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 

1.00 0.80 0.11 0.06 0.32 0.41 0.33 0.18 0.31 0.27 0.08 

2.00 1.18 0.36 0.29 0.61 0.49 0.95 0.66 0.68 0.77 0.16 

4.00 1.85 1.11 0.58 1.18 0.64 1.72 1.29 1.33 1.45 0.24 

7.00 2.13 1.41 0.99 1.51 0.57 2.50 1.93 2.06 2.16 0.30 

10.00 2.80 2.23 1.16 2.06 0.83 2.82 2.50 2.51 2.61 0.18 

24.00 3.16 2.65 1.94 2.58 0.61 4.10 3.50 3.80 3.80 0.30 

34.00 4.94 3.79 3.15 3.96 0.91 4.67 4.15 4.30 4.37 0.27 

48.00 4.35 3.99 3.52 3.95 0.41 4.83 4.63 4.67 4.71 0.11 

Total 
Amount of 
Mbz (µg) 

4.78 4.39 3.42 4.20 0.70 14.37 16.10 13.16 14.54 1.48 
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Appendix 6. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, PM1 (37 nm) and PM2 (478 nm) in Mice. 

Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters Units Cosolvent 

( 6.5 mg/kg) 
PM1 

(3.25 mg/kg) 
PM2 

(2.5mg/kg) 

Cmax/Dose μg/ml/μg 0.05±0.02 0.08±0.02 0.08 (0.10, 0.07) 

AUC/Dose min*μg/ml/μg 1.92±0.31 1.96±0.58 1.42 (1.68, 1.17) 

t1/2, α min 4.80±2.30 4.44±1.62 3.60 (4.20, 3.00) 

t1/2, β min 82.26±6.54 90.33±16.13 70.35 (89.41, 51.30) 

α 1/min 0.18±0.12 0.17±0.05 0.20 (0.16, 0.23) 

β 1/min 0.008±0.001 0.008±0.001 0.01 (0.008, 0.014) 

CL ml/min 0.53±0.10 0.54±0.14 0.73 (0.60, 0.86) 

Vss ml 57.33±15.48 52.16±14.68 52.08 (53.95, 50.22) 

V1 ml 22.99±10.17 11.60±4.46 12.21 (10.48, 13.94) 

V2 ml 34.35±8.71 40.56±10.24 39.87 (43.46, 36.28) 

K10 1/min 0.03±0.01 0.05±0.01* 0.06 (0.06, 0.06) 

K12 1/min 0.11±0.09 0.10±0.04 0.11 (0.09, 0.13) 

K21 1/min 0.06±0.02 0.03±0.01** 0.04 (0.02, 0.05) 

Samples were randomly divided into three groups, except for PM2, which contained two groups. PK parameters were derived for each group. 
All values are mean±S.D. 
Difference between groups (Cosolvent and PM1) were statistically evaluated using two-tailed Stdent’s  t test, where *p<0.05 and **P<0.10. 
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Appendix 7. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Cosolvent, NS-167nm and NS-1700nm in Mice. 

Pharmacokinetic 
Parameters Units Cosolvent 

( n=3, 6.5 mg/kg) 
167nm 

(n=3, 30 mg/kg) 
1700nm 

(n=3, 30 mg/kg) 

Cmax/Dose μg/ml/μg 0.05±0.02 0.017±0.004 * 0.011±0.005 * 

AUC/Dose min*μg/ml/
μg 1.92±0.31 1.37±0.11 ** 0.91±0.0.19 **ΔΔ 

t1/2, α min 4.80±2.30 18.20±4.60 ** 10.22±4.93 

t1/2, β min 82.26±6.54 1110.92±494.02 ** 1212.96±124.52 ** 

α 1/min 0.18±0.12 0.040±0.009 0.080±0.030 

β 1/min 0.008±0.001 0.0007±0.0002 ** 0.0006±0.0001 ** 

CL ml/min 0.53±0.10 0.74±0.06 ** 1.04±0.24 ** 

Vss ml 57.33±15.48 836.46±491.17 * 1639.09±391.06 **Δ 

V1 ml 22.99±10.17 61.40±13.81 ** 108.13±42.39 ** 

V2 ml 34.35±8.71 477.77±61.64 * 1584.96±349.90 **Δ 

K10 1/min 0.03±0.01 0.012±0.003 * 0.011±0.003 * 

K12 1/min 0.11±0.09 0.026±0.011 0.063±0.026  

K21 1/min 0.06±0.02 0.002±0.001 ** 0.004±0.002 ** 

Samples were randomly divided into three groups. PK parameters were derived for each group. All values are mean±S.D. 
Difference among groups were statistically siginificant at P<0.05 using one way ANOVA with post hoc two-tailed Student’s  t test. 
* Denotes P<0.10 and ** denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm or NS-1700nm and cosolvent. 
Δ Denotes P<0.10 and ΔΔ denotes P<0.05 for difference between NS-167nm and NS-1700nm. 
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Appendix 8. Organ Distributions of Mbz from Cosolvent in Mice (6.5 mg/kg, n=5). 

 conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose Time 
(hr) Mouse 1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.96 0.70 0.67 1.11 1.14 0.90 0.22 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.48 0.49 0.36 0.10 

 lung 0.99 0.69 0.76 0.99 0.90 0.85 0.14 0.51 0.36 0.39 0.51 0.46 0.44 0.07 

 liver 2.10 1.40 1.49 2.16 ND 1.82 0.87 9.79 6.92 7.37 10.72 ND 8.91 4.20 

 spleen 0.75 0.63 0.86 0.94 0.88 0.80 0.12 0.26 0.27 0.37 0.40 0.38 0.33 0.07 

 kidney 1.82 1.07 1.26 1.82 1.70 1.50 0.35 2.45 1.44 2.02 2.92 2.72 2.26 0.59 

 brain 1.09 0.70 0.83 0.97 1.04 0.91 0.16 1.28 0.82 0.97 1.14 1.22 1.06 0.19 

2 heart 0.42 0.43 0.25 0.32 0.28 0.34 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.03 

 lung 0.56 0.53 0.32 0.45 0.22 0.39 0.14 0.34 0.30 0.16 0.22 0.07 0.22 0.11 

 liver 0.75 0.73 0.36 0.75 0.71 0.61 0.17 3.89 3.30 1.51 3.30 4.03 3.15 1.01 

 spleen 0.25 0.07 0.19 0.37 0.78 0.31 0.27 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.20 0.10 0.07 

 kidney 0.57 0.68 0.31 0.61 0.42 0.44 0.15 0.98 1.15 0.38 0.82 0.71 0.74 0.29 

 brain ND ND ND ND ND ND 0.00 ND ND ND ND ND ND 0.00 

4  heart 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.30 0.26 0.22 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.03 

 lung 0.22 0.16 0.17 0.00 0.24 0.16 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.10 0.17 0.05 

 liver 0.41 0.20 0.25 0.36 0.54 0.34 0.13 1.94 1.06 1.35 1.93 2.86 1.79 0.69 

 spleen 0.15 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.23 0.17 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.03 

 kidney 0.41 0.26 0.29 0.41 0.36 0.34 0.07 0.57 0.44 0.48 0.68 0.61 0.55 0.10 

 brain ND ND 0.18 0.62 0.27 0.35 0.25 ND ND 0.22 0.73 0.31 0.41 0.30 
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Appendix 9. Organ Distributions of Mbz from PM1 in Mice (3.25 mg/kg, n=4-5). 

 conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose Time 
(hr) Mouse 1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.62 0.89 1.26 1.38 1.27 1.08 0.32 0.22 0.16 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.03 

 lung 0.76 5.07 8.98 4.56 2.02 4.28 3.17 0.42 1.41 2.49 1.27 0.56 1.23 0.83 

 liver 1.36 1.73 1.90 2.37 2.34 1.94 0.43 6.15 3.91 4.31 5.37 5.30 5.01 0.90 

 spleen 0.65 0.81 0.90 0.92 0.96 0.85 0.12 0.22 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.03 

 kidney 1.68 1.74 1.95 1.69 2.04 1.82 0.17 2.20 1.13 1.27 1.10 1.33 1.41 0.45 

 brain 1.29 0.95 1.28 1.24 1.31 1.21 0.15 1.47 0.54 0.73 0.71 0.75 0.84 0.36 

0.75 heart 0.37 0.46 0.32 0.40 0.36 0.38 0.05 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.03 

 lung 0.35 11.60 0.66 2.49 1.21 3.26 4.73 0.19 3.22 0.18 0.69 0.34 0.93 1.30 

 liver 0.72 0.94 0.65 1.04 1.07 0.88 0.19 3.28 2.13 1.47 2.35 2.42 2.33 0.65 

 spleen 0.35 0.53 0.27 0.33 0.36 0.37 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.03 

 kidney 0.68 0.77 0.58 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.07 0.89 0.51 0.38 0.46 0.43 0.53 0.20 

 brain 0.43 0.47 0.29 0.40 0.35 0.39 0.07 0.49 0.27 0.16 0.23 0.20 0.27 0.13 

2  heart 0.22 0.28 0.27 0.21 0.26 0.25 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.01 

 lung 6.21 0.82 2.32 4.25 3.23 3.37 2.03 1.73 0.23 0.64 1.18 0.90 0.94 0.56 

 liver 0.48 0.42 0.53 0.65 0.50 0.52 0.08 1.09 0.08 1.20 1.47 1.13 0.99 0.53 

 spleen 0.16 0.32 0.14 0.24 0.19 0.21 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 

 kidney 0.38 0.49 0.33 0.30 0.42 0.39 0.07 0.25 0.32 0.21 0.20 0.27 0.25 0.05 

 brain 0.19 0.25 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.03 0.11 0.14 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.02 

4  heart 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.04 
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 lung 0.00 3.27 3.46 1.74 0.24 1.74 1.63 0.00 0.82 1.92 0.97 1.09 0.96 0.69 

 liver 0.08 0.28 0.21 0.55 0.15 0.28 0.18 0.19 0.63 0.96 2.47 0.06 1.06 0.97 

 spleen 0.06 0.07 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 

 kidney 0.06 0.22 0.16 0.46 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.04 0.15 0.21 0.60 0.30 0.25 0.22 

 brain 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.07 0.06 
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Appendix 10. Organ Distributions of Mbz from PM2 in Mice (2. 5 mg/kg, n=4-5). 

 conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose Time 
(hr)  1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.83 1.15 0.86 0.92 1.39 1.03 0.24 0.16 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.27 0.20 0.05 

 Lung 2.26 5.29 1.49 15.13 13.13 7.46 6.29 0.63 1.47 0.41 4.20 3.65 2.07 1.75 

 Liver 2.05 2.10 2.53 1.99 2.53 2.24 0.27 5.14 5.24 6.34 4.96 6.32 5.60 0.67 

 spleen 1.22 1.79 1.54 1.02 1.47 1.41 0.30 0.22 0.32 0.28 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.05 

 kidney 1.64 1.70 2.17 2.70 3.80 2.40 0.89 1.23 1.28 1.63 2.03 2.85 1.80 0.66 

 Brain 1.54 1.24 1.62 1.14 1.16 1.34 0.23 0.96 0.78 1.01 0.71 0.72 0.84 0.14 

0.75 heart 0.62 0.60 0.37 0.73 0.66 0.60 0.13 0.12 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.27 0.20 0.03 

 Lung 0.82 5.69 5.20 4.56 3.16 3.89 1.96 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.54 

 Liver 1.69 1.17 0.97 1.57 0.48 1.18 0.49 0.23 1.58 1.44 1.27 0.88 1.08 1.21 

 spleen 0.62 0.33 0.20 0.50 0.47 0.42 0.16 4.22 2.93 2.43 3.92 1.20 2.94 0.03 

 kidney 1.19 0.92 0.64 1.31 1.44 1.10 0.32 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.24 

 Brain 1.04 0.87 0.35 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.26 0.89 0.69 0.48 0.98 1.08 0.82 0.17 

2  heart 0.13 0.25 0.19 0.13 ND 0.17 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.02 ND 0.03 0.02 

 Lung 0.17 3.22 3.52 1.71 ND 2.15 1.65 0.05 0.89 0.98 0.47 ND 0.60 0.46 

 Liver 0.36 0.65 0.65 0.27 ND 0.48 0.28 0.90 1.63 1.63 0.68 ND 1.21 0.69 

 spleen 0.12 0.24 0.35 0.14 ND 0.21 0.13 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.02 ND 0.04 0.02 

 kidney 0.26 0.56 0.47 0.29 ND 0.40 0.22 0.19 0.42 0.36 0.22 ND 0.30 0.16 

 Brain 0.15 0.23 0.23 0.16 ND 0.19 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.14 0.10 ND 0.12 0.06 

4  heart 0.04 0.12 0.15 0.10 ND 0.11 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 ND 0.02 0.01 
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 Lung 0.06 1.10 0.77 1.25 ND 0.80 0.58 0.02 0.31 0.21 0.35 ND 0.22 0.16 

 Liver 0.09 0.24 0.30 0.17 ND 0.20 0.12 0.22 0.61 0.76 0.41 ND 0.50 0.30 

 spleen 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.10 ND 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 ND 0.01 0.01 

 kidney 0.09 0.16 0.29 ND ND 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.12 0.22 ND ND 0.14 0.09 

 Brain 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.10 ND 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.06 ND 0.05 0.03 
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Appendix 11. Organ Distributions of Mbz from Cosolvent in Rats (3.25 mg/kg) (n=3-5). 

conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose 
Time (hr) Organs 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0.08 heart 3.15 0.25 0.95 0.10 

 lung 3.37 0.82 1.82 0.48 

 liver 8.64 0.85 28.15 5.67 

 spleen 2.61 0.10 0.68 0.03 

 kidneys 3.86 0.23 2.57 0.24 

 brain 2.47 0.25 1.21 0.15 

1 heart 1.52 0.04 0.48 0.02 

 lung 1.95 0.22 1.04 0.07 

 liver 4.35 0.43 16.20 2.79 

 spleen 1.79 0.14 0.41 0.06 

 kidneys 4.51 0.57 3.20 0.37 

 brain 1.20 0.24 0.62 0.12 

2 heart 1.05 0.46 0.30 0.14 

 lung 1.64 0.98 0.78 0.47 

 liver 3.26 1.50 11.31 5.29 

 spleen 1.27 0.74 0.32 0.20 

 kidneys 4.82 1.85 2.89 1.08 

 brain 0.66 0.30 0.33 0.15 
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Appendix 12. Organ Distributions of NS-167nm in Rats (30 mg/kg, n=4-5). 

conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose 
Time (hr) Organs 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.43 0.05 0.13 0.01 

 lung 6.97 1.67 3.11 0.64 

 liver 18.24 2.12 67.61 7.80 

 spleen 16.09 3.95 3.37 0.50 

 kidneys 0.63 0.16 0.42 0.12 

 brain 0.17 0.02 0.08 0.01 

1 heart 0.16 0.05 0.05 0.02 

 lung 0.96 0.23 0.41 0.12 

 liver 15.65 1.44 57.00 9.58 

 spleen 15.38 4.18 2.84 0.47 

 kidneys 0.94 0.40 0.63 0.25 

 brain 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.00 

2 heart 0.19 0.11 0.06 0.03 

 lung 0.38 0.17 0.22 0.08 

 liver 8.46 3.03 30.38 8.56 

 spleen 9.73 4.80 1.93 0.89 

 kidneys 1.09 0.22 0.69 0.13 

 brain 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.02 
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Appendix 13. Organ Distributions of NS-400nm in Rats (30 mg/kg, n=5). 

conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose 
Time (hr) Organs 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.28 0.05 0.09 0.01 

 lung 4.85 1.75 2.51 0.67 

 liver 19.58 2.87 64.31 12.33 

 spleen 12.94 4.27 3.36 0.78 

 kidneys 0.64 0.10 0.43 0.06 

 brain 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.02 

1 heart 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.02 

 lung 0.76 0.35 0.40 0.12 

 liver 16.47 2.89 59.22 8.11 

 spleen 11.58 3.09 2.68 0.53 

 kidneys 0.87 0.35 0.62 0.26 

 brain 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.00 

2 heart 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.00 

 lung 0.32 0.08 0.20 0.04 

 liver 8.54 0.87 35.74 2.08 

 spleen 8.25 3.67 1.64 0.72 

 kidneys 0.58 0.12 0.40 0.07 

 brain 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 
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Appendix 14. Organ Distributions of NS-700nm in Rats (30 mg/kg, n=4-5). 

conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose 
Time (hr) Organs 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.63 0.37 0.18 0.11 

 lung 13.30 6.23 5.20 2.24 

 liver 23.68 2.45 77.21 5.90 

 spleen 12.21 1.96 2.92 0.73 

 kidneys 1.29 0.70 0.79 0.43 

 brain 0.38 0.22 0.18 0.11 

1 heart 0.26 0.18 0.07 0.05 

 lung 3.23 3.29 1.14 1.07 

 liver 19.92 5.98 65.55 10.70 

 spleen 23.37 12.36 4.03 2.40 

 kidneys 0.62 0.11 0.39 0.08 

 brain 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.03 

2 heart 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.03 

 lung 0.55 0.16 0.27 0.07 

 liver 13.24 1.73 47.88 4.27 

 spleen 7.52 2.13 1.48 0.30 

 kidneys 0.84 0.11 0.52 0.10 

 brain 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.00 
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Appendix 15. Organ Distributions of NS-1700nm in Rats (30 mg/kg, n=1-3). 

conc./dose [(ug/g)/(mg/kg)] % dose 
Time (hr) Organs 

Mean SD Mean SD 

0.08 heart 0.56 0.24 0.18 0.06 

 lung 10.43 9.90 6.23 5.42 

 liver 16.68 4.72 60.75 14.60 

 spleen 6.42 1.73 1.89 0.73 

 kidneys 1.13 0.49 0.72 0.35 

 brain 0.19 0.02 0.10 0.01 

1 heart 0.56 N/A 0.21 N/A 

 lung 7.15 N/A 2.73 N/A 

 liver 28.18 N/A 82.78 N/A 

 spleen 24.22 N/A 2.59 N/A 

 kidneys 0.63 N/A 0.37 N/A 

 brain 0.16 N/A 0.08 N/A 

2 heart 0.38 N/A 0.13 N/A 

 lung 1.22 N/A 0.60 N/A 

 liver 14.23 N/A 52.49 N/A 

 spleen 16.31 N/A 2.37 N/A 

 kidneys 0.43 N/A 0.26 N/A 

 brain 0.06 N/A 0.03 N/A 

 




